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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Water Power Technologies Office’s (WPTO) initial 
investment in marine energy software was driven by needs1 identified over a decade ago [4]. WPTO-
funded research was first launched because of a U.S. congressional mandate that called for the DOE 
to officially research marine energy technologies, which also established the DOE WPTO in 2008.2 
A congressional mandate requested the WPTO to evaluate a variety of marine energy devices,3 
establish baseline levelized cost of energy estimates, and provide an overall report to Congress. This 
congressional mandate led to the Reference Model Project (RMP), for which WPTO funded a 
national multi-laboratory team to develop these reference models, based on state-of-the-art designs 
of six marine energy converter archetypes that consisted of three current energy converters and 
three wave energy converters (WEC). Each device was designed to operate for a specific marine 
resource, thus allowing the devices to serve as reference models for future studies. The RMP 
congressional report cited the need for improved marine energy software to handle a variety of 
device designs, as well as a need to standardize performance outputs. Without validated software 
packages and established metrics, information presented to the WPTO by technology developers 
could be incorrect or inaccurate and result in misleading conclusions. The recommendation to 
coordinate WPTO investment in software for numerical modeling and analysis was given a high 
priority because it would directly fill needs at the time, and focused funding would amplify impact. 
By sponsoring software development, WPTO would provide industry developers, university 
researchers, and national laboratories software that could be used, customized, and advanced, thus 
supporting the overall advancement of marine energy. 

In parallel with marine energy road-mapping efforts, lessons learned from the RMP led to WPTO’s 
initial investment in software development. In 2012, Cardinal Engineering led the first software 
needs assessment based on software development gaps identified during the RMP. Cardinal 
Engineering collaborated with Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) to conduct a needs assessment for modeling tools and generated a report 
describing the software landscape at the time, which identified areas of need [12]. The report noted 
that software was often developed without formal coordination or collaboration, from a variety of 
funding sources, and did not have standardized inputs and outputs. The Cardinal Engineering report 
identified nine significant industry needs based on the software landscape in 2012. These industry 
needs directly led to the first wave of software development.  

Over the past decade the marine energy industry has continued to grow and evolve, with new 
concepts and technologies constantly being pursued. Additionally, the field of computing is vastly 
different today than it was 5 or 10 years ago. By utilizing advanced software and hardware 
architectures, like graphics processing units as well as parallelization and high-performance 
computing resources, software can produce higher quality or a higher volume of outputs. These 
software and hardware resources can enable the marine energy community to exploit computational 
advancements from other research fields, including machine learning, differentiable programming, 
and controls co-design. Better integration of existing software and development of potential new 

 
1 A “gap” refers to the lack of a particular modeling tool, and a “need” refers to the lack of a particular modeling tool that would accelerate the design 
process and lead toward more rapid commercialization. 
2In 2008, the Wind and Water Power Program (WWPP) was established. In 2016, the WWPP was split into two offices: Water Power Technologies 
Office (WPTO) and Wind Energy Technologies Office. WPTO has funded DOE’s marine energy research ever since. For the purpose of clarity, we 
will refer to the program as WPTO.  
3At that time, referred to as marine and hydrokinetic energy devices  
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software is necessary to take advantage of trends in modern computing and respond to the current 
and future needs of the marine energy community.  

After a decade of U.S. and international marine energy software development, WPTO decided to 
launch the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort to achieve the following goals: 

1. Catalog the available numerical tools and provide this information to the marine energy 
community. 

2. Develop an informed road map for future WPTO software investments. 
The primary objective of the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort is to prioritize the 
development of the next-generation of WPTO-sponsored software that will support the current and 
future needs of the evolving marine energy industry. 

To better understand the present marine energy software landscape and industry needs, WPTO 
tasked SNL and NREL to update the needs assessment by identifying existing software gaps, 
identifying software needs, and assisting WPTO in planning the next wave of marine energy 
software development. The proposed effort involved cataloguing and analyzing the available data on 
existing software related to marine energy. The marine energy software landscape has vastly changed 
from a decade ago. As of early 2023, there are nearly 230 different software packages utilized by the 
marine energy sector (see the Marine Energy Software knowledge hub on PRIMRE.org), compared 
to a decade ago when the Cardinal Engineering survey identified approximately 40 software 
packages. In 2012, the marine energy software landscape was captured in two tables, whereas the 
current marine energy software landscape required development of a software database to collect 
and categorize software. For more information about the marine energy software database 
developed for this landscaping study, see Appendix A: Marine Energy Software Database.  

Establishing a software database was necessary due to the breadth of the present day software 
survey compared to the survey from 2012 [12]. The 2012 survey was completed by cataloguing the 
software used at SNL and NREL, and for the RMP. The present day software landscape expanded 
upon the 2012 survey to include publicly available information on marine energy software and 
establish categories of interest (refer to Appendix A for details). Care should be taken when 
comparing this present day landscape to the survey from 2012, since they differ in approach and 
scope. However, they can be used to understand how WPTO’s investments have contributed to the 
present day marine energy software landscape.     

An overview of the updated marine energy software landscape is in Figure 1, shown as a tree map. A 
tree map is a visual way to display hierarchical data, where each rectangle’s area is proportional to the 
corresponding data value. The tree map highlights that the marine energy software landscape is 
heavily focused on the categories shown in Table 14. For more information, refer to the Software 
Landscape section.  

  

 
4 refer to Appendix A: Marine Energy Software Database for definitions 

https://openei.org/wiki/PRIMRE/Software
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Table 1. Categories With Highest Quantity of Relevant Software, Based on Tree Map (Figure 1) 
Category Highest Quantity 

Discipline Hydrodynamics and Site Characterization 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 1–3 

Technology Wave Energy 

Collection Method Modeling 

Life Cycle Design 

Country of Origin International 

License  Open Source 

Method Wave Spectral Analysis 

Programming Language Python, Fortran, and MATLAB 

Interface Graphical 

 
These marine energy software trends largely reflect the overall state of marine energy. Marine energy 
is not yet a commercial technology (e.g., technology readiness level [TRL] 9), so it’s reasonable that 
the software landscape is skewed toward lower TRLs (e.g., TRL 1–3). While some members of the 
marine energy sector have advanced to deployments, most technologies are skewed toward the 
earlier life cycle stages (e.g., design). These software trends also align with the focus on disciplines 
like hydrodynamics and site characterization, over disciplines like supply chain and 
manufacturability. The absence of or smaller rectangular size of data in the tree map (Figure 1) 
highlights gaps in currently available software; however, identifying software needs based on gaps 
alone is an incomplete view, as a gap does not necessarily imply a need. Nonetheless, the marine 
energy software landscape results provide valuable insight into where investments have been made, 
as well as areas where future investments could fill a gap.  

Once the marine energy software landscape was updated, the SNL and NREL team solicited 
feedback on the identified gaps to assess if these gaps were indeed needs. Feedback was solicited 
through one in-person and one virtual workshop (refer to Section 3.2 for more information). 
Participant feedback was then used to identify marine energy software needs, using established 
qualitative data analysis methods (e.g., by performing an affinity analysis). The affinity diagram 
generated from the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software workshop data is shown in Figure 2. 
The affinity diagram groups feedback into multi-level themes, using a bottom-up approach. Third-
level themes are generated directly from participant feedback (interpreted notes are in yellow); they 
are in blue and are the most specific. Second-level themes are groups of third-level themes; they are 
in pink. First-level themes are groups of second-level themes; they are in green and are the broadest. 
Refer to the Affinity Analysis section for more information, to Appendix C for first-, second-, and 
third-level themes, and to the high-resolution PDF for the workshop attendee quotes. These marine 
energy software needs will be used to guide future investments by WPTO.  
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Figure 1. Tree map of the marine energy software database. Each rectangle has an area 

proportional to the quantity of relevant software, e.g., the discipline with the highest quantity of 
relevant software is Hydrodynamics, followed by Site Characterization and Performance  
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Figure 2. Digital affinity diagram developed by NREL and SNL from marine energy software 

workshop data (screenshot from Miro). A high resolution version of the above affinity diagram is 
provided at the end of the Executive Summary for readers interested in reviewing the details. 
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The affinity analysis provides an overview of the needs that emerged from the workshop participant 
feedback. First-level needs and their impact on the marine energy industry are listed in Table 2.  

For example, new software could require several years (more than 3) of development before the 
software could become easily accessed, used, and maintained, and training available for the marine 
energy community. Conversely, adoption of state-of-the-art computational resources, or leveraging 
existing software for new applications, could have an immediate impact on the marine energy 
community. The long-term need for access to high-quality data is persistent and remains a need 
from the 2012 Cardinal Report. The need for high-quality data is relevant across all modeling and 
software development but was strongest for data-driven analyses (e.g., levelized cost of energy), 
where the quality of the analysis is highly dependent on currently unavailable, and often volatile, data 
(e.g., supply chain, materials, vessels, moorings, anchors, etc.). Furthermore, the success of 
algorithms developed to complete full system optimizations and apply machine learning approaches 
is based on the quality of the training data. Because of this sensitivity, any databases developed as 
training data for these approaches need to be verified for accuracy, breadth, standardization, and 
elimination of any biases.  

The authors recommend that all WPTO-funded software projects have formal software 
development plans, written prior to initiating development, that are evaluated and revised on a 
regular (e.g., annual) basis. Software development plans should include the following elements: 
programming language and license (e.g., open source or proprietary), distribution and maintenance 
protocols (e.g., version control and team workflows), quality assurance best practices5 (e.g., testing 
and continuous integration), documentation and user training (e.g., help boards and user support), 
and software sustainability, i.e., how to continue software maintenance without direct WPTO 
funding (e.g., indirect funding or sunsetting). 

This recommendation is based on feedback from the community, and lessons learned from the past 
decade of WPTO investment in software. History has shown that unsupported software is 
essentially dead software, and all software should consider best practices. Marine energy is a rapidly 
evolving field, and strongly reliant on adaptable open-source software. Thus, software development 
plans must consider how to best achieve the intended impact on the marine energy community, and 
strongly weigh factors directly impacting the user community and long-term sustainability. 
Sustainable software should consider open-source software business models that enable continued 
development and support (dual-licensing, software as service, etc.; refer to Appendix D: Open-
Source Software Business Models). Additionally, software should follow software quality best 
practices, such as compliance with ISO/IEC 9126.  

Based on lessons learned from related fields, like wind energy, marine energy software needs will 
likely depend on TRL. As marine energy advances to higher TRLs, original equipment 
manufacturers will likely develop and maintain custom software relevant to their specific technology 
and market. However, there is significant benefit in having a validated and trusted open source MRE 
software package(s), that are maintained by WPTO, for the purposes of review, analysis, and results 
comparisons independent of other software. This open source MRE software can also be used for 
educational purposes and workforce training as the marine energy industry grows and matures while 
providing a low barrier of entry to new entrants and suppliers who may want to develop of 
components and subsystems.  

 
5 Examples of quality assurance best practices includes the systems development life cycle (SLDC) and applied 
methodologies such as Agile. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_development_life_cycle
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fambysoft.com%2Fessays%2FagileLifecycle.html&data=05%7C01%7CNathan.Tom%40nrel.gov%7Cf8e65b51e0e74783968608db3ab0fc6f%7Ca0f29d7e28cd4f5484427885aee7c080%7C0%7C0%7C638168304056357341%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=yaZ5wOTe2So%2BoPDEJB9uS9XZtZFpGe%2FejTikW7Qh1pM%3D&reserved=0
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A high resolution PDF of the affinity diagram is available in Figure 3 for review. The authors 
request and welcome feedback from the broader marine energy community on the needs 
assessment. Please contact the authors of this report if you would like to provide additional 
feedback. 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

Figure 3. High resolution affinity diagram, double-click to access 
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Table 2: Prioritized Needs from the 2022 Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Assessment 
First-Level 

Need6 
Impact of Need on Marine Energy 

Industry Opportunities 

“We need to 
leverage state-of-

the-art 
computational 

resources” 

• Inability to utilize modern computing 
technologies results in slower 
development 

• Inability to leverage graphical processing 
units (GPUs) and high-performance 
computing (HPC) scalable resources such 
as Amazon Web Services results in slower 
development and inefficient workflows 

• Inability to exploit advancements in 
machine learning (ML) to analyze 
performance data to improve system 
design and operation results in limited 
innovation and optimization 

• Inability to perform simulations and 
optimizations with existing software 
results in slower development and 
inefficient workflows 

• Develop new tools compatible with GPUs and HPC 
• Develop and validate machine learning (ML) 

applications for marine energy  
• Develop tools for integrated optimization workflows 

(e.g., Wind-plant Integrated System Design and 
Engineering Model [WISDEM] for offshore wind) and 
gradient-based optimization 

• Establish checklists or requirements for compatibility 
with advanced computing resources 

• Develop easily adaptable marine energy applications 
leveraging state of the art computing resources 

• Develop capabilities to support digital twins and 
hardware-in-the-loop for marine energy 

“We need to 
overcome existing 

software 
limitations in 

order to advance 
marine energy 
technology” 

• Inability to use existing marine energy 
software to meet marine energy needs 
results in lack of confidence in software 
outputs 

• Inability to use existing software across all 
marine energy technologies results in lack 
of confidence in software outputs and 
limited innovation 

• Inability to couple existing marine energy 
software results in inefficient workflows 

• Incorporate additional device configurations and physics 
into existing software, especially for current energy 
technologies. 

• Establish applicability bounds of existing software (e.g., 
limitations of underlying theory) 

• Invest in existing software used by marine energy 
community (e.g., MoorDyn, OpenFAST, Capytaine)  

• Leverage existing tools to improve marine energy 
software interoperability (e.g., MHKiT, preCICE) and 

 
6 The affinity analysis processes used “I want” language, however this converted to “We need” for the needs assessment 

https://wisdem.readthedocs.io/en/master/
https://mhkit-software.github.io/MHKiT/
https://precice.org/
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develop application programming interfaces (APIs) that 
are consistent and easy-to-use. 

“We need to 
consider many 

factors and trade-
offs when 

developing or 
using new marine 
energy software” 

• Programming language, license, software 
speed, interoperability, and deployment on 
HPC systems impact interoperability and 
result in slower development and 
inefficient workflows 

• Differing opinions on commercial versus 
free and open-source software (consensus 
that the marine energy industry is willing 
to pay for tools if they are deemed 
valuable and save development time) 
results in differing approaches to software 
use and adoption7  

• Invest in new software (e.g., framework, language) 
capable of supporting multiple technologies (e.g., hybrid 
systems, wave, current, wind, and solar energy) and 
products (e.g., power, water, carbon) 

• Prioritize development of multiphysics, multidomain 
tools (e.g., including power take-off and control co-
design) 

• Support collaborations between MRE and offshore 
wind and solar on software development for hybrid 
systems.  

“We need open-
source software 
that is trusted, 

free, and easy to 
use” 

• Open-source software is low cost, but if 
difficult to use, results in a lack of 
confidence and is a barrier to adoption 
(i.e., labor costs for software adoption) 

• Encourage adoption of software quality best practices 
from ISO/IEC 25010 (e.g., documentation, examples, 
testing, continuous integration) 

• Improve verification and validation of existing marine 
energy software  

• Develop easily adaptable validated models using open-
access datasets  

• Support User Interface/User Experience (UI/UX) 
development and marine energy applications for existing 
software to lower the learning curve, and reduce 
adoption time (i.e., reduce software adoption time 
burden)  

• Invest in long-term software development and support, 
e.g., new features, user support (issues), trainings 
(recorded webinars), and applications  

 
7 For example, the two leading software for wave and tidal/current modeling are WEC-Sim and OpenFAST, respectively. However, WEC-Sim is built in the 
MATLAB/Simulink environment where OpenFast is built in Fortran/C++. 
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• Establish dedicated Research Software Engineers to 
support open-source software 

“We need to 
advance marine 

energy 
technology, but 
data access is a 

barrier” 

• Lack of relevant open-source validation 
data results in lack of confidence in 
software outputs 

• Lack of relevant data results in poorly 
defined inputs for data-driven analyses 
and lack of confidence in outputs 
 

 

• Invest in open-access data sets and code comparison for 
model validation 

• Apply numerical models and machine learning to fill 
known data gaps (e.g., cost drivers, failure rates) 

• Update reference models, and include potentially 
groundbreaking technologies (e.g., distributed embedded 
energy converter technologies (termed DEEC-Tec), 
kites, ocean thermal energy conversion, salinity gradient) 

• Numerical reference models would not only 
demonstrate proper use of available simulation tools, but 
also provide example data and predicted performance 
results  

• Improve standardization of data outputs (e.g., units, 
descriptors) and improve usability of large data sets for 
analysis by algorithms (i.e., ML)  
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ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS 
Abbreviation Definition 

AOP annual operating plan 

API application programming interface 

BEM boundary element method 

CEC current energy converter 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

COE cost of energy 

CPU central processing unit 

DOE U.S. Department of Energy 

EWTEC European Wave and Tidal Energy Conference 

FOWT floating offshore wind turbine 

FY fiscal year 

GPL general public license 

GPU graphical processing unit 

HPC high-performance computing 

IoT Internet of Things 

IO&M installation, operations, and maintenance 

LCOE levelized cost of energy 

MEC marine energy converters 

METS Marine Energy Technology Symposium 

MHK marine and hydrokinetic8 

ML machine learning 

MRE marine renewable energy1 

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

OREC Ocean Renewable Energy Conference 

OSS open-source software 

OSTI Office of Scientific and Technical Information 

OTEC ocean thermal energy conversion 

 
8 refers to marine energy 
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Abbreviation Definition 

PRIMRE Portal and Repository for Information on Marine Renewable Energy 

PTO power take-off 

RMP Reference Model Project 

ROS robot operating system 

R&D research and development 

SNL Sandia National Laboratories 

TRL technology readiness level 

U.S. United States 

WEC wave energy converter 

WPTO Water Power Technologies Office 
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1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The first marine energy research thrust began in the 1970s. Wave energy research was largely done in 
Europe, led by seminal researchers like Salter, Budal, and Falnes [1]-[4]. They explored innovative 
concepts in wave energy conversion (e.g., the Salter Duck), established theoretical energy capture 
limits (e.g., Budal’s limit), and developed control strategies to maximize energy capture (e.g., latching 
control). Ocean wave energy conversion has a rich history, and readers are directed to [5] for greater 
historical perspective. The use of turbines to convert energy from thermal ocean currents, 
particularly the Florida Current, was proposed by U.S. researchers in 1974 [6].Overseas, the 
development of modern technology for conversion of tidally driven flows began in the United 
Kingdom in the early 1990s [7]. 

1.1. Water Power Technologies Office, 2008 
Meanwhile, in the United States, research into renewable energy technologies at that same time was 
primarily focused on wind and solar energy. It was not until a congressional mandate that the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) officially launched research into marine energy technologies and 
established the DOE Water Power Technologies Office (WPTO) in 2008.9 A congressional mandate 
requested the WPTO to evaluate a variety of marine energy devices,10 establish baseline levelized 
cost of energy (LCOE) estimates and provide an overall report to Congress.  

1.2. Reference Model Project, 2010 
In 2010, the WPTO launched the Reference Model Project (RMP), which funded a multi-laboratory 
team to develop reference models based on state-of-the-art designs of six marine energy converter 
(MEC) archetypes. Each device was designed to operate for a specific marine resource, thus allowing 
the devices to serve as reference models for future studies. The six reference models consisted of 
three current energy converters (CEC) and three wave energy converters (WEC) [8]: 

• Reference Model 1: Tidal Current Turbine 
• Reference Model 2: River Current Turbine 
• Reference Model 3: Wave Point Absorber 
• Reference Model 4: Ocean Current Turbine 
• Reference Model 5: Oscillating Surge Flap 
• Reference Model 6: Oscillating Water Column. 
The RMP generated publicly available technical and economic data sets [9], which resulted in an 
official report that was presented to the U.S. Congress. The congressional report included the need 
for improved marine energy software to handle a variety of device designs, as well as the need to 
standardize performance11 outputs. Without validated software packages and established metrics, 
information presented to the WPTO by technology developers could be incorrect or inaccurate and 
result in misleading conclusions.  

 
9In 2008, the Wind and Water Power Program (WWPP) was established. In 2016, the WWPP was split into two offices: Water Power Technologies 
Office (WPTO) and Wind Energy Technologies Office (WETO). WPTO has funded DOE’s marine energy research ever since. For the purpose of 
clarity, we will refer to the program as WPTO.  
10At that time, referred to as marine and hydrokinetic (MHK) energy devices.  
11 WPTO has provided support since 2009 for U.S. experts to participate in the International Electrotechnical Commission’s Technical Committee 
114 (IEC TC114) Marine Energy – Wave, tidal and other water current converters. 

https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm1-tidal-current-turbine
https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm2-river-current-turbine
https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm3-wave-point-absorber
https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm4-ocean-current-turbine
https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm5-oscillating-surge-flap
https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/signature-project/rm6-oscillating-water-column
https://iec.ch/dyn/www/f?p=103:7:0::::FSP_ORG_ID,FSP_LANG_ID:1316,25
https://iec.ch/dyn/www/f?p=103:7:0::::FSP_ORG_ID,FSP_LANG_ID:1316,25
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The RMP started under the assumption that sufficient software and modeling tools were already 
available, or could be developed quickly, to simulate the performance of the six listed marine energy 
devices. But as described by the congressional report, the reality was quite different, prompting 
WPTO to fund numerical analysis tools to support the program’s research goals. As the 
development and maintenance of software tools cost program dollars that could be used across 
other parts of the WPTO portfolio, there was an opportunity for industry, academia, and national 
laboratories to leverage software investments to help maintain an active user community. These 
were the considerations that would eventually lead to the first round of WPTO-funded software 
investments intended to support the U.S. marine energy industry.    

1.3. Road-Mapping, 2012 
After the RMP, significant effort was placed in road-mapping future marine energy development. 
Road-mapping efforts were conducted to better understand the overall device design process and where 
each software fits. These efforts included Reed et al. [10] whose work established marine energy 
technology readiness levels (TRLs), and Ruehl and Bull [11], whose work proposed a design-to-
commercialization road map for wave energy development, shown in Figure 4. The design-to-
commercialization road map proposed in Ruehl and Bull’s work highlighted the need for a 
combination of numerical modeling and experimental testing at different stages of TRL 
development. This established the need for marine energy software capable of modeling a wide 
range of TRL development stages. 

 
Figure 4. WEC Development Road Map: Design to Commercialization, October 2012. Stages 

highlighted in red include numerical modeling. 

1.4. Marine Energy Software Needs Assessment, 2012 
In parallel with marine energy road-mapping efforts, lessons learned from the RMP led to WPTO’s 
investment in software development. In 2012, Cardinal Engineering led the first software needs 
assessment based on software development gaps identified during the RMP. A need refers to the 
lack of a particular modeling tool that would accelerate the design process and lead toward more 
rapid commercialization [12]. Cardinal Engineering collaborated with Sandia National Laboratories 
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(SNL) and National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to conduct a needs assessment for 
modeling tools and generated a report describing the software landscape at the time, identifying 
areas of need [12]. Excerpts from this report show lists of the commonly used software at the time,12 
with wave codes given in Table 4, and tidal/current codes given in Table 5. The report also noted 
that software was often developed without formal coordination or collaboration, from a variety of 
funding sources, and did not have standardized inputs and outputs. The Cardinal Engineering report 
identified nine significant industry needs, shown in Table 3. A subset of these needs is also included 
in Figure 4 to show how these needs map to the design process and TRL progression. Figure 4 
highlights the numerical model development starting in the lower-left corner with single-device 
linear frequency domain models progressing to the upper-right corner with multi-device 
computational fluid dynamics models; however, the progression of effort is not linear, as the 
required level of expertise and access to computing power leads to a greater investment in hardware 
and time to implement properly. The required level of training and access to high-performance 
computing resources to complete higher-fidelity calculations can be a significant barrier to wider 
adoption by the marine energy community, even if open-source software is available. These 
considerations should be kept in mind when reviewing the catalog of existing marine energy 
software, as they can help one understand where larger investments in software development may be 
required to provide tools that can match the needs identified in the upper-right corner of Figure 4. 

Additionally, the Cardinal report highlighted that most of the existing software were commercial 
packages leveraged from related fields (refer to Table 4 and Table 5). At the time, there were very 
few open-source packages developed for marine energy applications. The lack of open-source 
software13 was also a notable result of Topper and Ingram [13], following a survey of software for 
modeling wave and tidal energy applications in use at the time, shown in Figure 5.   

Based on these findings, investment in open-source software (OSS) development became a priority 
for WPTO, because it had the potential to: 

• Reduce the cost barrier for access to software 
• Address the unique challenges of modeling marine energy devices 
• Modify source code to meet end-user needs. 
This aspect of the marine energy software landscape has changed dramatically in the intervening 
decade, largely because of strategic funding decisions by funding agencies like WPTO. There is now 
an abundance of OSS available to the marine energy community, details of which are addressed in 
the Software Landscape section of this report.  

 
  

 
12 The 2012 report notes that, “While there are many more codes in existence than could be applied to MHK devices, the tables [sic] list the codes 
commonly used for the modeling of MHK technologies.” 
13 At that time, referred to as community-developed software. 
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Table 3. Prioritized Needs, from “Progress Report on the Development of Design Tools for Wave 
and Current MHK Devices,” Cardinal Engineering [12] 

 Need 
Impact of Need on Marine Hydrokinetic 

(MHK) Industry Priority 

1 
Comprehensive, Wave-to-Wire, 
Device-Agnostic WEC 
Modeling Software Package 

Longer development time to reach 
commercialization and higher cost for 
developers.  
Increased investor risk.  

High 

2 Mid-Fidelity Computational 
Code 

Higher risk for TRL 4–7 design products.  
Inaccurate performance predictions throughout 
preliminary and final design.  

High 

3 Life Cycle Cost Modeling Tool 

Results in higher cost of energy (COE) for MHK 
devices.  
Cost is often not used as a key driver in the 
design process. 

High 

4 Open-Source Versions of 
Hydrodynamic Modeling Tools 

Developers must pay higher costs for 
commercial code licenses. 
Many commercial codes were developed for oil 
and gas and need to be adapted to WEC 
operation for more accurate results.  

High 

5 
High-Fidelity Survival Modeling 
with Prediction of Extreme 
Conditions 

Must overdesign and deploy a more expensive 
device.  
Results in higher COE for MHK devices.  

Medium 

6 Fatigue Modeling Capability 
and Design Databases 

High risk of failure for TRL 7–9 deployments 
create a barrier to private investors. 
Offshore oil and gas industry cites fatigue as #1 
challenge and source of failure.  

Medium 

7 Simulation of Turbines on a 
Moored or Floating Structure 

Risk of inaccurate predictions of performance 
and operation in extreme conditions for tidal, 
open-ocean, and river current devices.  

Low 

8 Simulation of Multiple WECs 
on a Single Structure 

Reduced capability to optimize design of 
modular WEC arrays, which have potential for 
significant COE reduction. 

Low 

9 Test Data for Verification of 
Modeling Tools 

Lack of verification data results in greater 
uncertainty for device performance predictions 
and subsequently reduced confidence in COE 
estimates. 
Verification data are essential to all model 
development efforts. 

Applies to all 
modeling 
efforts (high 
priority) 
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Table 4. Existing Wave Codes, from "Progress Report on the Development of Design Tools for 
Wave and Current MHK Devices,” Cardinal Engineering [12]  

Type Code Specific Behavior/Interaction 
Open Source 

or Commercial 

Marine 
Dynamics 

ANSYS AQWA 
Boundary element method (BEM) for device 
and mooring dynamic loads in frequency and 
time domains 

Commercial 

OrcaFlex Mooring dynamics evaluation Commercial 

WAMIT Dynamic loads of moorings and occasionally 
devices Commercial 

MultiSurf Creates complex geometry models Commercial 

aNySIM Commercial code for sharing MARIN 
hydrodynamic software Commercial 

HydroD Performs hydrostatic and hydrodynamic 
analysis Commercial 

SIMO 
Simulates time domain for multibody systems 
and allows nonlinear effects to be included in 
the wave-frequency range 

Commercial 

Mooring 

MIMOSA Calculates wave-frequency and low-frequency 
vessel motions and mooring tensions Commercial 

WADAM Hydrodynamics of wave/structure interactions Commercial 

MOOROPT-2 
Finds values of design variables that give 
minimum system cost while satisfying a 
specified set of constraints 

Commercial 

AQWA with 
Coupled Cable 
Dynamics 

Fully coupled device and mooring loads in 
frequency and time domains Commercial 

Wave Response DIFFRAC Calculates wave diffraction due to units in 
waves Commercial 

Computational 
Fluid Dynamics 

STAR-CCM+ Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

LS-Dyna Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

CFX Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

Storm (CFD2000) Models erosion, sediment, waterways, channel 
flow and water vehicle performance Commercial 

Arrays SWAN/SNL-EFDC 

Computes random, short-crested wind-
generated waves in coastal regions and inland 
waters (SWAN) coupled with large-scale 
hydrodynamics (SNL-EFDC) 

Open Source 

Time/Frequency 
Domain 

AQWA with DLL Time domain nonlinear equations of motion Commercial 

Simulink Time domain nonlinear equations of motion Commercial 

MATLAB Frequency domain linear equations of motion Commercial 

 SNL-EFDC Models surface-water flow, sediment transport, 
and water quality Open Source 
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Table 5. Existing Tidal/Current Codes, From “Progress Report on the Development of Design 
Tools for Wave and Current MHK Devices,” Cardinal Engineering [12]  

Type Code Specific Behavior/Interaction 
Open Source 

or Commercial 

Marine 
Dynamics 

ANSYS AQWA 
Boundary element method (BEM) for device 
and mooring dynamic loads in frequency and 
time domains 

Commercial 

aNySIM Commercial code for sharing MARIN 
hydrodynamic software Commercial 

Mooring 

MIMOSA Calculates wave frequency and low-frequency 
vessel motions and mooring tensions Commercial 

WADAM Hydrodynamics of wave/structure interactions Commercial 

MOOROPT-2 
Finds values of design variables that give 
minimum system cost while satisfying a 
specified set of constraints 

Commercial 

AQWA with 
Coupled Cable 
Dynamics 

Fully coupled device and mooring loads in 
frequency and time domains Commercial 

Turbine 
Performance 

Harp_Opt Blade design with optimization routine Open Source 

WT_Perf BEM blade hydrodynamic code Open Source 

CACTUS Horizontal-axis turbine and vertical-axis turbine 
design code Open Source 

FAST Hydroelastic design Open Source 

HydroDyne (not 
yet available) 

Calculates lift, drag, and pitching moments of 
blade or tower nodes. Also can consider blade 
and tip losses and the effects of dynamic stall. 

Open Source 

Computational 
Fluid Dynamics 

Star-CCM+ Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

OpenFOAM Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Open Source 

ANSYS-Fluent Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

OverFlow Navier-Stokes flow solver for structured grids Open Source 

CFX Commercial computational fluid dynamics code Commercial 

Storm (CFD2000) Models erosion, sediment, waterways, channel 
flow, and water vehicle performance Commercial 

Arrays SNL-EFDC Models MHK devices in large-scale 
hydrodynamic simulations Open Source 

Time/Frequency 
Domain 

AQWA with DLL Time domain nonlinear equations of motion Commercial 

Simulink Time domain nonlinear equations of motion Commercial 

MATLAB Frequency domain linear equations of motion Commercial 

Environmental HSPF 
Simulates watershed hydrology and water 
quality for both conventional and toxic organic 
pollutants 

Commercial 
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Type Code Specific Behavior/Interaction 
Open Source 

or Commercial 

SNL-EFDC Models surface-water flow, sediment transport, 
and water quality  

CUENCAS 
Models single-hill slopes to large (of the order 
of thousands of kilometers squared) 
watersheds 

Open Source 

 

 
Figure 5. Design process and TRL progression, from "Progress Report on the Development of 

Design Tools for Wave and Current MHK Devices,” Cardinal Engineering [12]  
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Figure 6. Venn diagram showing groupings of in use software packages. Highlighted are open-

source packages and, within that grouping, community-developed models. Reprinted from Figure 
1 in Topper and Ingram [13]. 

1.4.1. WEC-Sim, 2013 
WPTO’s role sponsoring the development of marine energy software is a response to the 
recommendations from the Cardinal Engineering needs assessment. In 2013, WPTO funded the 
WEC Modeling Project, co-led by SNL and NREL, which launched development of the WEC-Sim 
software. WEC-Sim is a numerical modeling software that models the dynamics of WEC systems 
that are composed of rigid and flexible bodies, power take-off systems, and mooring systems.  

Since its initial release in 2014, NREL and SNL have jointly developed, released, and maintained 
new versions of the WEC-Sim software [14]. WEC-Sim has become a popular tool for WEC 
numerical modeling across academia and industry, for a variety of different wave energy device types 
[15] —and even for some non-wave energy applications [16] such as floating offshore wind turbines 
(FOWTs), and hybrid FOWT-WEC systems [17]. Furthermore, experimental validation studies have 
been conducted with a range of different device types, building confidence in WEC-Sim’s versatility 
and ability to accurately model physical systems [18]. WEC-Sim’s success was recognized with the 
second best score at WPTO Peer Review in 2019, a perfect score at the 2022 WPTO Peer Review 
[19], and through a R&D 100 Award14 in the fall of 2021[20]. 

The long-term success and impact of software like WEC-Sim are direct results of WPTO’s 
continued strategic investment in marine energy software development. Demonstrating this point, 
Figure 7 shows the activity on WEC-Sim’s GitHub repository since its initial v1.0 release in 2014. 
Without continued support, these projects would not still be relevant nearly a decade after their 
initial investment. However, much of the software available ten years ago (listed in Figure 5, Table 4, 
and Table 5) and OSS projects funded by WPTO after the needs assessment are no longer used or 

 
14 The R&D100 Awards is the only science and technology awards competition that recognizes new commercial 
products, technologies, and materials for their technological significant that are available for sale or license. The R&D 
100 Awards program identifies and celebrates the top 100 revolutionary technologies of the past year. 
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supported today. This fact highlights the importance of strategic investment and long-term support 
for future marine energy software development (refer to Appendix E for more information).  

 
Figure 7. Activity on WEC-Sim's GitHub repository since its v1.0 release in 2014 

1.4.2. OpenFAST, 2018 
The open-source software OpenFAST [21] has been funded primarily by the DOE Wind Energy 
Technologies Office (WETO) since its first production release in 2018. OpenFAST is based on the 
long-standing wind turbine simulation code FAST, which NREL began developing more than 20 
years ago, also through primarily WETO funding. It is a reduced-order engineering model for the 
simulation of land-based and fixed and floating offshore wind turbines. OpenFAST is a 
restructuring of FAST that aims to better support an open-source developer community and allow 
more flexibility in coupling to external software through increased modularity. 

Within the last five years, the DOE WPTO and ARPA-E have invested significantly in current 
energy technologies (including tidal, ocean, and riverine), with funding aimed at developing new, 
economically competitive CEC designs and community-scale and grid-scale marine energy projects 
[22], [23]. These projects require numerical models that can analyze the performance of new CEC 
designs. Recent funding has supported work at NREL to adapt OpenFAST for axial-flow turbine 
CECs and develop a control co-design framework for CEC design and optimization that would 
include OpenFAST as its highest fidelity model. However, there is no centralized or long-term 
WPTO funding to support the development of numerical modeling tools such as OpenFAST for 
current energy converters. Furthermore, there is no support for developing modeling tools for other 
CEC topologies, such as cross-flow turbines, oscillating hydrofoils, kites, ducted turbines, or 
Archimedes’ screw designs. 

1.4.3. MoorDyn, 2017 
MoorDyn is an open-source mooring system dynamics software designed to work in concert with 
other simulation tools. The software is based on a lumped-mass discretization of a mooring line’s 
dynamics and adds point-mass and rigid-body objects to enable simulation of a wide variety of 
mooring and cabling arrangements. MoorDyn began in 2014 as an independent model development 
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project by Dr. Matthew Hall during his graduate studies at the University of Maine. Initially 
developed in C++, it was coupled with NREL’s FAST v7 floating wind turbine simulator and was 
validated against 1:50-scale floating wind turbine test data. This validation generated interest at 
NREL and prompted the creation of a separate Fortran implementation of MoorDyn that became a 
core module in FAST v8. Additional collaborations with researchers at Politecnico di Torino and 
NREL’s water power team led to coupling of the C++ implementation with MATLAB/Simulink 
tools, including WEC-Sim [25]. Primary funding for MoorDyn’s development from 2014 to 2019 
came from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
Beginning in 2019, Hall and MoorDyn’s development moved to NREL, and a number of new 
capabilities were added with funding from WETO, WPTO, ARPA-E, and the National Offshore 
Wind Research and Development Consortium. The majority of funding was for wind energy 
applications, resulting in significant new modeling improvements, but without corresponding 
updates to the WEC-Sim-MoorDyn coupling to allow use of these new features with WEC-Sim. 
Beginning in 2022, the C++ version of MoorDyn underwent significant refactoring and current 
MoorDyn development efforts sponsored by WPTO are focused on properly integrating these 
external contributions to prepare for an updated coupling with WEC-Sim. MoorDyn is also 
implemented as a core module in OpenFAST following the FAST framework and thus can provide 
an open-source option for wave and tidal/current developers to utilize for mooring system design.   

1.4.4. Funding Across Highlighted Software 
The three software packages described previously, WEC-Sim, OpenFAST, and MoorDyn, represent 
the commonly used open-source software about wave energy, current energy, and mooring systems 
for a range of marine energy technologies (excluding ocean thermal energy conversion [OTEC] and 
salinity gradient). These software packages were all highlighted by the marine energy community 
during the outreach efforts described later in this report. However, the development and support 
(e.g., funding) across the three software packages vary substantially. Disparate funding priorities can 
be traced back to Table 3, where Needs 1 and 4 assigned a high priority to open-source WEC 
modeling, whereas Need 7 assigned a low priority to current energy and mooring model 
development due to the comparatively small current energy resources in the contiguous US and 
more limiting research budget at that time.  

The high priority assigned to open-source WEC modeling has paid off in the large-scale adoption 
and wide recognition of the WEC-Sim software, which can be attributed, in part, to the investment 
from WPTO over the last decade. Conversely, the low priority assigned to open-source software for 
current energy and mooring means MoorDyn and OpenFAST have not achieved the same level of 
adoption by the marine energy community due to, in part, piecemeal funding by WPTO, which 
resulted in limited development and support over the past decade. 

1.5. Next-Generation Marine Energy Software, 2022  
Identifying needs and allocating research and development (R&D) funding for technology 
advancement is a challenging exercise. Funding agencies must balance existing stakeholder needs 
with strategic investments addressing future needs. Identifying future needs is inherently challenging, 
but failure to do so can result in short-term investments that do not support a long-term strategy to 
support the marine energy community toward commercialization. Since the establishment of the 
marine energy research program, WPTO has prioritized investment in software development. Even 
with limited and fluctuating funding levels, WPTO has continued to focus its foundational R&D on 
efforts that benefit the broader R&D community. Over the past decade, this rudimental R&D has 
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focused on developing open-source marine energy software that can be adapted and modified to 
meet end-user needs.  

The initial software needs assessment performed by Cardinal Engineering resulted in the first wave 
of WPTO-sponsored marine energy software development. These software development projects 
responded to both short- and long-term needs. Predicting the long-term success of a software 
project is challenging, while some of these software packages are no longer in use, others have active 
and growing user bases nearly a decade later. The success of these projects, as measured by their 
adoption and impact on the marine energy community, has resulted in a paradigm shift in the way 
marine energy software is used and developed. A decade ago, the marine energy community was 
heavily reliant on closed-source commercial software packages leveraged from related industries. As 
of 2023, there is an abundance of OSS developed for marine energy applications that can be 
customized to meet end-user needs because of dedicated funding by U.S. and international 
governmental renewable energy programs who have emphasized the development of OSS.  

WPTO’s initial investment in marine energy software was driven by needs identified nearly a decade 
ago. However, the needs that constituted funding then are not applicable today. Marine energy is a 
constantly growing and evolving field, with new concepts and technologies being pursued. 
Additionally, the field of computing is vastly different today than it was 5 or 10 years ago, and the 
marine energy software landscape understanding must evolve according to recent ventures. The 
identification, investment, and development of new software is needed to take advantage of trends 
in modern computing and respond to the current needs of the marine energy community.  

After a decade of U.S. and international marine energy software development, WPTO decided to 
launch the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort to achieve the following goals: 

1. Catalog the available numerical tools and provide this information to the marine energy 
community. 

2. Develop an informed road map for future WPTO software investments. 
The primary objective of the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort is to prioritize the 
development of the next-generation of WPTO-sponsored software that will support the current and 
future needs of the evolving marine energy industry. An overview of the Next-Generation Marine 
Energy Software Task approach is provided in Figure 8. The Data Gathering effort was focused on 
collecting information about the existing marine energy software landscape. The Needs Assessment 
reviewed the existing suite of marine energy software, identified gaps, and solicited feedback from 
the marine energy community to identify numerical modeling and simulation needs. A “gap” refers 
to the lack of a particular modeling tool, and a “need” refers to the lack of a particular modeling tool 
that would accelerate the design process and lead toward more rapid commercialization [4]. Thus, all 
gaps are not necessarily needs. By engaging the marine energy community, and through coordination 
with WPTO, the team of multiple U.S. national laboratories will develop a software development 
plan for the next generation of marine energy software tools. This software development plan will 
be based on current and future areas of strategic need identified by the marine energy community. 
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Figure 8. Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Timeline 
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2. SOFTWARE LANDSCAPE 
The current marine energy software landscape (has vastly changed from a decade ago. A major 
difference is the quantity of software applicable to marine energy. There are now nearly 230 
different software packages utilized by the marine energy sector, compared to a decade ago when the 
Cardinal Engineering survey identified approximately 40 software packages Figure 9. In 2012, the 
marine energy software landscape was captured in two tables, whereas the current software 
landscape required development of a database to collect and categorize software. For more 
information about the marine energy software database developed for this landscaping study, see 
Appendix A.  

An overview of the current marine energy software landscape is shown in Figure 9, demonstrated as 
a tree map. A tree map is a visual way to display hierarchical data, where each rectangle’s area is 
proportional to the corresponding data value. For this tree map, the size is proportional to the 
number of relevant software packages, e.g., the discipline with the highest number of software 
packages is hydrodynamics, followed by site characterization and performance.  
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Figure 9. Tree map of the marine energy software database. Each rectangle has an area 

proportional to the quantity of relevant software, e.g., the discipline with the highest quantity of 
relevant software is Hydrodynamics, followed by Site Characterization and Performance  

The tree map highlights that the marine energy software landscape is heavily focused on the 
categories shown in Table 615. 

  

 
15 Refer to Appendix A Marine Energy Software Database for definitions. 
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Table 6. Categories with highest quantity of relevant software, based on Tree Map (Figure 9) 

Category Highest Quantity 
Discipline Hydrodynamics and Site Characterization 

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 1-3 

Technology Wave Energy 

Collection Method Modeling 

Life Cycle Design 

Country of Origin International 

License  Open Source 

Method Wave Spectral Analysis 

Programming Language Python, Fortan, and MATLAB 

Interface Graphical 
These marine energy software trends largely reflect the overall state of marine energy. Marine energy 
is not yet a commercial technology (i.e., TRL 9), so it is reasonable that the software landscape is 
skewed toward lower TRLs (e.g., TRL 1–3). While some members of the marine energy sector have 
advanced to deployments, most technologies are skewed toward the earlier life cycle stages (e.g., 
design). These software trends also align with the focus on disciplines like hydrodynamics and site 
characterization over disciplines like supply chain and manufacturability. The absence of (or smaller 
rectangular size of) data in the tree map highlights gaps in currently available software. From the tree 
map alone, it is reasonable to conclude that the next-generation of marine energy software should 
focus on the following: 

• TRL: Higher TRLs (e.g., TRL 4–6 and TRL 7–9) 
• Life Cycle: Later life cycle phases (e.g., manufacturing, deployment, condition monitoring, and 

decommissioning) 
• Technology: Current energy, salinity gradient, and OTEC 
• Collection Method: Laboratory and field. 
However, identifying software needs based on gaps alone is an incomplete view, as a gap does not 
necessarily imply a need. Nonetheless, the marine energy software landscape provides valuable 
insight. The software landscape is used to frame further discussion about the needs for the next 
generation of marine energy (refer to Section 3 Needs Assessment).  

With a better understanding of the existing marine energy software landscape, the SNL and NREL 
project team solicited public feedback on the identified gaps to assess if these gaps were indeed 
needs. The public feedback solicitation was held through one in-person and one virtual workshop 
(for more detailed information on workshop content, please see Section 3.2). The participant 
feedback collected during the workshops was then used to identify marine energy software needs 
using an affinity analysis method. The affinity diagram generated from the Next-Generation Marine 
Energy Software workshop data is shown in Figure 2. First-level themes are in green, second-level 
themes are in pink, third-level themes are in blue, and interpreted notes are in yellow. Refer to 
Appendix C for first-, second- and third-level themes. These marine energy software needs will be 
used to guide future investments by WPTO. A high-resolution PDF of the affinity diagram can be 
made available upon request. 
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2.1. Discipline 
Discipline is defined as “applicable functionalities of the software.” Figure 10 shows the breakdown 
of software disciplines. Hydrodynamics, site characterization, performance, and extreme events 
dominate, primarily due to fundamental research into the feasibility of marine energy technologies. 
More industry-focused disciplines such as manufacturing, materials, and the supply chain are 
underrepresented, a reflection of the currently limited industrial base for marine energy technology. 
There are not yet original equipment manufacturers mass-producing marine energy devices. As most 
manufacturing is by custom request, dedicated manufacturing software is not available. 

 

 

Figure 10. Marine energy software by discipline 
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2.2. Technology Readiness Level 
TRL is defined as “applicable TRL ranges of the technology supported by the software.” Figure 11 
shows the breakdown of marine energy software by TRL. TRL 1–3 is highest, followed by 4–6 and 
then 7–9. In general, this is an accurate reflection of the marine energy industry, where considerable 
R&D is being conducted, with some prototype and full-scale deployments underway. 

 
Figure 11. Quantity of Marine energy software by TRL 
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2.3. Technology 
Technology is defined as “marine energy technologies applicable to the software.” Figure 12 shows 
the breakdown of marine energy software by technology. Wave and current energy software are 
highest. A smaller number of software packages support OTEC and salinity gradient technologies. 
Figure 13 shows the relationship between technology and TRL where each of the technologies are 
well represented by the TRL ranges.   

 
Figure 12. Quantity of Marine energy software by technology 

 
Figure 13. Sankey diagram showing relationship between technology and TRL 

Figure 14 is a sunburst diagram that shows the relationship between technology and methods. The 
sunburst diagram highlights the top methods for each technology. For example, the top wave 
methods are wave spectral analysis and BEM, and the top current methods are shallow water 
equations and primitive equations. Whereas the top methods for both wave and current 
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technologies are PIV and CFD. These results highlight the need for any software development to be 
applicable to multiple offshore renewable technologies to maximize impact and value. These 
methods are described further in the Methods section.  

 
Figure 14. Sunburst diagram showing relationship between technology and method. Each 
technology is grouped by the cost common methods, e.g., the most common Wave method is 
Wave Spectral Analysis, and the most common Current method is Shallow Water Equations.  
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2.4. Primary Use 
Primary use is defined as “the primary sector applicable to the software.” Figure 15 shows the 
breakdown of marine energy software by primary use. Software developed for marine energy 
applications is highest,16 followed by software developed for ocean and coastal engineering. The 
prevalence of ocean and coastal engineering software is likely due to many resource assessment 
tools. 

 
Figure 15. Marine energy software by primary use 

2.5. Collection Method 
Collection method is defined as the “point of use of the software, i.e., where the data used by the 
software originated.” Figure 16 shows the breakdown of marine energy software by the collection 
method. This category is dominated by modeling (e.g., data from numerical models), which is both a 
reflection of the state of the marine energy industry and the use of software as a tool. 

 
Figure 16. Marine energy software by collection method 

  

 
16 Excluding “other,” since it is a catchall for software that does not fit into an existing category and software for which 
the original application is unknown.  
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2.6. Life Cycle 
Life cycle is defined as “applicable marine energy life cycle phases for the software.” Figure 17 
shows the breakdown of marine energy software by life cycle. The design phase is highest, with 
operations and maintenance software also well represented. However, later life cycle phases have 
very few associated relevant software packages. Figure 18 shows the relationship between life cycle 
and primary use. From this figure, it can be seen that a large percentage of later life cycle phases 
(e.g., operations and maintenance) leverage software from fields other than marine energy.  

 
Figure 17. Marine energy software by life cycle 

 
Figure 18. Sankey diagram showing relationship between life cycle and primary use 
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2.7. Country of Origin 
Country of origin is defined as the “country from where the software originates.” Figure 19 shows 
the breakdown of marine energy software by country of origin, either U.S. domestic or international. 
The U.S. has developed, or been associated with the development of, approximately 40% of the 
identified packages. Figure 20 shows the relationship between country of origin and technology, in 
which it can be seen that most of the domestic marine energy software is applicable to wave or 
current energy.  

 
Figure 19. Quantity of Marine energy software by country of origin 

 
Figure 20. Sankey diagram showing relationship between country of origin and technology 
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2.8. License  
License is defined as “the license governing use and development of the software.” Figure 21 shows 
the breakdown of marine energy software by license. OSS is the highest, with almost three times as 
many open-source licenses as commercial licenses. This represents a paradigm shift in the marine 
energy software landscape compared to a decade ago. Previous studies highlighted the lack of OSS, 
whereas now there is a proliferation of OSS17 [12], [13]. 

Also notable is the handful of nonstandard licenses used by some of the packages (indicated by the 
“Other” category in Figure 21), which include licenses that restrict use to certain geographical 
boundaries or that add unusual conditions, such as sharing all modifications with the license 
provider. 

 
Figure 21. Quantity of Marine energy software by license 

Figure 22 shows the breakdown of marine energy software by license, including sub-categories. Most 
marine energy software is OSS, and the most popular open-source license is General Public License 
(GPL), followed by MIT, Apache, then BSD. Licensing of OSS is an important factor to consider 
because some open-source licenses are more permissive than others [27]. Licenses broadly fall into 
one of three categories: copyleft, permissive, and public domain. Copyleft licenses require derived 
work to be published under the same license; permissive licenses have less restrictive clauses, such as 
attributing the authors of the previous work; and public domain licenses have no restrictions at all. 
Commercial developers often avoid including copyleft software in their products, as revenue cannot 
be generated from sales of the derivative work. Table 7 shows the license category for several 
popular open-source licenses. 

 
17 However, many software packages categorized as open source are distributed with closed source binary files. These 
binaries are often strong dependencies of the software, meaning the software should not be categorized as open source, 
strictly speaking.  
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Figure 22. Marine energy software by license, with children categories 

 

Table 7. Popular Open-Source Software Licenses, Grouped by Category 

Category Licenses 
Copyleft GPL, LGPL, AGPL, CeCILL 

Permissive MIT, Apache, BSD 

Public Domain The Unlicense 
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2.9. Method 
Method is defined as “the underlying theory or method of the software.” Figure 23 shows the 
breakdown of marine energy software by method. Classic methods of hydrodynamics and resource 
characterization, such as wave spectral analysis, shallow-water equations, computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD), and boundary element methods (BEM), are well represented. Also well 
represented is software for analyzing lab experiments using particle image velocimetry or similar 
image-based techniques. Optimization and statistics software is also well represented. However, 
there are also several methods with very little software, such as ecological risk assessment, marine 
and spatial planning, and life cycle assessment. 

  

 

Figure 23. Quantity of Marine energy software by method 

Figure 24 is a Venn diagram showing the relationship between open-source software and wave 
energy methods. This figure mixes a data driven and schematic approach to scale the sets. The Venn 
diagram shows that are more open source software are available in more traditional research fields, 
like BEM and wave spectral analysis, whereas fields like CFD have more commercial software 
reflecting the maturity of the target industries. Historically offshore engineering CFD efforts have 
been focused on container ship design, offshore oil platforms, and other service vessels which have 
alternative revenue streams and increased risk to human life. In these fields, the cost for a 
commercial CFD package is a smaller proportion of overall project costs and often worth the 
investment to produce trusted results that regulators, classification bodies, and permitting agencies 
are more familiar with. 
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Figure 24. Venn diagram showing relationship between open source software and wave energy 

methods 
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2.10. Programming Language 
Programming language is defined as “programming languages used to create (or operate) the 
software.” Figure 25 shows the breakdown of marine energy software by programming language.18 
Python is used the most, a reflection of its success in the science and engineering space. Fortran is 
used second most, a reflection of its performance advantages over Python, and of legacy packages. 
MATLAB is the third highest, a reflection of its established user base, even though it is a 
commercial product. More web-focused languages such as Java and JavaScript are less well 
represented, a reflection of the dominance of desktop-based tools for engineering. 

 
Figure 25. Quantity of Marine energy software by programming language 

  

 
18 Where information was available. Commercial software does not often specify programming language. 
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2.11. Interface 
Interface is defined as “the means by which the user interacts with the software.” Figure 26 shows 
the breakdown of marine energy software by user interface. The most common user interface is 
graphical. However, this is an incomplete representation of the database, because only one-third of 
the software has a user interface. The Sankey diagram in Figure 27 shows a more complete picture 
of the database. It shows that the most common interface for commercial software is graphical, 
whereas most OSS do not have a user interface at all.19 There are also some web interfaces (and 
associated application programming interfaces (APIs) available. These are split between public 
domain services (e.g., National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and United States 
Geological Survey), and commercial data (e.g., subscription-based U.K. Hydrographic Office 
Admiralty Tidal API).  

 
Figure 26. Quantity of Marine energy software by interface 

Figure 27 also shows the relationship between TRL, license, and user interface. It shows that the 
range of TRLs are well supported by different software licenses, although open-source software 
does trend toward lower TRLs (e.g., TRL 1–3). It also shows that freemium licenses have a strong 
relationship with web-API interfaces, a common business model for web technologies. 

 
Figure 27. Sankey diagram showing relationship between TRL, license, and interface 

 
19 OSS typically have programmatic interfaces. 
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3. NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
After a decade of U.S. and international marine energy software development, WPTO decided to 
launch the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort to achieve the following goals: 

1. Catalog the available numerical tools and provide this information to the marine energy 
community. 

2. Develop an informed road map for future WPTO software investments. 
The primary objective of the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software effort is to prioritize the 
development of the next-generation of WPTO-sponsored software that will support the current and 
future needs of the evolving marine energy industry. This was achieved by soliciting input from the 
marine energy community. The needs assessment was completed by using the marine energy 
software landscape to identify gaps and develop discussion topics, and then by hosting a series of 
workshops to solicit input from the marine energy community. 

3.1. Discussion Topics  
Discussion topics were selected by WPTO and the national labs based on analysis of the marine 
energy software landscape and feedback from the marine energy community. Table 8 lists the topics 
used to frame discussion during the need assessment workshops. Refer to Appendix B for more 
information.  

Table 8. Marine Energy Workshop Topics 

Topics Description 

Cost Drivers Identify software associated with the largest cost drivers 

Interoperability Data generated from software for different disciplines should 
be easily accessible from other software 

Software Quality Identify software gaps for marine energy specific applications 
and improve existing software accuracy and usability 

Productivity By utilizing advanced software and hardware architectures, 
like parallel CPU/GPU and supercomputers, software can 
produce higher quality or higher volume of outputs 

3.2. Workshops 
To solicit input from the marine energy community on the current marine energy software 
landscape and the tools needed in the next 10 years to accelerate marine energy development, a 
series of Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Workshops were held. The first workshop was 
held in conjunction with the Ocean Renewable Energy Conference–Marine Energy Technology 
Symposium (OREC-METS), and the second workshop was held online to diversify marine energy 
stakeholder attendance. Feedback from both workshops was then used to perform an affinity 
analysis on workshop data to identify common needs. Workshop details are presented in the 
following sections.  

Both workshops began with an overview presentation to provide context about the project, 
followed by a description of the topics and workshop structure. The full agenda is shown in Table 9. 

Participants were randomly assigned to four breakout groups that were roughly equal in size. Each 
topic was assigned a facilitator and notetaker who rotated from group to group and led 15-minute 
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discussions with each of the four breakout groups. This allowed each group to discuss all four 
topics, and for the facilitator and notetaker to discuss the same topic with each of the breakout 
groups. 

After each group had discussed all four themes, each facilitator presented a summary of the 
breakout discussions. The breakout group discussion points, comments, and suggestions collected 
by the notetakers, were tabulated in a spreadsheet and later used to develop an affinity diagram of 
findings from both workshops. The qualitative data analysis approach using an affinity diagram is 
further described in Section 3.3 Affinity Analysis.  

Table 9. Agenda for Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Workshops 

Agenda Duration 
(minutes) Description 

Overview 15 Background, motivation for workshop, and introduce 
gaps/themes. 

Breakout 
Groups 

Rotation 1 15 
Each of the breakout groups rotated through each of 
the four identified themes. Each theme had one 
facilitator and one notetaker. The facilitator and 
notetaker rotated among groups.  

Rotation 2 15 

Rotation 3 15 

Rotation 4 15 

Break 5 Break for attendees, facilitator, and notetaker to 
synthesize findings 

Wrap-Up & 
Discussion 

Cost Drivers 10 

Each theme facilitator presented on the key takeaways 
from the notes taken during the four rotations.  

Interoperability 10 

Software Quality 10 

Productivity 10 

Total 120  

3.2.1. OREC-METS Workshop 
The first Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Workshop was held in person on Thursday, 
September 15, 2022, 10:30–12:30 p.m. PT. The 2-hour workshop was held in conjunction with 
OREC-METS 2022, which was organized by the Pacific Ocean Energy Trust.  

The workshop was attended by 16 people from across the U.S.-based marine energy community. 
However, the attendees did not fully capture our target audience, as shown in Figure 28. This was a 
known risk of holding the workshop in person. OREC-METS workshop attendees skewed heavily 
toward academia and national laboratories, with expertise in wave energy. There were few industry 
attendees.  

The notetakers during each breakout group were responsible for recording the discussions and 
commentary in response to the questions posed by the facilitator. These recorded notes were broken 
into unique statements and given a participant identification number before being tabulated in a 
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spreadsheet combining all notetaker recordings. The information recorded in the spreadsheet 
provided a qualitative data set that was used in conjunction with notes from the second workshop to 
complete an affinity analysis.  

Although the workshop did not entirely capture the target audience, valuable data were still 
collected. Additionally, the organizers were able to learn from this workshop to inform the structure 
of future workshops. 

  
Figure 28. OREC-METS workshop attendees by sector and field 

3.2.2. Online Workshop 
While the OREC-METS in-person workshop collected valuable feedback from the marine energy 
community, it did not fully reach the target audience. As a result, using feedback from this workshop 
alone would not reflect the needs of technology developers or the tidal/current/riverine field. To 
solicit broader feedback from key stakeholders, an invitation-only webinar was hosted on November 
28, 2022, from 9:00 to 11:30 a.m. MT. For this workshop, a top-down approach was taken that 
identified the desired composition of attendees to fully capture marine energy fields and sectors.  

As shown in Figure 29, the composition of the attendees targeted better representation from 
developers and the tidal, current, and riverine energy space.  
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Figure 29. Online workshop attendees by sector and field 

The online workshop used the same agenda as OREC-METS workshop, except each breakout 
group was given an additional 5 minutes for discussion and an additional 10 minutes were provided 
during the break. Like the OREC-METS workshop, the approximately 30 attendees were divided 
into four groups of roughly the same size. The structure of the workshop remained the same.  

The same four topics were discussed by each of the four breakout groups, and discussion was 
facilitated using the same set of questions. The notetakers were responsible for recording the 
breakout group discussions. These recordings were converted to written transcripts of the 
discussions. The transcripts were then used as the qualitative data set to complete an affinity 
analysis. 

3.3. Affinity Analysis 
In total, the in-person and online workshops solicited feedback from nearly 50 marine energy 
stakeholders. The comments, questions, and feedback collected during the two workshops resulted 
in nearly 650 unique statements. The data were collected using semi-structured interviews, facilitated 
by questions asked during the breakout groups about the four topics. While these four topics were 
used to facilitate discussion, ultimately these topics were discarded to analyze the data. Instead, a 
bottom-up approach was used to analyze the data, using a qualitative data analysis method called an 
affinity analysis [28]. 

Affinity analysis an established qualitative data analysis method used to generate an affinity 
diagram—a tool used to organize ideas and data. It is typically used to brainstorm, categorize, and 
organize ideas by their natural relationships. Affinity diagrams are often used in project management, 
product development, and problem-solving because they are well suited for: 

• Analyzing verbal data, such as survey results 
• Collecting and organizing large verbal data sets 
• Developing relationships or themes among ideas.  
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To create an affinity diagram, data are gathered and recorded into a collection of interpreted notes 
(yellow notes, commonly on sticky notes). A team then organizes the interpreted notes into related 
groups (blue themes). This is an iterative process, where the team moves notes and groups around 
until clusters develop (pink and green themes). This iterative process facilitates a bottom-up 
approach to analyzing qualitative data. The team is encouraged to follow general guidelines based on 
the size of their data set when developing the affinity diagram. For example, a blue theme should 
include yellow notes from more than one person, and it should not contain more than one yellow 
note from the same person. An example of an affinity diagram is shown in Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Example of an affinity diagram (“UX Clinic - Affinity Diagram Session” by Encora 

Mexico is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) 

Affinity diagrams are commonly used to assess business and user experience needs due to their 
ability to organize large amounts of information, identify patterns and relationships, and facilitate 
group collaboration. They are useful for identifying needs and brainstorming potential solutions. 
However, affinity diagrams require participation and engagement from the team to be effective since 
the collected data often requires subject matter expertise to be properly interpreted. Additionally, 
affinity diagrams are not useful for quantifying data or information and are not a good fit for 
projects that require a more structured or formal approach (e.g., methods used to analyze the 
software data in this report’s landscaping study). 

Since the working group was unable to meet in person, the digital platform Miro was used to 
develop the affinity diagram. Miro is a digital whiteboard and real-time collaboration platform that 
allows users to create and share interactive diagrams and facilitates remote teamwork. Miro was used 
to develop the affinity diagram because of its ability to use note squares and text boxes and because 
it could be easily exported and backed up. 

Initially, the data were manually preprocessed in a spreadsheet into interpreted notes (yellow notes) 
from the raw data obtained from workshop participants. The spreadsheet data were then imported 
into Miro, where they were converted into individual square notes. The team then organized the 
notes following the affinity diagramming guidelines. 

3.4. Workshop Findings 
The affinity diagram generated from the Next-Generation Marine Energy Software workshop data is 
shown in Figure 31. First-level themes are in green, second-level themes are in pink, third-level 
themes are in blue, and interpreted notes are in yellow. The first-level themes identified from the 
workshop data are: 
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• “We need to leverage state-of-the-art computational resources.” 
• “We need to overcome existing software limitations in order to advance marine energy 

technology.” 
• “We need to advance marine energy technology, but data access is a barrier.” 
• “We need to consider many factors and trade-offs when developing or using new marine energy 

software (for example, language, architecture, license).” 
• “We need open-source software that is trusted, free, and easy to use.” 
Each of these first-level (green) themes is discussed in detail in the following sections. Refer to 
Appendix C for the first-, second-, and third-level themes, and to the high-resolution PDF for the 
workshop attendee quotes. 
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Figure 31. Digital affinity diagram developed by NREL and SNL from marine energy software 
workshop data (screenshot from Miro). This figure is illustrative of the affinity diagramming 
process. Refer to the following sections for more information, and to Appendix C for the full 

affinity. A high resolution PDF of this figure, along with the individual comments is also provided. 
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3.4.1. “We need to leverage state-of-the-art computational resources.” 
The need for marine energy software to take advantage of state-of-the-art hardware and software 
resources emerged during the workshops as one of the most pressing areas for improvement. 
Participants discussed how simulations and optimizations could be significantly accelerated by more 
effective usage of modern computing resources, such as graphics processing units (GPUs), high-
performance computing (HPC), cloud computing and machine learning (ML). Figure 32 provides a 
breakdown of the first-, second-, and third-level themes identified for “I want to leverage state-of-
the-art computational resources.” Refer to Appendix C for the full affinity diagram.  

The need for more advanced and powerful computing resources was a common concern among 
participants, as was the need for better support and training in how to use these resources 
effectively. One of the key second-level themes identified within the overarching theme was the 
need for better support and training to learn how to use advanced tools such as GPUs and ML. The 
participants mentioned the desire to use cloud computing for simulations. One of the benefits 
mentioned was having multiple programs installed on a cloud machine. Cloud computing could also 
be useful to solve interoperability issues between different software packages. Also, having multiple 
marine energy software packages on a cloud machine could save time for users who need to simulate 
different aspects relevant for their specific application. Participants also mentioned the importance 
of having reliable software tools for optimization studies, their needs regarding the possible use of 
digital twins to perform co-design analysis, and their desire to use hardware-in-the-loop simulations 
for hardware design. 

 These findings demonstrate the importance of considering the use of advanced hardware and 
software resources when designing and implementing marine energy software and highlight the need 
for software developers and designers to prioritize the use of these resources in their work.  
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Figure 32. “We need to leverage state-of-the-art computational resources” first-, second-, and third-level themes 
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3.4.2. “We need to overcome existing software limitations in order to advance 
marine energy technology.” 

The need to overcome existing marine energy software limitations also emerged during the 
workshops. A key concern among participants was that the current offering of marine energy 
software does not meet all their needs and requires improvement to advance marine energy 
technology. Figure 33 provides a breakdown of the first-, second-, and third-level themes identified 
for “We need to overcome existing software limitations in order to advance marine energy 
technology.” Refer to Appendix C for the full affinity diagram.  

A need highlighted by participants included the development of new software to model CECs 
(including tidal, ocean, and riverine). Participants also expressed desire to better model power take-
off and control systems, and for the ability to design mooring systems. They also expressed the 
desire to perform high-fidelity simulations and optimization, and the need for differentiable and 
interoperable BEM software. 

Among existing tools, participants highlighted the need to improve WEC-Sim and BEM software—
with speed and interoperability being key concerns. While some work to enable OpenFAST to 
model CECs is underway, support is spread across multiple short-term projects, with no centralized, 
long-term funding. A consolidated strategy is needed to support continued software development 
for CECs and ensure tools are properly verified and validated. Similarly, some participants discussed 
the need to modify OpenFAST for CECs. Participants also discussed the need for software that can 
easily connect with other systems and tools through APIs—several examples were provided from 
the wind energy sector about how interoperable software can be used to create a multi-fidelity 
simulation framework. 
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Figure 33. “We need to overcome existing software limitations in order to advance marine energy technology” first-, second-, and third-

level themes 
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3.4.3. “We need to advance marine energy technology, but data access is a 
barrier.” 

Access to data emerged as a critical theme among workshop participants. While it may not strictly 
qualify as a “software need,” the lack of adequate data access was identified as a significant obstacle 
to effectively using software. Participants discussed how a lack of data can be a barrier to developing 
models and applying software and expressed how access to relevant data is often a greater barrier 
than the software itself. Figure 34 provides a breakdown of the first-, second-, and third-level 
themes identified for “We need to advance marine energy technology, but data access is a barrier.” 
Refer to Appendix C for the full affinity diagram.  

For example, having accurate data on the cost of components and modes of failure is essential for 
modeling reliability and optimizing marine energy systems. Participants also mentioned the need to 
standardize software data inputs and outputs to improve interoperability. Another important data 
access barrier is the need for software validation data to improve numerical models. Participants 
noted that lack of data in areas like installations, operations, and maintenance is impeding the 
advancement of marine energy technology. Participants expressed the desire to establish component 
data repositories and to establish data standards to build trust in and improve interoperability 
between software.  
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Figure 34. “We need to advance marine energy technology, but data access is a barrier” first-, second-, and third-level themes
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3.4.4. “We need to consider many factors and trade-offs when developing or 
using new marine energy software (e.g., language, architecture, 
license).” 

During the workshop, there were many discussions about various software development decisions—
such as which programming language(s) to use, how to approach API development, and licensing 
options. These choices can have a significant impact on factors such as speed, interoperability and 
HPC compatibility. Figure 35 provides a breakdown of the first-, second-, and third-level themes 
identified for “We need to consider many factors and trade-offs when developing or using new 
marine energy software (e.g., language, architecture, license).” Refer to Appendix C for the full 
affinity diagram.  

On the topic of software usage, many participants mentioned a need for reliable software and that the 
cost of some commercial software options is worth it because of their reliability. In addition, 
commercial software packages usually have a GUI that facilitates adoption by new and less 
experienced users. Hence, participants expressed the desire to improve support and interfaces for 
open-source software. They mentioned that open-source software is often lacking in this regard, and 
that ensuring quality in open-source software requires long-term funding for ongoing verification, 
validation, maintenance, and support.  

On software development, participants spoke about the benefits of using low-level languages, such as 
C++, for computationally intensive simulation software. Additionally, the development of APIs 
(particularly using Python) was seen to improve interoperability. Many participants expressed 
optimism about the growth and potential of Python, and several explained that they are currently 
transitioning from MATLAB to Python, citing concerns over MATLAB’s inaccessible source code, 
barriers to collaboration, interoperability with other software, and HPC compatibility. However, 
other participants expressed that MATLAB is an effective tool for them, since MATLAB is trusted 
and includes high-quality technical support.  

Overall, workshop participants acknowledged that there are many software decisions that can impact 
the success of a project, and that there is no one-size-fits-all solution. They also acknowledged the 
importance of evaluating the trade-offs among the cost, licenses, support, interoperability, speed, 
accuracy, and other technical capabilities when creating a software development strategy and/or 
choosing software for a project.  
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Figure 35. “We need to consider many factors and trade-offs when developing or using new marine energy software (e.g., language, 
architecture, license)” first-, second-, and third-level themes
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3.4.5. “We need open-source software that is trusted, free, and easy to use.” 

The theme of “trusted, free, and easy-to-use open-source software” emerged as an important topic 
among participants in the workshop on software gaps and needs. Participants recognized the need 
for open-source software that is easy to use, low cost, and with results users can have confidence in. 
Participants identified that long-term software support can help provide this. Figure 36 provides a 
breakdown of the first-, second-, and third-level themes identified for “We need open-source 
software that is trusted, free, and easy to use.” Refer to Appendix C for the full affinity diagram.  

Participants discussed the importance of open-source software that is reliable and trustworthy with a 
proven track record of accuracy. Participants emphasized the need for open-source software that is 
free of charge to the user, recognizing that while software development is not free, an open-source 
environment transfers the funding burden to government agencies, private investment, or crowd 
funding, which allows for more widespread use and adoption. An important aspect identified for 
open-source software was that it should be multi-platform (i.e., be able to run on 
Windows/Mac/Linux). Furthermore, the need for open-source software that is easy to install and 
use, with as minimal training as possible, and a clear and logical layout of features was also 
highlighted as an important requirement. However, despite wanting to have as low a learning curve 
as possible, the feedback received was that clear documentation, recorded training materials, and 
access to an issues board (which is frequently monitored) are necessary to ensure proper use of the 
code. As highlighted in discussions after Figure 5, the more complex a software package becomes, 
the more expert knowledge is generally required to make the best use of the software and not misuse 
it or generate incorrect results. Therefore, having a combination of live in-person trainings, live 
webinar trainings, and recorded webinars hosted on the software webpage provides ample 
opportunities to introduce new users to the software and demystify initial impressions of interested 
new users. 

The combination of trust, cost, and ease of use were highlighted as critical factors in the adoption of 
an open-source software.  
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Figure 36. “We need open-source software that is trusted, free, and easy to use” first-, second-, 

and third-level themes 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Updating the 2012 marine energy software needs assessment revealed that the marine energy 
software landscape has vastly changed in the last decade. The approximately 40 software packages 
identified in the last assessment could be listed in two tables, whereas the nearly 230 software 
packages identified in this work required the formation of the Marine Energy Software Database 
(Appendix A). 

Figure 9 presented an overview of the updated marine energy software landscape in the form of a 
tree map. The tree map highlights that the marine energy software landscape is heavily focused on 
the categories shown in Table 6, which reflect the overall state of marine energy. Some of these 
trends include: 

• Low TRL (1–3) because marine energy has not yet reached commercialization 

• Technologies in the design life cycle stage (though some have advanced to deployment) 

• Discipline focus on topics like hydrodynamics and site characterization more than topics like 
supply chain or manufacturability. 

The absence of, or smaller area of, data in the tree map highlights gaps in currently available 
software; however, as discussed in this report, gaps do not necessarily imply need and must not be 
viewed in isolation. Nonetheless, the marine energy software landscape results provide valuable 
insight into where investments have been made, as well as areas where future investments could fill 
gaps.  

After updating the marine energy software landscape, the SNL and NREL team held two workshops 
to solicit feedback on the identified gaps and to assess if these gaps were indeed needs. Participant 
feedback was used to identify marine energy software needs using an affinity analysis method. First-
level needs and their impact on the marine energy industry are listed in Table 10.  

For example, new software could require several years of development before the software could 
become easily accessed, used, and maintained, with training available for the marine energy 
community (medium timeline). By contrast, adopting state-of-the-art computational resources or 
leveraging existing software for new applications could be accomplished in a shorter timeline and 
have an immediate impact on the marine energy community, refer to Table 10. The need for access 
to high-quality data is persistent and remains on the list from the 2012 Cardinal Report (long 
timeline). The need for high-quality data is relevant across all modeling and software development 
but was strongest for data-driven analyses (e.g., levelized cost of energy), where the quality of the 
analysis is highly dependent on currently unavailable and often volatile data (e.g., supply chain, 
materials, vessels, moorings, anchors). High-quality data are also necessary for full system 
optimizations.  

Opportunities 

Based on the data collection and analysis in this effort, the authors recommend that all WPTO-
funded software projects start with formal software development plans, written prior to initiating 
development, that are evaluated and revised on a regular (e.g., annual) basis. Software development 
plans should include the following elements:  

• Programming language and license (e.g., open source or proprietary) 

• Distribution and maintenance protocols (e.g., version control and team workflows) 
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• Quality assurance best practices (e.g., testing and continuous integration) 

• Documentation and user training (e.g., help boards and user support) 

• Software sustainability, or how to continue software maintenance without direct WPTO 
funding (e.g., indirect funding or sunsetting). 

These recommendations are based on feedback from the community and lessons learned from the 
past decade of WPTO investment in software. History has shown that unsupported software is 
essentially dead software, and all software should consider best practices, including quality best 
practices such as compliance with ISO/IEC 9126. Because of the relative immaturity of the marine 
energy industry, technology development is strongly reliant on open-source software. Thus, software 
development plans must consider how to best achieve the intended impact on the marine energy 
community and strongly weigh factors directly impacting the user community and long-term 
sustainability. Sustainable software should consider OSS business models that enable continued 
development and support (e.g., dual-licensing, software as service; refer to Appendix D).  

Once the industry is more mature with adequate revenue streams, it is anticipated that developers 
would invest in and maintain their own custom codes relevant to their technology and market needs. 

The detailed data and feedback provided by the user community has been interpreted, condensed, 
and expressed in the first level needs. Their impacts and associated mitigation and improvement 
opportunities are listed in Table 10. This table provides a solid basis for further strategic planning on 
the overall marine energy sectoral and methodological levels. Future strategic planning should reflect 
on newly raised concerns such as:  

• How can the application of diverse software tools within the software toolbox best be 
shaped, implemented and supported to reduce technology development cost, time, and risk 
to deliver effective, efficient and successful technology development outcomes to achieve 
market entry?  

• How can the existing and evolving software maintain and shape its structure and 
interoperability while providing access and training for the user community to support a 
variety of applications (i.e., markets)?  

To effectively support the marine energy industry towards a successful market entry and have an 
increased impact, further strategic considerations – alongside the detailed community-based (user) 
needs analysis will be used to develop a detailed, robust development strategy and roadmap.  
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Table 10: Prioritized Needs from the 2022 Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Assessment 
First-Level 

Need20 
Impact of Need on Marine Energy 

Industry Opportunities 

“We need to 
leverage state-of-

the-art 
computational 

resources” 

• Inability to utilize modern computing 
technologies results in slower 
development 

• Inability to leverage graphical processing 
units (GPUs) and high-performance 
computing (HPC) scalable resources such 
as Amazon Web Services results in slower 
development and inefficient workflows 

• Inability to exploit advancements in 
machine learning (ML) to analyze 
performance data to improve system 
design and operation results in limited 
innovation and optimization 

• Inability to perform simulations and 
optimizations with existing software 
results in slower development and 
inefficient workflows 

• Develop new tools compatible with GPUs and HPC 
• Develop and validate machine learning (ML) 

applications for marine energy  
• Develop tools for integrated optimization workflows 

(e.g., Wind-plant Integrated System Design and 
Engineering Model [WISDEM] for offshore wind) and 
gradient-based optimization 

• Establish checklists or requirements for compatibility 
with advanced computing resources 

• Develop easily adaptable marine energy applications 
leveraging state of the art computing resources 

• Develop capabilities to support digital twins and 
hardware-in-the-loop for marine energy 

“We need to 
overcome existing 

software 
limitations in 

order to advance 
marine energy 
technology” 

• Inability to use existing marine energy 
software to meet marine energy needs 
results in lack of confidence in software 
outputs 

• Inability to use existing software across all 
marine energy technologies results in lack 
of confidence in software outputs and 
limited innovation 

• Incorporate additional device configurations and physics 
into existing software, especially for current energy 
technologies. 

• Establish applicability bounds of existing software (e.g., 
limitations of underlying theory) 

• Invest in existing software used by marine energy 
community (e.g., MoorDyn, OpenFAST, Capytaine)  

 
20 The affinity analysis processes used “I want” language, however this converted to “We need” for the needs assessment 

https://wisdem.readthedocs.io/en/master/
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• Inability to couple existing marine energy 
software results in inefficient workflows 

• Leverage existing tools to improve marine energy 
software interoperability (e.g., MHKiT, preCICE) and 
develop application programming interfaces (APIs) that 
are consistent and easy-to-use. 

“We need to 
consider many 

factors and trade-
offs when 

developing or 
using new marine 
energy software” 

• Programming language, license, software 
speed, interoperability, and deployment on 
HPC systems impact interoperability and 
result in slower development and 
inefficient workflows 

• Differing opinions on commercial versus 
free and open-source software (consensus 
that the marine energy industry is willing 
to pay for tools if they are deemed 
valuable and save development time) 
results in differing approaches to software 
use and adoption21  

• Invest in new software (e.g., framework, language) 
capable of supporting multiple technologies (e.g., hybrid 
systems, wave, current, wind, and solar energy) and 
products (e.g., power, water, carbon) 

• Prioritize development of multiphysics, multidomain 
tools (e.g., including power take-off and control co-
design) 

• Support collaborations between MRE and offshore 
wind and solar on software development for hybrid 
systems.  

“We need open-
source software 
that is trusted, 

free, and easy to 
use” 

• Open-source software is low cost, but if 
difficult to use, results in a lack of 
confidence and is a barrier to adoption 
(i.e., labor costs for software adoption) 

• Encourage adoption of software quality best practices 
from ISO/IEC 25010 (e.g., documentation, examples, 
testing, continuous integration) 

• Improve verification and validation of existing marine 
energy software  

• Develop easily adaptable validated models using open-
access datasets  

• Support User Interface/User Experience (UI/UX) 
development and marine energy applications for existing 
software to lower the learning curve, and reduce 
adoption time (i.e., reduce software adoption time 
burden)  

 
21 For example, the two leading software for wave and tidal/current modeling are WEC-Sim and OpenFAST, respectively. However, WEC-Sim is built in the 
MATLAB/Simulink environment where OpenFast is built in Fortran/C++. 

https://mhkit-software.github.io/MHKiT/
https://precice.org/
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• Invest in long-term software development and support, 
e.g., new features, user support (issues), trainings 
(recorded webinars), and applications  

• Establish dedicated Research Software Engineers to 
support open-source software 

“We need to 
advance marine 

energy 
technology, but 
data access is a 

barrier” 

• Lack of relevant open-source validation 
data results in lack of confidence in 
software outputs 

• Lack of relevant data results in poorly 
defined inputs for data-driven analyses 
and lack of confidence in outputs 
 

 

• Invest in open-access data sets and code comparison for 
model validation 

• Apply numerical models and machine learning to fill 
known data gaps (e.g., cost drivers, failure rates) 

• Update reference models, and include potentially 
groundbreaking technologies (e.g., distributed embedded 
energy converter technologies (termed DEEC-Tec), 
kites, ocean thermal energy conversion, salinity gradient) 

• Numerical reference models would not only 
demonstrate proper use of available simulation tools, but 
also provide example data and predicted performance 
results  

• Improve standardization of data outputs (e.g., units, 
descriptors) and improve usability of large data sets for 
analysis by algorithms (i.e., ML)  
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5. FEEDBACK REQUEST 
A high resolution PDF of the affinity diagram is available in Figure 37. The authors welcome 
feedback from the broader marine energy community on the needs assessment. Please contact the 
authors of this report if you would like to provide additional feedback. 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

 
Figure 37. High resolution affinity diagram, double-click to access 
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APPENDIX A. MARINE ENERGY SOFTWARE DATABASE 
This appendix describes the marine energy software database used to assess the marine energy 
software landscape described in Figure 9.  

Five key principles were followed for developing and managing the database: 

• Consistency: To extract meaningful analysis from the data, once collected, the records stored 
within the database must be consistent. To allow automation, it is important that records are 
similarly structured; for accurate counting of related fields within records, it is important to 
enforce consistent syntax. To enforce consistency on the records, each record within the 
database conforms to a fixed “schema,” which acts as a template for the records.  

• Definitions: Another important aspect of ensuring consistent meaning in the collected data is 
making the field definitions clear and unambiguous. This is important for correctly classifying 
the data when entering records into the database and for users of the database to understand the 
analysis of the data. To clearly define the schema fields, an unambiguous description is given to 
each. 

• WPTO Priorities: An important consideration in the design of the schema was alignment with 
WPTO priorities. This was accomplished by leveraging prior WPTO efforts to define marine 
energy technologies taxonomies, such as Tethys Engineering. Tethys Engineering defines a 
taxonomy to categorize documents about technical and engineering aspects of marine renewable 
energy. As such, that categorization was adopted within this project’s database schema for 
describing the relevant marine energy software.  

• Database Structure: One notable aspect of the Tethys Engineering categorization was that it 
contained hierarchical relationships; thus, it was decided that the schema should allow for similar 
relationships. The schema developed within this work uses a taxonomic structure allowing fields 
to have “children” that are associated with a “parent.” Nevertheless, it was important to avoid 
excessive use of child fields to avoid overcomplication in the schema.  

• Version Control: Given the collaborative nature of this project, change management on the 
collected data is an important consideration. Additionally, good change management processes 
can prevent loss of data and enable errors to be identified and corrected. To enable change 
management of the schema and the database records, a text-based system was implemented and 
placed under version control using Git.  

A.1. Data Gathering 
The purpose of the data gathering effort was to collect information about the current marine energy 
software landscape. This was accomplished by reviewing related software databases, gathering data 
on existing marine energy software, soliciting feedback from power users, and updating the marine 
energy software database.  

The national laboratories reviewed existing software databases, including the Office of Scientific and 
Technical Information (OSTI) DOE Code, NASA Software Catalog, and Code.gov [29]-[31]. This 
review served two purposes: It provided a comprehensive list of existing software, some of which 
was relevant to marine energy. It also provided examples of existing software databases. This 
information informed the structure of the marine energy software database used for the software 
landscape, and it will inform future development of the Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) Software 
Knowledge Hub on PRIMRE. 

https://tethys-engineering.pnnl.gov/glossary
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The labs then solicited feedback from members of the marine energy community actively using and 
developing software, referred to as “power users,” and from the marine energy community at large. 
The labs provided power users a preliminary software database and asked for feedback on its 
schema and content. To solicit broader feedback, the labs presented the marine energy software 
effort at the European Wave and Tidal energy Conference (EWTEC) 2021, and during a virtual 
workshop at OREC 2021 [32]. Feedback from these community engagement efforts varied in form 
and scope, but could be grouped into four categories: 

• Schema: suggestions for updates to the database schema 
• Content: suggestions for updates to the database content 
• Knowledge Hub: suggestions for updates to the MRE Software Knowledge Hub on PRIMRE 
• Other: suggestions related to gap analysis methods and software usability. 
Feedback was tracked in an action tracking sheet, tagged with the relevant category, mapped to an 
action, and assigned a point of contact responsible for its closeout. 

The marine energy software database schema and content was then updated and used to assess the 
current software landscape. The software database is a living document that is regularly updated with 
new content. However, the nearly 230 software packages identified as relevant to marine energy 
have been added to the Code Catalog on the PRIMRE MRE Software Knowledge Hub.  

A.2. Database 
This section provides an overview of the database. The tables show the title of the database schema 
node and its description. Each nested level is added as a separate table. Links between the “parent” 
nodes are given in the “children” column. The schema is also presented in Table 11. 

https://openei.org/wiki/PRIMRE/Software/Code_Catalog
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Table 11. Root Node 
Name Description Children 
Title The name of the software package. Table 12 

 
Table 12. Children of "Title" 

Name Description Children 
Developer The name of the software developer, e.g., company, research 

body, individual. 
 

Web Address The URL of the software package.  

Country of Origin Countries from which the software originates. Particularly useful if 
the software is only licensed for use within a designated territory. 

Table 13 

License Type The types, if any, of license governing use and development of 
the software. 

 

Table 14 

Primary Use The primary sector applicable to the software package.  
 
Table 16 

Technology Marine energy technologies applicable to the software package. Table 17 

TRL Applicable technology readiness level ranges of the technology 
supported by the software package. 

Table 18 

Collection Method Point of use of the software package, i.e., the physical source of 
data transformed by the software. 

Table 19 

Life Cycle Applicable marine renewable energy technology life cycle phases 
for the software package. 

Table 20 

Discipline Applicable disciplines or functionalities of the software package. Table 21 

Programming 
Language 

Programming languages used to create (or operate) the software 
package. 

Table 22 

Method Underlying theory or method of the software package. Table 23 

Dependencies Major dependencies and add-on packages of the software 
package, e.g., for pre- and postprocessing. 

 

Interface The means by which the user interacts with the software. Table 24 

PRIMRE 
Knowledge Hub 

Inclusion of this software package on the PRIMRE Knowledge 
Hub. 

Table 25 

Note Additional notes for the software package.  
 

Table 13. Children of "Country of Origin" 
Name Description Children 

Domestic (USA) United States of America origin of software development.  

International Origin of software development outside of the United States of 
America. 
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Table 14. Children of "License Type" 
Name Description Children 

Open Source A type of license that allows the software’s source code and/or 
binaries to be used, modified and/or shared under defined terms and 
conditions. 

Table 15 

Commercial A paid-for license which reserves rights to use, modify, or share the 
software. 

 

No License No license has been applied to the software. No formal permission 
has been granted to use, modify, or share the software. 

 

Freemium A license that grants use of basic features free of charge, but 
additional features are subject to a commercial license. 

 

Freeware A license that grants use of the software free of charge, although the 
source code is typically not made available. 

 

Non-
commercial 

A license that grants use of the software free of charge for non-
commercial purposes, but a commercial license is otherwise required. 

 

Government 
Use 

A license that grants the local territory’s government and its 
contractors use of the software. 

 

Other Any other license type not listed.  
 

Table 15. Children of "Open Source" 
Name Description Children 

GPL The GNU General Public License is a copyleft license, where any 
derivative work, or interfacing software must be distributed under the same 
or equivalent license terms. 

 

LGPL The GNU Lesser General Public License is similar to the GPL license, 
except that the copyleft clause does not apply to interfacing software. 

 

AGPL The Affero General Public License closes a loophole in the GPL license, 
where, by using but not distributing the software, the copyleft provisions are 
not triggered. 

 

CeCILL The CEA CNRS INRIA Logiciel Libre is a copyleft license adapted to both 
international and French legal matters, where modifications to the software 
be distributed under the same license terms. 

 

MIT The MIT License is a permissive free software license which requires 
attribution in derived source code. 

 

BSD BSD licenses are a family of permissive free software licenses which 
require attribution in derived source code and binaries. 

 

Apache The Apache License is a permissive free software license which requires 
notifications to be added stating changes made to any files. 

 

The 
Unlicense 

The Unlicense is a public domain equivalent license with a focus on an 
anti-copyright message. 

 

Other Any other open-source license not listed.  
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Table 16. Children of "Primary Use" 
Name Description Children 

Marine Renewable 
Energy 

Wave, Current, OTEC, and Salinity Gradient.  

Naval Architecture The design process, building, maintenance, and operation of 
marine vessels and structures. 

 

Ocean and Coastal 
Engineering 

Engineering concerned with construction at or near the coast, 
as well as the development of the coast itself. 

 

Offshore Oil and Gas Activity undertaken at or under the sea in association with oil or 
natural gas extraction. 

 

Offshore Wind Activities associated with wind energy extraction sited in bodies 
of water. 

 

Other Any other use not listed.  
 

Table 17. Children of "Technology" 
Name Description Children 

Wave Capturing energy from water waves.  

Current Capturing energy from tidal channels, ocean currents, or rivers.  

OTEC Capturing energy using temperature gradients across water depths.  

Salinity Gradient Capturing energy using salinity gradients where freshwater meets 
seawater. 

 

Other Any other technology not listed.  
 

Table 18. Children of "TRL" 
Name Description Children 

1–3 Fundamental technology research.  

4–6 Technology demonstration at lab and prototype scale.  

7–9 Market launch and commercialization.  
 

Table 19. Children of "Collection Method" 
Name Description Children 

Modeling The software is applied in a simulation environment.  

Laboratory The software is applied in a laboratory setting.  

Field The software is applied in a real-world scenario.  
 

Table 20. Children of "Life Cycle" 
Name Description Children 

Design The software is applied to developing a technology before it is 
built. 

 

Manufacturing The software is applied in the physical manufacturing of the 
technology (or its ancillaries). 
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Name Description Children 
Deployment The software is applied during the installation of the 

technology. 
 

Condition Monitoring The software is applied while monitoring the health of the 
technology while in operation. 

 

Operations and 
Maintenance 

The software is applied during the operational lifetime of the 
technology (excluding condition monitoring). 

 

Decommissioning The software is applied during the removal of the technology 
at the end of its life span. 

 

 
Table 21. Children of "Discipline" 

Name Description Children 

Acoustics Analysis or measurement of the noise made by a technology.  

Array Effects Impacts of multiple units of a technology deployed together.  

Condition Monitoring Monitoring the health of a technology while in operation.  

Control Optimal design of the technology’s control system, e.g., to 
maximize electricity generation, minimize stall, etc. 

 

Cost Assessment Analysis of a technology’s cost, economic feasibility, or other 
cost-related factors (e.g., techno-economic assessments, cost 
optimization). 

 

Data Conversion Transformation of data from one format to another.  

Data QA and QC Data quality assurance and quality control.  

Deployment Installation of the technology.  

Decommissioning Removal of the technology at the end of its life span.  

Electrical Network The interconnection of electrical components used to transmit 
energy to shore. 

 

Energy Storage Capture of energy produced for later use.  

Environmental Impact Relating to change of the natural environment, adverse or 
beneficial. 

 

Extreme Events Related to the prediction of environmental events that are 
safety critical to a technology, e.g., rogue waves. 

 

Grid Integration How technologies integrate with the preexisting electrical grid, 
including storage. 

 

Hybrid Devices Devices collecting energy from multiple sources (e.g., wind and 
wave). 

 

Hydrodynamics Understanding the interactions between fluids and structures.  

Instrumentation Instruments for monitoring a technology or its effects.  

Levelized Cost of 
Energy 

Analysis of energy cost over the lifetime of a technology.  

Machine Learning Method of data analysis that automates analytical model 
building. 
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Name Description Children 
Manufacturing Related to the manufacturing process or costs.  

Maritime Markets Markets and potential applications for marine renewable energy 
other than commercial electricity generation. 

 

Materials Analysis of the substances from which a technology is made.  

Meshing Discretization of a domain for computational analysis or 
modeling. 

 

Mooring Relating to the components that keep a technology on station.  

Multibody Dynamics System that consists of solid bodies, or links, that are 
connected to each other by joints that restrict their relative 
motion. 

 

Operations and 
Maintenance 

Relating to the operational phase of a technology, particularly 
logistics, energy production and lifetime costs due to 
maintenance. 

 

Optimization Relating to automatic minimization of some cost function (of an 
arbitrary number of inputs). 

 

Performance Analysis of technology performance in various conditions or 
operating modes. 

 

Power Take-Off Relating to the system used to convert absorbed energy into a 
usable form. 

 

Pre/Postprocessing Pre- or postprocessing of data to be used or generated by 
software. 

 

Reliability Prediction of the reliability of a technology over its operational 
lifetime. 

 

Safety and Security Relating to the safety and protection of personnel and assets.  

Sediment Transport Relating to movement of solid particles (sediment) in a body of 
water, typically due to the presence of a technology. 

 

Site Characterization Surveying a potential site for bathymetry, energy potential, etc.  

Standards International or country standards related to marine renewable 
energy. 

 

Structural Relating to the structural design of a technology or component 
(e.g., blade design, loading). 

 

Substructure Relating to the base/foundation for a technology (e.g., pile, 
floating substructure). 

 

Supply Chain Relating to the network of suppliers required to produce a 
technology. 

 

Survivability Relating to a technology’s performance under extreme 
operational conditions. 

 

Turbulence The study of fluid motion characterized by chaotic changes in 
pressure and flow velocity. 

 

Visualization Data visualization.  
 

Table 22. Children of "Programming Language” 
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Name Description Children 
C A general-purpose, procedural, statically typed, compiled programming 

language with a static type system. 
 

C++ A superset of the C programming language with support for object-oriented 
programming among other features. 

 

Fortran A general-purpose, statically typed, compiled programming language that is 
designed for numeric computation and scientific computing. 

 

Java A general-purpose, object-oriented, statically typed, compiled programming 
language that runs on Java virtual machines (JVMs). Typically used for web 
applications. 

 

JavaScript A general-purpose, dynamically typed, interpreted programming language 
that runs inside of a web browser. 

 

MATLAB Proprietary general-purpose, dynamically typed, interpreted programming 
language and numeric computing environment. 

 

Python A general-purpose, dynamically typed, interpreted programming language.  

R A dynamically typed, interpreted programming language and software 
environment for statistical computing. 

 

Other Any other programming language not listed.  
 

Table 23. Children of "Method" 
Name Description Children 

Acoustic Wave 
Equation 

The acoustic wave equation governs the propagation of acoustic 
waves through a material medium. 

 

Actuator Line Method A method which applies a body force, based on tabular data, 
along lines corresponding to individual rotor blades. 

 

Blade Element 
Momentum Theory 

Analytical method for determining the power and forces 
generated by a rotor, taking into account its angular momentum. 

 

Boundary Element 
Method (BEM) 

Computational method of solving linear partial differential 
equations (such as Laplace’s equation), e.g., for potential flow. 

 

Boussinesq An approximation for water waves that is valid for weakly 
nonlinear and fairly long waves. 

 

Bubble Image 
Velocimetry (BIV) 

Processing of images of tracer bubbles (in a Eulerian frame of 
reference) to determine the velocity field of a fluid in an 
experiment. 

 

Cable Routing Algorithms for determining the optimal positioning of cables 
within a farm of devices. 

 

Cartesian Cut-Cell Computational method that uses a Cartesian grid over most of 
the domain with cells cut into smaller irregular cells when 
intersected by a boundary. 

 

Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) 

General computational methods for solving the Navier- Stokes 
equations. 

 

Conservation 
Planning 

The process of locating, configuring, implementing, and 
maintaining areas that are managed to promote the persistence 
of biodiversity and other natural values. 
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Name Description Children 
Data Acquisition Sampling signals and converting the resulting samples into 

digital numeric values. 
 

Discrete Vortex 
Method 

A numerical technique for the solution of the two-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes equations in vorticity-transport form. 

 

Distribution 
Management System 
(DMS) 

Applications designed to monitor and control the entire 
distribution network efficiently and reliably. 

 

Ecological Risk 
Assessment 

The process for evaluating how likely it is that the environment 
might be impacted as a result of exposure to one or more 
environmental stressors. 

 

Energy Balance Verification and analysis of emergence, transformation, and use 
of energy sources within an economic zone. 

 

Environmental 
Contours 

A method to define multivariate extremes based on a joint 
probabilistic model of variables. 

 

Euler Equations The Navier-Stokes equations with zero viscosity and zero 
thermal conductivity. 

 

Extreme Value 
Analysis 

A branch of statistics dealing with the extreme deviations from 
the median of probability distributions. 

 

Finite Difference 
Method 

Finite difference methods simulate physical phenomena by 
discretizing a domain into small elements, using a regular grid. 

 

Finite Element 
Analysis 

Finite Element Analysis simulates physical phenomena by 
discretizing a domain into small elements, using an unstructured 
mesh. 

 

Geographic 
Information System 
(GIS) 

Relating to databases for geographic data and tools to 
manipulate that data. 

 

High-Order Spectral The solution of differential equations as a sum of high-order 
“basis functions” with coefficients chosen to satisfy the 
differential equation as well as possible. 

 

Image Processing Processing digital images through an algorithm.  

Incompressible 
Navier-Stokes 

The incompressible form of the Navier-Stokes equations.  

Internet of Things 
(IoT) 

Physical objects (or groups of such objects) with sensors, 
processing ability, software, and other technologies that connect 
and exchange data with other devices and systems over the 
Internet or other communications networks. 

 

Inverse First-Order 
Reliability Method 

A semi-probabilistic reliability analysis method devised to 
evaluate the reliability of a system. 

 

Jensen’s Wake Model An analytical method for determining the velocity within the wake 
of a turbine. 

 

Large-Eddy 
Simulation (LES) 

Direct simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations replacing small 
scale phenomena with analytical solutions. 
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Name Description Children 
Life Cycle 
Assessment 

A methodology for assessing environmental impacts associated 
with all the stages of the life cycle of a commercial product, 
process, or service. 

 

Linear Wave Theory An approximation for water waves based on linearization of the 
boundary conditions of Laplace’s equation. 

 

Logistics Relating to the process of acquisition, storage, and transportation 
of components. 

 

Lumped Mass Method 
(LMM) 

An approximation to a long continuous mass using discrete point 
masses. 

 

Marine Spatial 
Planning (MSP) 

A process that brings together multiple users of the ocean, 
including energy, industry, government, conservation, and 
recreation, to make informed and coordinated decisions about 
how to use marine resources sustainably. 

 

Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation 

A method of estimating the parameters of an assumed 
probability distribution, given some observed data. 

 

Mechanics The area of mathematics and physics concerned with the 
relationships between force, matter, and motion among physical 
objects. 

 

Modal Analysis The study of the dynamic properties of systems in the frequency 
domain. 

 

Moment Matching An approximation based on interpolating a certain number of 
points on the complex plane, termed moments. 

 

Motion Detection The process of detecting a change in the position of an object 
relative to its surroundings. 

 

Multipole Expansion An angle based mathematical series which is used to 
approximate functions, such as for boundary element methods. 

 

Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) 

Processing and analyzing large amounts of natural language 
data by computers. 

 

Optical Flow Relating to the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, 
and edges in a visual scene caused by the relative motion 
between an observer and a scene. 

 

Optimal Power Flow Algorithms for optimizing the costs of an electrical network.  

Optimization Algorithms for automatic minimization of some cost function.  

Panel Method Numerical schemes for solving potential flow problems using a 
series of singularities. 

 

Particle Image 
Velocimetry (PIV) 

Processing of images of tracer seed particles (in a Eulerian 
frame of reference) to determine the velocity field of a fluid in an 
experiment. 

 

Potential Flow Fluid flow where the velocity field is described as the gradient of 
a scalar function, known as the velocity potential, typically used 
for incompressible flow. 
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Name Description Children 
Primitive Equations A set of nonlinear partial differential equations that are used to 

approximate global atmospheric flow and are used in most 
atmospheric models. 

 

Pseudo-Spectral A spectral method applied in a discrete space.  

Particle Tracking 
Velocimetry (PTV) 

Tracking the motion of tracer seed particles (in a Lagrangian 
frame of reference) to determine the velocity field of a fluid in an 
experiment. 

 

Quasi-Static Loads Related to solid mechanics algorithms where inertial effects are 
considered to be negligible. 

 

Robotics Middleware Middleware to be used in complex robot control software 
systems. 

 

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) is a control 
system for high-level supervision of machines and processes. 

 

Shallow Water 
Equations 

Depth-integrated form of the Navier-Stokes equations, where the 
horizontal length scale is much greater than the vertical length 
scale.  

 

Shape Analysis The automatic analysis of geometric shapes.  

Smoothed-Particle 
Hydrodynamics (SPH) 

The discretization of a continuous medium is into a set of 
particles that interact with each other and move at the fluid’s 
velocity. 

 

State Space A model of a physical system as a set of input, output and state 
variables related by first-order differential equations or difference 
equations. 

 

Static Loads Solid mechanics analysis where loads do not change with time.  

Statistics Relating to the application of probability theory to data.  

Stream Function A function where flow velocity components can be determined 
from its derivatives. 

 

Subsurface Science Relating to subterranean processes, such as subsurface flows.  

Tidal Harmonics The representation of tides as the superposition of basic waves 
using Fourier analysis. 

 

Verification and 
Validation 

Relating to the processes for quantifying and building confidence 
(or credibility) in numerical models. 

 

Vortex Lattice Method 
(VLM) 

A method which models a lifting surface as an infinitely thin sheet 
of discrete vortices. 

 

Vortex Particle 
Method (VPM) 

A mesh-free approach to computational fluid dynamics, where 
fluid is discretized into discrete particles. 

 

Vorticity Transport 
Equation 

An equation that describes the evolution of the vorticity of a 
particle of an incompressible fluid as it moves. 

 

Wave Spectral 
Analysis 

Discretization and analysis of ocean wave energy as frequencies 
of wavelengths. 

 

Wind Wave Model Models which predict sea states and the evolution of the energy 
of wind waves subject to forcing from wind and/or tides. 
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Table 24. Children of "Interface" 
Name Description Children 

Graphical A native user interface that has interactive graphical elements.  

Textual A native user interface driven by purely text-based elements.  

web-API A general interface that can be accessed over the web using HTTP, typically 
used by other software. 

 

Web Page A graphical user interface that is accessed through a web browser.  
 

Table 25. Children of "PRIMRE Knowledge Hub" 
Name Description Children 

Code Catalog The software is included in the PRIMRE Code Catalog.  

Code Hub The software is included in the PRIMRE Code Hub.  
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APPENDIX B. BREAKOUT GROUP DISCUSSION TOPICS 

B.1. Cost Drivers 
Definition: Identify software associated with the largest cost drivers.  

In a recent wave energy LCOE elicitation, industry experts believed that the greatest cost 
contributors to the LCOE are the following cost categories: 

• Structural assembly 
• Operations 
• Power take-off  
• Mooring, foundation, and substructure 
• Electrical infrastructure. 
Figure 38 shows the top six cost contributors to LCOE as identified by the experts involved in the 
wave energy LCOE elicitation [33]. 

 
Figure 38. Percent Contribution to LCOE by Cost Category 

A tidal energy expert LCOE elicitation is currently underway. While the results of the elicitation are 
not yet available for tidal energy analysis using reference model data has shown a similar trend 
Figure 39. For tidal energy, the top contributors to LCOE are likely the same but with a slightly 
different order.  
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B.1.1. Structural Assembly  
Given the importance of the structural assembly to marine energy costs, the availability of applicable 
software was examined. Figure 39 shows the breakdown of Primary Use for software tagged with 
the Structural discipline. 

 
Figure 39. Primary use for software having the structural discipline field value 

The 11 software packages specific to marine energy are mapped to their applicable Technology in 
Figure 40. 

 
Figure 40. Technologies for software having the structural discipline field value and primary use 

as marine energy 
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B.1.2. Operations and Maintenance 
Given the importance of operations and maintenance to marine energy costs, the availability of 
applicable software was examined. Figure 41 shows the breakdown of Primary Use for software 
tagged with the Operations & Maintenance discipline. 

 
Figure 41. Primary use for software having the operations and maintenance discipline field value 

The four software packages specific to marine energy are mapped to their applicable Technology in 
in Figure 42. 

 
Figure 42. Technologies for software having the operations and maintenance discipline field value 

and primary use as marine energy 
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B.1.3. Power Take-Off  
Given the importance of power take-off to marine energy costs, the availability of applicable 
software was examined. Figure 43 shows the breakdown of Primary Use for software tagged with 
the Power Take-Off discipline. 

 
Figure 43. Primary use for software having the power take-off discipline field value 

The seven software packages specific to marine energy are mapped to their applicable Technology in 
Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44. Technologies for software having the power take off discipline field value and primary 

use as marine energy 
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B.1.4. Mooring, Foundation, and Substructure  
Given the importance of mooring, foundation, and substructure to marine energy costs, the 
availability of applicable software was examined. Figure 45 shows the breakdown of Primary Use for 
software tagged with either the Mooring or Substructure discipline. 

 
Figure 45. Primary use for software having the mooring or substructure discipline field values 

The 13 software packages specific to marine energy are mapped to their applicable Technology in 
Figure 46. 

 
Figure 46. Technologies for software having the mooring or substructure discipline field values 

and primary use as marine energy 
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B.1.5. Electrical Infrastructure  
Given the importance of electrical infrastructure to marine energy costs, the availability of applicable 
software was examined. Figure 47 shows the breakdown of Primary Use for software tagged with 
the Electrical Network discipline. 

 
Figure 47. Primary use for software having the electrical network discipline field value 

The four software packages specific to marine energy are mapped to their applicable Technology in 
Figure 48. 

 
Figure 48. Technologies for software having the electrical network discipline field value and 

primary use as marine energy 

5.1.1. Questions  
• What software does your organization use to assess or optimize the following cost categories? 

o Structural assembly 
o Power take-off 
o Mooring, foundation, and substructure 
o Electrical infrastructure 
o Operations, maintenance  

• Which cost categories would most benefit from additional software support and why? 
• Are there other cost categories that lack software (e.g., installation, development, etc.)? 
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B.2. Interoperability 
Definition: Data generated from software for different disciplines should be easily accessible from 
other software. 

Upon reflection a decade later, the focus on developing stand-alone programs, with interoperability 
a lesser priority, has resulted in a current scenario where software development is often siloed, and 
coupling software is challenging. Future software development may have an improved focus on 
interoperability to allow improved communication between open-source APIs, databases, and 
commercial codes to streamline workflows and improve productivity. However, the verification and 
validation of any software is dependent on available wave tank and open-water data, which to date 
are limited.  

Figure 49 is a sunburst diagram showing the relationship between TRL and discipline. It highlights 
hydrodynamics as top discipline for both TRL 1-3 and TRL 1-3/4-6. However, the top disciplines 
across all TRLs (i.e., TRL 1-3/4-6/7-9) are site characterization and extreme events, whereas 
hydrodynamics has few software applicable across all TRLs. This highlights the lack of 
hydrodynamic interoperability across TRLs.  

 
Figure 49. Sunburst diagram showing relationship between TRL and discipline  
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B.2.1. Wave Case Study 
Within WEC numerical modeling, the field is generally split into three distinct domains: low-, mid-, 
and high-fidelity modeling: 

 
Figure 50. Interoperability case study for wave energy 

However, interoperability between the three domains is typically poor. In recent decades, the 
emergence of software APIs has enabled greater software interoperability. Within WEC numerical 
modeling, commonly used open-source meshing, BEM, and optimization software (e.g., PyGmsh, 
Capytaine, WecOptTool) have developed Python APIs, but mid- and high-fidelity tools have not. 
Hence, there is currently no way to call open-source low- and mid-fidelity tools from within the 
same loop. 

Mid- and high-fidelity models both involve solving device dynamics in the time-domain, and 
generalized multibody dynamics solvers (e.g., Simscape Multibody, Project Chrono) have proved to 
be a good option for modeling a wide range of devices. However, high-fidelity fluid-structure 
interaction solvers (DualSPHysics, Proteus) have been coupled with Project Chrono, whereas 
Simscape Multibody has not. Hence, to simulate a device at the mid- and high-fidelity levels requires 
building two separate device models. Using a common multibody solver could help to improve 
interoperability between mid- and high-fidelity WEC numerical modeling software and streamline 
the WEC numerical modeling process. 

B.2.2. Tidal Case Study 
For current energy conversion there are many data interoperability bottlenecks. Beginning with data 
collection, bathymetric, sedimentary and metocean data is generally collected from disparate sources 
with nonstandard formats. Often, these data can require manipulation to merge different data sets. 
This is a challenging manual activity, which is often delegated to third parties. Improving data 
interoperability could reduce cost and increase efficiency of simulation for current energy 
conversion and marine renewable energy. 

Data interoperability is also critical for the operation of CEC arrays. Knowledge of the condition of 
the devices, current and future metocean conditions, projected costs and availability of crew and 
equipment, and logistical simulation must be combined to optimize the most cost-efficient and safe 
periods for undertaking maintenance. Being able to programmatically access this data would allow 
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automatic solution of this complex challenge and reduce the risks associated with operations and 
maintenance for marine renewable energy arrays. 

B.2.3. Questions 
• Do you agree with our assessment of the areas of low interoperability between software? 
• Does our example problem seem realistic? Are there other examples of specific coupling 

problems that could lead to benefit if solved? 
• Do you think new standards should be developed for certain marine energy data? Which types 

of data would this cover? 
• Is dependence on commercial (paid) packages for open-source software a barrier to adoption of 

software?  
• Can you provide examples of low interoperability between software? 
• Would marine energy data standards improve interoperability? 

B.3. Software Quality  
Definition: Identify software gaps for marine-energy-specific applications and improve existing 
software accuracy and usability. 

B.3.1. Open-Source BEM Case Study 
An example for wave energy is open-source BEM. NEMOH was the default open-source BEM 
solver for many years. However, despite being relied on by the wave energy community, NEMOH 
did not have long-term funding and was no longer supported. There were several known issues with 
NEMOH that went unresolved for years.  

To address some of these issues, and to convert Fortran-based NEMOH to Python, Capytaine was 
developed. Capytaine was quickly adopted by the wave energy community as the default OSS BEM 
solver. However, it also did not have long-term funding, and for a period was unsupported. With 
support from DOE WPTO, SNL and NREL funded the lead Capytaine developer to continue 
supporting the software. Since its renewed support, Capytaine has seen an increase in adoption, and 
many of the known issues have been resolved.  

This highlights an example where just because software exists, does not imply “no need.” In fact, 
this example highlights the need to leverage existing support, through continued support and 
improvement [34]. 

B.3.2. Software Coverage 
The marine energy software database was analyzed for categories without records to identify gaps. 
Just because a software category has a gap (i.e., doesn’t have a record), doesn’t mean it is an area of 
need. Conversely, categories with abundance (i.e., have many records) can be areas of need. 
However, these gaps provide useful insight into the software landscape, and are used to frame the 
Next-Generation Marine Energy Software Workshop breakout group discussion.  

Figure 51 shows the relationship between Discipline and TRL. The left-hand side is for all software 
in the database, and the right-hand side is for marine energy software. Low coverage is shown in 
dark colors, and high coverage is shown in light colors. Figure 52 shows the relationship between 
Technology and Life Cycle.  
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Figure 51. Discipline versus TRL for (Left) all software and (Right) marine energy software 
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Figure 52. Number of software per technology and life cycle: (Left) all software, (Right) marine 

energy software 

B.3.3. Questions 
• Do you agree with our assessment of disciplines that are lacking high-quality, validated, or 

popular software products? 
• Do you have experience where the outputs of software did not match reality? 
• Is there software which you would like to use but are inaccessible? What reasons make the 

software difficult to use? 
• Do you agree with the areas of low software coverage that we believe would benefit from adding 

new software? What are the reasons for your answer? 
• Are there any areas of marine energy development where you do not use software? If so, would 

any of these areas benefit from new software? 
• Are there any areas of marine energy development where there are insufficient software choices 

available? What functionality would you like a competing software in that area to deliver? 
• Have you wanted to use software but could not (e.g., lack of support or access issues)? 
• What applications lack high-quality, validated, software? 
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B.4. Productivity 
Definition: By utilizing advanced software and hardware architectures, like parallel central 
processing units (CPU)/GPU or machine learning, software can produce higher fidelity and/or a 
higher volume of outputs 

New scientific computational and solution frameworks are revolutionizing many fields of science 
and engineering. These hardware and software innovations (1) allow us to do things we were doing 
more efficiently, and (2) open up the door to ask and solve new, different problems. How can we 
incorporate emerging hardware and software technologies in scientific computing into marine 
energy software? Some of these scientific computing trends include: 

• Hardware 
o Parallelization (e.g., HPC) 
o GPUs 
o Other advanced architectures. 

• Software 
o Control co-design (e.g., WecOptTool, CT-Opt) 
o Machine learning 
o Differentiable programming 
o Other?  

These have the potential to allow us to solve problems much more efficiently, allowing us to explore 
more of the design space (previously would be not explored due to time constraints). Or it could 
allow us to formulate the problem completely differently, for example by expanding the design space 
by removing structural barriers inherent to the framework (e.g., control co-design, machine 
learning). 

However, the marine energy industry has been slow to adopt any of these trends. One complicating 
factor is that existing tools are not set up to exploit these new and evolving technologies. Interested 
users are left to program entire frameworks for themselves.  

Some possible solutions include: 

• Moving toward popular (used outside marine energy) open-source tools, like OpenFOAM, 
Project Chrono, etc. These codes have extensive user bases and are open source, and therefore 
usually have good coupling to utilize these new/emerging hardware and software solutions. 
However, these are often coded in compiled languages (for efficiency/speed) which are not very 
accessible to most scientists/engineers. These would require significant effort to make them 
compatible with marine energy. 

• Moving toward an open-source programming language. Currently MATLAB is very popular in 
marine energy software. However, the closed-source nature of it makes it difficult to couple with 
other software and use these emerging trends. There are modern, high-level (dynamic) languages 
that are open source and are frequently used for these emerging technologies. These include:  
o Python: originally not a scientific tool, but with the release and popularity of NumPy has 

become the most popular scientific/engineering dynamic language as well as the most 
popular machine learning language.  

o Julia: Newer open-source dynamic language which exploded in popularity after V1.0 release 
in 2018. Like MATLAB, it is meant for scientific/engineering applications. It was developed 
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with differentiable programming and machine learning in mind and is easy to run in different 
architectures (e.g., GPUs, supercomputers, etc.). 

• Waiting until current frameworks catch up with these trends. If using these trends in 
hardware/software is not a current priority, eventually even closed-source frameworks like 
MATLAB will catch up (there is an inherent lag when developing closed-source software). There 
might be more pressing issues/gaps that need to be solved in marine energy software.  

B.4.1. Questions  
• Is progress hampered by the speed of computation of certain problems? For what type of 

problems does this issue arrive? 
• Would the complexities and costs involved with using advanced architectures (e.g., GPUs, 

parallelization, supercomputers) be an acceptable trade-off for increased speed/volume of 
computation? 

• Which emerging trends in software solutions (e.g., machine learning, differentiable 
programming, control co-design, etc.) would you like to see incorporated into marine energy? If 
these were incorporated, would you see yourself utilizing these new solution approaches?  

• Would you be willing to learn a completely new programming language or modeling framework 
to access these emerging trends in hardware and software solutions?  

B.5. Backup Questions 
• Do you agree with the selection of topics? 
• Within the themes, do you agree with our analysis of the existing software landscape? 
• What software does your organization use through the design process/life cycle? 
• What software is used to assess risk and failure modes of your system (e.g., refer to Metrics)? 
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APPENDIX C. AFFINITY DIAGRAM 

Table 26. First-Level (Green), Second-Level (Pink), and Third-Level (Blue) Themes  

I want to leverage state-of-the-art computational resources 

 I need faster numerical modeling tools 

  Speed is important for multi-physics simulations 

  We need faster high fidelity models 

  Speed is important for high fidelity simulations 

  Simulation speed may not be a barrier 

  Simulation time is a constraint that could affect results accuracy 

 I want to use GPUs but need help 

  Using GPU could be useful, but it is not easy to implement 

  I see a future role for graphics processing units 

  There's work being done for GPUs, but there's more to do 

 I want to use cloud computing for simulations 

  Having a cloud machine with multiple programs installed could be beneficial to 
the whole industry 

  Different conventions used between codes can make interoperability challenging 

  Cloud computing can help engineers to get results much faster 

  Interest for linearization at system level 

 I want to do co-design and use digital twins 

  Desire to use digital twins for co-design 

  Co-design is important but has practical limitation 
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 I want to use Machine Learning (ML) but don't know how 

  People are excited about ML, but current level of knowledge/expertise in marine 
energy is a barrier to adoption 

  ML can be used to perform high fidelity simulations and optimization much faster 

  ML needs to be properly understood in order to be used effectively 

  ML should not be used as a replacement to understand the physics of a system 

  Some people are skeptical of ML 

  ML tools, workflows and public examples need improvement 

 I want to use state-of-the-art optimization tools 

  We can leverage modern computing resources (both hardware and software) to 
perform optimization studies more effectively 

  Optimization is different depending on the detail level 

  Low-fidelity models are necessary for optimization 

 I need to perform hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations 

  Desire for hardware-in-the-loop software integration 

  Desire to leverage Hardware/Software integration efforts 

  Desire for open-source hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) software 

I need to overcome existing software limitations in order to advance marine energy 
technology 

 I need software to model current energy converters 

  I need software to model current energy converters 

  I need to use Tidal Bladed but it's no longer supported 
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 I need better PTO and control system modeling tools 

  I need open-source, customizable control software 

  For initial PTO design & opt available software is sufficient for me 

  I need PTO modeling tools that allows me to develop detailed custom models 

 I need better high fidelity modeling tools for marine energy devices 

  I need software with better accuracy of low-mid fidelity models 

  Improving OpenFOAM usability (e.g., UI/UX and examples) would be useful for 
me 

  High fidelity modeling software barriers (e.g., development cost, validation) are 
challenging for me 

  "High-fidelity" is a broad term 

 I need new marine energy software 

  I need to model flexible bodies 

  I need software to model more WECs including hybrid devices 

  I need to model nonlinear waves (e.g., shallow water) 

 I need WEC-Sim improvements (e.g., imitations/improvements) 

  I want WEC-Sim to be faster and to provide support for extreme conditions 

  WEC-Sim models can be difficult for me to validate 

  WEC-Sim's dependency on MATLAB is a problem for me 

 I need OpenFAST developed for current energy converters 

  I need improved UI/UX for OpenFAST 

  I need continued investment and support for OpenFAST 
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  I need OpenFAST to be verified and validated for current energy converters 

  I need new OpenFAST features for current energy converters 

 I need fast and interoperable BEM software 

  I've run into known limitations with Boundary Element Method solvers 

  I need differentiable BEM for gradient based optimization 

  I need interoperable hydrodynamic libraries (e.g., across platforms) 

 I need low cost mooring design tools (large value added) 

  I need mooring and anchor design tools to reduce the associated high risk and 
uncertainty during installation 

  I want access to more mooring modeling approaches other than linearized matrix 
and lumped mass 

  I need reliable software for mooring design 

  I want to leverage mooring systems from related fields (e.g., offshore wind) 

  I need mooring costs from both a design and purchase consideration 

  I need reference mooring designs (i.e., catenary, tension leg, etc.) 

  Using MoorDyn for wave energy would be useful for me 

  I want improved interoperability between different software tools, e.g., 
MoorDyn/OpenFOAM 

 I need arrays and grid integration models 

  I need industry standard grid integration tools 

  I need to model WEC arrays 

 I need optimization tools 

  I need better optimization methods 
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  I need software to optimize for material selection 

  I need software to optimize design for manufacturing 

  I need software to optimize structures 

 I need interoperable marine energy software (e.g., like wind energy) 

  I need to develop custom wrappers to integrate software 

  I need interoperable system and subsystem (e.g., systems engineering) models 

  I need interoperable finite element analysis models 

  I need multi-fidelity modeling frameworks 

  I need interoperable hydrodynamic and structural models 

  I need improved and interoperable meshing tools 

  I need interoperable multi-fidelity models 

  I want to learn from interoperability of wind turbines models 

  I need interoperable computational fluid dynamics and structural analysis models 

  I need interoperable controls models 

  I need to leverage high-fidelity models inform engineering models 

  I think that sometimes tools won't be interoperable 

I want to advance marine energy technology, but data access is a barrier 

 I need access to data repositories for balance of system components 

  I need PTO designs and operational data 
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  I need mooring designs, cost estimates, and performance data 

  I need data assimilation (and extrapolation) methods 

  I need access to data on bathymetry and sediment 

 I need established data standards to build trust in and improve interoperability 
between software 

  I need standard software inputs & outputs 

  I need pre and post-processing scripts for compatibility with IEC Data Standards 

  I need standardized data formats for hydrodynamic coefficient calculation (BEM) 

  I need standardized data formats for resource assessment data 

 I need access to installation, operations, maintenance (IO&M) data and experience 

  I need access to operations and maintenance (O&M) data 

  We need more IO&M experience as knowledge is currently limited 

  I need IO&M lessons from related industries 

  I want more access to Mermaid which is great commercial software for IO&M 
cost optimization 

  I need IO&M tools 

  I want condition monitoring tools 

  I need a free and open-source cost optimization tool (comparable to Mermaid) 

  I use custom IO&M tools (not generalizable to others) 
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 I need access to quality data for model verification and validation 

  Difficult for me to know the accuracy of model results 

  I need to do better at model verification and validation 

  I need data for validation and uncertainty quantification (UQ) 

 I need access to cost data to improve cost modeling, optimization, and analysis 

  My cost optimization for balance of system relies on sparse data and black box 
models 

  I need more access to economic and manufacturing data 

  I need access to design for manufacturing data 

  Xometry is a great Solidworks plugin to assess design cost for me 

  I need access to more subject matter expertise 

  I need cost optimizations 

 I need reliability tools that consider failure modes and rates 

  I need defined and standardized reliability models 

  I have a need to quantify extreme events with respect to risk and insurance 

  I need software to model failure models and rates 

  I need a tool like Xometry that includes failure rates 

  I need access to data for failure modes and rates 

 I need to have confidence in my results 

  I need to have confidence in the tools in my toolbox 
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  I want to leverage verification & validation metrics from other sectors 

I need to consider many factors and trade-offs when developing or using new 
marine energy software (e.g., language, architecture, license) 

 I want to use low-level programming languages like C++ for simulation software 
and use APIs for better interoperability 

  I need to use low-level programming languages (C++, Fortran) for 
computationally expensive software 

  I need to use APIs to get different software talking to each other 

 MATLAB is a barrier for me 

  MATLAB packages are too costly for me 

  MATLAB licenses costs are a barrier for me 

  MATLAB is a barrier to productivity (e.g., parallelization and high performance 
computing) for me 

  MATLAB is a barrier to interoperability for me 

 MATLAB is beneficial to me 

  MATLAB has offers me free licenses 

  I like that MATLAB has an established user base and support 

  I want to continue to use MATLAB 

 I want to transition to Python, from MATLAB 

  My university is switching from MATLAB to Python 

  I think future graduates will be more familiar with Python than MATLAB 

  I need to stop developing software in MATLAB 

  I've spent a lot of development time making Python code available to MATLAB 
users 
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 I want to learn new programming tools and skills, but it can take time 

  I'm willing to learn new skills and use the best programming language(s) for the 
job 

  I think it's more cost effective to stick with existing tools (i.e., resistant to change) 

 I need custom software due to lack of technology convergence 

  I need to develop custom software to solve problems 

  I use custom cost of energy models due to wide range of technologies 

  I need to develop custom models due to my custom PTO 

 I need long-term software development, support (i.e., funding) and clear objectives 

  I think software development is a continual process (i.e., no end) 

  I think supporting open-source software long-term is challenging but important 

  Commercial software does not guarantee me long-term support (i.e., funding) 

  I think software development approaches must balance a wide range of needs 

 I need to understand tradeoffs and limitations between different software 

  I need SME expertise to correctly apply software 

  I think selecting the "right" software is challenging 

  I'm using software outside of its intended application 

  I need a better understanding existing software limitations 

  I need a tool to easily compare software 
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 I need to overcome commercial software limitations (e.g., cost, interoperability, and 
productivity) 

  Interoperability is difficult with commercial software (e.g., no incentive, close-
source) for me 

  Closed source code can be a black box to me 

  Parallelization is difficult to achieve with commercial software for me 

  Licenses costs are a barrier to adoption for me 

  Commercial licenses can be too expensive for me 

 I want to use industry-standard commercial software for some things - like 
structural analysis 

  I need to use commercial structural analysis software 

  I need validated techno economic studies (e.g., against design and standards) 

  I need updated foundation designs 

  I think commercial software is worth the cost 

I need open-source software that is trusted, free, and easy to use 

 I need easy-to-use open-source software (OSS) 

  I think the learning curve is tolerable if the software is useful 

  I need OSS with a less steep learning curve 

  I need to rely on software development subject matter experts (SMEs) 

  I need to consider software adoption factors beyond cost 

  I need improved OSS user interface (UI) 

  I need improved OSS documentation 
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  I need improved OSS training and user experience (UX) 

 I need multi-platform, free open-source software (FOSS) 

  I need free open-source software (FOSS) 

  I need open-source software that reduces the cost barrier 

  I need Operating System (OS) interoperability 

 I need trusted open-source software (OSS) 

  I need open-source software bugs unresolved 

  I need open-source software 

  I need easy-to-modify open-source software 
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APPENDIX D. OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE BUSINESS MODELS 
WPTO made strategic investments in marine energy software over the past decade, but they cannot 
fund software development and maintenance indefinitely; thus, the long-term sustainability of these 
software packages must be considered. Many of the WPTO-funded software projects are released as 
open-source software (OSS), where OSS refers to “software that is released under a license in which 
the copyright holder grants users the rights to use, study, change, and distribute the software and its 
source code.” OSS business models22 are an active field of research in the field of software 
engineering. This appendix provides an overview of the state-of-the-art research in this area.  

Here is a non-exhaustive list of common OSS business models based on [35]-[39]. 

D.1. Dual Licensing 
Refers to a business model where the software is available under an open-source license but also 
under separate proprietary license terms. Customers can be attracted to a no-cost and open-source 
edition, then be part of an up-sell to a commercial enterprise edition. Further, customers will learn 
of open-source software in a company’s portfolio and offerings but generate business in other 
proprietary products and solutions, including commercial technical support contracts and services.  

• Maintain a free, open-source version  
• Fee is charged for a proprietary version  
• Examples(s): MySQL. 

D.2. Proprietary Extensions 
• Refers to a business model where the OSS is available as source code only, while executable 

binaries are only available to paying customers (e.g., proprietary extensions, modules, plugins, or 
add-ons). This business model requires a permissive software license. Some companies provide 
the latest version available only to paying customers.  

• Maintain a free, open-source version 
• Fee is charged for optional add-ons, plugins, or binaries  
• Example(s): Red Hat Enterprise Linux. 

D.3. Professional Services 
Refers to a business model where the OSS is available free and open source, and development and 
maintenance is supported through selling services, such as training, technical support, or consulting.  

• Maintain a free, open-source software 
• Fee is charged for training, support, and consulting 
• Examples: DirectCFD support for OpenFOAM. 

 
22 Also referred to as “software sustainability” and “commercial open-source software.” 
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D.4. Software As a Service (SaaS) 
Refers to a business model where the OSS is available free and open-source and subscriptions for 
online accounts and server access are sold to customers is one way of adding value to open-source 
software. 

• Maintain a free, open-source software 
• Fee is charged for access to online accounts and servers 
• Examples(s): Robot Operating System (ROS). 

D.5. Partnership With Funding Organizations 
Refers to a business model where the OSS includes partnerships with other companies. Sometimes a 
commercial version may be sold to finance the continued development of the free version. 
Governments, companies, or other nongovernmental organizations may develop custom in-house 
modifications to software, then release that code under an open-source license. 

• Release free, open-source software 
• OSS is funded through grants/stipends 
• Examples(s): WEC-Sim. 

D.6. Voluntary Donations 
Refers to a business model where developers accept donations. Some users may pool money 
together for the implementation of a desired feature or functionality.  

• Open-source code is freely available 
• Users of the code donate to its continued development and maintenance  
• Examples: SourceForge. 

D.7. Case Studies 
Software sustainability is an active field of research encompassing the social, technical, 
environmental, and economic aspects of software that enable it to endure and continue to meet 
stakeholder needs. On the economic front, new OSS business models are still emerging. Many OSS 
business models do not fit into a single approach listed above; OSS often includes elements of 
multiple business models.  

5.1.2. OpenFOAM 
For example, OpenFOAM is an OSS commonly used for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [40]. 
It is used worldwide for automotive, manufacturing, and marine energy applications, among 
countless others. OpenFOAM uses several of the business models listed above. OpenFOAM is 
developed and maintained by CFD Direct. The approaches include having “companies fund new 
functionality in OpenFOAM through contracted development and support with CFD Direct.” (i.e., 
partnership with funding organizations), and providing “maintenance plans are available to 
businesses to support the cost of ongoing maintenance of OpenFOAM, giving priority to issues that 
affect them most” (i.e., voluntary donations). Additionally, the primary OpenFOAM developer, 
CFD Direct, provides “OpenFOAM Training including their acclaimed Essential, Applied and 
Programming CFD courses, delivered as scheduled classes, on-site and as live virtual training.” (i.e., 
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professional services), and access to the CFD Direct Cloud, “the leading cloud CFD solution, 
providing a configured environment with OpenFOAM” (i.e., software as service).  

D.7.1. ParaView 
Another example is ParaView, an OSS commonly used for postprocessing data visualization, has 
been used for marine energy applications, and was originally funded by DOE [41]. ParaView 
maintains a free OSS version of the software under a BSD license and has adopted several of the 
above business models. ParaView is developed and supported by Kitware, Sandia National 
Laboratories, and the Army Research Laboratory (i.e., partnership with funding organizations). They 
also maintain “other licenses that are applicable because of other packages leveraged by ParaView or 
developed by collaborators” (i.e., dual licensing), and “there are specific packages for the ParaView 
binaries available on paraview.org that have applicable licenses” (i.e., proprietary extensions).  

D.7.2. Additional Case Studies 
Additional OSS case studies of commonly used OSS (e.g., LINUX, Python, and major Python 
packages like Pandas, NumPy, etc.), and case studies of software developed at the national labs (e.g., 
CUBIT and Dakota) could be explored in the future.  

Lessons can also be learned from business models adopted by the open-access community at large 
(e.g., Wikimedia, open-access journals), and from development and maintenance of facilities [42]. 
Parallels can also be made with data access since databases must also be developed and maintained. 
Many of the OSS business models listed above also apply to data. For example, data may be freely 
available adhering to FAIR data standards, and the same data may be available through a paywall 
with value-added products [43]. 
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I need access to installation, 
operations, maintenance (IO&M( 


data and experience


I need to perform 
hardware- in- the- loop (HIL) 


simulations


I need reliability tools that 
consider failure modes and rates


I need easy to use open 
source software (OSS)


I need long- term software 
development, support (i.e. 


funding) and clear 
objectives


I want to use industry- 
standard commercial 


software for some things - 
like structural analysis


I need validated 
technoeconomic studies 
(e.g. against design and 


standards)


I need to use commercial 
structural analysis software


I want to do co- design and 
use digital twins


I need  access to cost data to 
improve cost modeling, 


optimization, and analysis


I need low cost mooring 
design tools (large value 


added)


I want to use cloud 
computing for simulations


I need OpenFAST 
developed for current 


energy converters


I need software to model 
current energy converters


We can leverage modern 
computing resources (both 
hardware and software) to 


perform optimization studies 
more effectively


Cloud computing can help 
engineers to get results much 


faster


Having a cloud machine with 
multiple programs installed 


could be beneficial to the whole 
industry


Prod095- P22: Argon National Labs has some CPU space that you can apply for. At my old university Georgia Tech, they had access to some in- house servers as well as external servers. And for small startups, I think you can be pretty savvy in how you try to leverage the resources in your network. So, yeah, of course AWS and the Google Cloud are like what cometo mind immediately.


I want access to more  
mooring modeling 


approaches other than  
linearized matrix and 


lumped mass


I need reliable software for 
mooring design


I need better PTO and 
control system modeling 


tools


Desire to leverage 
Hardware/Software 
integration efforts


I'm willing to learn new 
skills and use the best 


programming language(s) 
for the job


I need to use low- level 
programming languages (C++, 
Fortran) for computationally 


expensive software


Desire to use digital digital 
twins for co- design


I need to consider software
adoption factors beyond 


cost


I think software 
development is a continual 


process (i.e. no end)


I need IO&M tools


I use custom cost of energy
models due to wide range 


of technologies


I need to overcome 
commercial software 
limitations (e.g. cost, 
interoperability, and 


productivity)


I need mooring and anchor
design tools to reduce the 
associated high risk and 


uncertainty during 
installation


I need  PTO modeling tools 
that allows me to develop 
detailed custom models


I think it's more cost 
effective to stick with 


existing tools (i.e. resistant 
to change)


My university is switching from 
MATLAB to Python


Different conventions used 
between codes can make 


interoperability challenging


I want improved 
interoperability between 
different software tools, 


e.g. MoorDyn/OpenFOAM


Optimization is different 
depending on the detail level


Int012- P12: Interoperability is very difficult. You’ve got key codes that don’t talk the same language and how you interface them is very difficult to even design. And then you have to gettwo people on each end that are willing to work on it. And I think these kind of things are just extremely difficult to do.


Int016- P1: Coupling 
open- source codes 
(e.g. OpenFoam) is 
pretty 
straightforward as 
you have access to 
the source code.


Int023- P29: Modeling workflows incorporate different tools which may use different conventions (for reference frames, mesh origin etc) - its not always clear which conventions are being usedacross a pipeline


Int029- P10: We develop
in- house models of our


system and its sub- 
systems in Simulink to 
avoid having to couple 


different software 
packages.


Int038- P2: There is 
ongoing discussion on 


GitHub about the 
difficulty of getting 


Capytaine inputs and 
outputs to work with 
different software.


Int039- P2: It is difficult to find a way to model data that would fit every possible system, because each system has different requirements. E.g. wind energy, where modeling a rigid body is different from modeling a flexible body.


Int062- P22: The days of
universities teaching 


paid software like 
MATLAB are over, and 
now they are teaching 
open- source software 


like Python instead.


Int064- P18: University computer science departments have started to switch over to using Python - ocean mechanical engineering is considering doing the same.


Int004- P8: Software adoption depends on whether or not there is a market.


Cost028- P13: Currently available commercial structural solvers do a good job.


"We use SolidWorks across the board or PC, and we do a lot of structural simulation with the SolidWorks tools, which are perfectly good, very good actually. "


Cost039- P5: PTO modeling is bespoke and an API or interface is best method to integrate with a global hydrodynamic simulation.


"would do the same type of thing that wedo and basically create a function that will interface with the time domain simulation, and provide the nonlinear reaction from the PTO system"


Cost042- P25: Developers prefer codes that can cross between numerical- to- experimental.


"Ultimately use that tool chain allthe way to even deploy certain parts of the code and into actual machines"


I need cost optimizations


I need a free and open source 
cost optimization tool 


(comparable to Mermaid)


I need industry standard grid 
integration tools


I need defined and 
standardized reliability 


models


I want condition 
monitoring tools


I have a need to quantify 
extreme events with 
respect to risk and 


insurance


I need to use Tidal Bladed but it's
no longer supported


I need to develop custom 
software to solve problems


Co- design is important but 
has practical limitation


My cost optimization for 
balance of system relies on 
sparse data and black box 


models


I need updated foundation 
designs


I need standard software inputs 
& outputs


Parallelization is difficult to achieve with 
commercial software for me


I think the learning curve is 
tolerable if the software is useful


I need to rely on software 
development subject 
matter experts (SMEs)


Simulation Time is a constraint 
that could affect results accuracy


Using GPU could be useful, but it
is not easy to implement


Interest for linearization at 
system level


Prod005- P17: I'd just like tosay that I think some of these (new software trends) are already being used in marine energy applications. In particular, I think the control co- design,digital twins


Qual044- P27: We use Tidal Bladed, I'm happy to share that it's 15k English Sterling for the maintenance fee. You paythat as a yearly fee, and that enables you to use the node so you can run multiple simulations at any one time. Then you also don't have to pay per node you wantto use. It is quite expensive, we traditionally have used this in our loadingsimulations just as our go to tool.


I need improved UI/UX for 
OpenFAST


Qual042- P22: Desire improve FAST IU/UX,to expedite time to adoption/use


"I spent weeks and weeks training young engineers at Verdant Power how to use FAST, and FAST that we were using is not user friendly. It is not intuitive, it's hundreds of input text files with crazy extensions. You're like, you've got 85.EEV files, and then you've got all these other crazy files and you have to understand how they all integrate together. "


Qual043- P22: If you 
have one incorrect 


thing in one of those
files that prevents 


the whole code from
running.


Prod006- P25: you 
can and start 


developing your 
entire interface with 


a digital twin that 
your controller and 


interact with I need new OpenFAST features 
for current energy converters


Qual020- P22: Hydro fast is the most powerful tool andit's free, and it's open source. Hydro fast is incredibly valuable from the tidal energy perspective, tidal and current perspective.


Qual024- P23: Our primary modeling tool is Tidal Bladed, DNV. They ceased developing that for a number of years, I think they are back actively supporting and developing it, so it's good news for those that can afford it.


Qual033- P18: When we used FAST was you just you manipulate gravity, and you manipulate [inaudible]. When you add added mass, kind of added in and not the best way but you get those effects in there. But if it was developed for that, then that would be much easier.


I need OpenFAST to be 
verified and validated for 
current energy converters


Prod009- P1: I think another aspect of that problem is getting the software running on your machine, right? Like installing MPI libraries and all of that stuff requiredfor these HPC simulations. And if we had a cloud machine with everything installed and running and working that could be shared by everybody in the industry, I think it would simplify the process and in combination with something we mentioned in another group, which would be setting up a tutorial database, ifthose all kind of sat in the same place, someone could grab a tutorial, run it on the cloud in a couple button presses avoiding a lot of that learning curve


Qual029- P18: Desire for trusted software for current energy


"that would be doing the same thing that mine does but probably with a lot more of a trusted software"


Qual037- P22: We had to doall of our own validation. We were taking strain gauge data, and comparingit against the FAST results, and then tweaking the FAST model with help from the folks that Wind Energy SMEs.


Prod011- P21: I actually see when we start getting to parallelization, that's whereat least my experience is allthe commercial code, then we, it's already very expensive.


Qual031- P18: 
FAST is trusted, 


would be nice to 
use it for current 
energy devices


Qual045- P27: DNV just had seemto slow down on their development of the Tidal Bladed software. Yeah, for us, I think we'd be interested in FAST. I think what you touched on there it's very good point, and I think one of the barriers for us is relearning a new software.


I need pre and post- processing 
scripts for compatibility with IEC 


Data Standards


Prod014- P1: the other side of parallelization is it's not necessarily running one simulation on thousands of processors, but if you have a suite of simulations and you need to run a thousand simulations, yes. So, for instance, Star CCM will charge per instance and not necessarily per CPU, and it's just prohibitive to have a thousand instances running.


Qual051- P27: Desire for pre/post processing tools for IEC Standards


"I agree. We've had to design our own tools to pre and post process the results from Tidal Bladed. I know that they have been developing a lot more of the Bladedside of things. Maybe there are optionality that are included in the wind, but not the Tidal versions."


Qual047- P22: 
FAST wind side, 


they will issue the 
results that are 
compatible with 


the IEC standards.


Cost060- P13: Always a level of customization to each device that a broad modeling tool cannot support.


"I don't think there is anything out there that's sort of a one stop shop for that. That's something that you have to customize"


Cost065- P13: Moorings and coupled simulations have high risk at this time.


"it's those moorings and the coupled connections between learning (floating?) platforms that need to be modeled the most, that have the highest risk."


Prod019- P25: I think I have very limited, but a little bit experience now in cloud computing and scaling up a little bit usingAWS particularly, and computational resources on those clouds are compared to a lot of other aspects in the development cycle, ridiculously cheap. It’s so cheap by now to get like additionally 64 cores that you can compute on AWS compared to an engineer putting time even into developing the models.


Prod020- P25: Is it really expensive if you try to scaleup CFD simulations to the cloud and actually run it onhuge clusters? And then the question is also, is it really required? And at what point is it really required?


Cost067- P9: Anchoring, geotechnics, and soil interaction comes with high uncertainity requiring expert consultants driving costs up.


"Then the Geotech or the anchoring, or the actual soil interaction is not something, I'm not a geotechnical engineer but it always seems to me that there always is a high level of risk aversion associated with that. That adds a lot of cost to projects."


Difficult for me to know the
accuracy of model results


Cost068- P10: No off the shelf cost tools available.


"We have essentially developed customized costing software within a MATLAB environment"


Cost069- P10: Input to cost models comes from public references sponsored by WPTO.


"reference things like the [inaudible] metric spreadsheet and the research that went into that spreadsheet, and earlier studies like the reference model study in order to obtain basis forestimates of the cost"


Cost074- P10: Technoeconomic model build and optimized in theMATLAB environment.


"But then when we do sizing optimization, we do so based upon a techno economic model that we characterize in a MATLAB environment"


Cost074- P10: Initial technoeconomic optimization is verified by structural design in Solidworks.


"We're getting our sizing parameters from that, and then we're using the sizing parameters to inform the basic parameters of the design, which we then design in SolidWorks."


Cost075- P10: "There's a
manual process and a 


significant one, 
between the 


optimization at a very 
high level and the 
detailed design."


Cost077- P6: Design for build is verified through structural analysis and results loop back to design assumptions.


"Often, it has a bit of a two- way process with the original design for the actual prime mover, or the moving parts of the machine or whatever, depending on whether you're thinking wave energy, tidal or something else"


Qual082- P8: Desire for condition monitoring tools


"condition and monitoring would be the most immediate one."


Qual054- P3: Desire for cost modeling data for optimization


"we do a lot of development at very early stages of development. Cost modeling is always where we spend a lot of time with, and we spend a lot of time with doing high fidelity numerical simulation. But unless we have solid cost models, there's really not a good way to optimize systems. I do know looking back reference model efforts, I think those were valuable at that time. "


Cost088- P26: Cost of energy tools and choice software remain custom decisions.


"work packages within that is cost of energy of the device. As far as I'm aware, its headed by Aalborg University and I think they use cost of energy tool they've developed in house. I think they have it open source, I think you can you can download it but I think it's Excel based."


Cost091- P10: Control co- design for the PTO is important.


"What I do know though, is typically the efficiency profile of a PTO system is not constant over the entire speed and torque regime. The consequence of that is that the optimal physical system designed for mechanical power output differs from the optimal physical design for electrical power output. Furthermore,the optimal design for electrical power output depends upon the PTO system"


I need more access to 
economic and 


manufacturing data


Prod031- P25: I do think that, for example, that the extreme response tool that had been developed years ago is an important tool for developers to really look into and use once they scale up machines and need to adhere to standards and need to adhere to all the IC standards and need to be able to evaluate those extreme responses very accurately. I think at the point where it was, or at the time where it was developed, it wasn't yet required


Cost092- P10: 
Wholistic 


optimization, i.e. 
control co- design, 
requires two way 


coupling to be 
effective.


Qual057- P3: we could make a lot of progress by developing these databases and making that available to industry.


Prod059- P10: I suspect that that once you start dealing with arrays, particularly simulations over long periods of time, particularly ones where you want to use the simulation to make design modifications, the amount of time required to do the simulation is substantial. The other thing that we've run into is we do a lot of work with control co- design, and in particular, we're interested in the combination not only of the physical system design and the control design, but also site selection. And all those three things are coupled in the sense that the optimal site depends on the plant and controller and vice versa.


Prod060- P6: In CFD 
modeling you can only 


afford to run a very 
limited range of cases 


and probably not 
enough to really get 


any useful information


Qual159- P17: Grid integration, I agree


Qual072- P12: Desire for grid integration software.


"there's no standard tool sets for integrating predicted marine energy output into most of the commercial software packages for modeling grids. Definitely nothing for transients. Homer, the microcode modeling software is actually starting to incorporate some questionable means to incorporate marine energy. "


Cost099- P: It would be helpful to have more information on open source mooring design tools


Qual064- P27: We tend to use a lot of our own tools that we've made for condition monitoring. But for other things, it tends to just be contractors. It will be companies like Fishers or companies that we use for survey who will use their own stuff like packages for that sort of work.


Prod066- P26: Device optimization studiesor array optimization studies, all these sorts of things that are done. People end up looking for things like semi analytical methods to try and represent hydrodynamic coefficients, which isn't necessarily always going to be that accurate. So, if there was some kind of increased complexity method to try and improve things like that, I would say it would be well received especially from anacademic standpoint


Prod067- P26: And from an industrial perspective, if you have to shift slightly the nature of who you're employing or the skills you're acquiring your employed labor force to be able to do these things, if it's going to increase your productivity, Iwould imagine from an industrial standpoint it's more than worth it, even ifit is a little bit more complex.


Prod067- P26: WAMIT in terms of parallelization is very difficult, ‘cause as far as I'm aware, even your versions aren't really designed for that. But you can run as many instances of WAMIT as you want on a computer.


Prod068- P10: I guess I would just say with regard to the second bullet, would the complexities and costs be worth it? Yes, if the complex software was also accurate.


I need improved OSS user 
interface (UI)


Cost110- P6: Economic 
modeling is difficult, 


fundamentally because
of the vast amount of 
inputs and difficulty to 
quantify failure rates


Cost115- P10: For balance of system costs or modeling most rely on black box models provided by other industry experts.


"Where we're really reliant on just treating components as black boxes, which could be dangerous from a codesign standpoint"


Prod076- P6: I think I'd be more erring on the side of caution and going towards a computing cluster or something that required learning a new programming language or reformulating the way that you've set up your problem froma coding perspective.


Cost116- P10: Black box cost models are relied upon here to account for coupled interactions in an optimization.


"There's a coupling here, where we're relying on somebody else'scosting model to capture that"


Prod078- P10: I think I would be willing to,and I think a lot of students would be willing to, and a lot of researchers would be willing to learn new software, new tools, but we would also want be able to integrate the software that's developed in those tools with software developed innon- native tools through the appropriatewrappers.


Prod084- P15: The GPUs, for those who aren't really familiar with them, they require a completely different programming model. If you have codes that are in Fortran, do not expect an easyand maybe not even possible path to getting those codes onto GPUs. Why might you wanna get onto GPUs? GPUs do offer a lot of speed for certain applications.


Cost121- P3: PTO and prime mover are intrinsically linked.


"PTO model never really stand on its own so you always have to link it in a wave energy cooperation device, obviously you have to link it to the fluid structure interaction and that sort of thing"


Prod085- P15: Another reason that is important to note, if you're moving into the high fidelity modeling space, all of theleadership class and big supercomputers in the U.S. have moved over to GPU accelerators.So, the only way you could really have any hope of getting onto those systems is having codes that are GPU ready.


Qual105- P8: We are [inaudible] hardware is still following the double every two years kind of curve. That means that we are going into GPUs, we're going into different actors [inaudible].


Cost122- P3: Software with extra toolboxes can be useful if they integrate into developer workflow.


"success with is developing a kind of higher fidelity model in Simulink, and then finding a reduced model to then usein the global modeling context. A lot of the linearization and the controls toolboxes within MATLAB come in very handy for that."


Cost123- P18: Optimizations are done with linearized models derived from higher fidelity models.


"Simulink for most of it, and then for some the optimization we reduce the models and then use that, write it up in Python or something else that's better for artificial intelligence or house model train"


Prod085- P15: I'll also say that we've basically within the Exoscale computing project, basically all the codes that started with Fortran gave up and just refactored in C++ to facilitate using GPU.


Desire for hardware- in- the- 
loop software integration


Qual138- P29: you will write stuff that is then deployed on to hardware, so that the gap between simulation in the loop and then hardware mapping is dealt with quite well. I would like to say its cross platform, there are things which are more difficult, but by and large most ofthe ROS ecosystem will run on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.


Prod086- P3: a lot of our problems that we solve we develop bespoke software in MATLAB in order to do dynamic simulations and that sort of thing. And we're trying to solve the computing problem by tailoring our solution just to be more efficient.


Cost129- P27: Foundation and mooring designs are outsourced.


"I think previously for some foundations, we've outsourced that. Then when we have it's in a different department so I don't know what we use for that"


Cost130- P22: In- house (commercial software) used for foundation design.


"Rambo engineering, and they use a tool I believe it was called ROSAP, and it was one of their in- house tools for foundation design. I mean in small companies you can't do all this"


Qual137- P29: looking to use the ROS, Robot Operating System as the domain framework or middleware to hook their things into. They primarily target Linux, the software modules are written in C++ or Python and you can write them in both and swap them in and out. It's designed so you can prototype in Python and then swap your C++ module, and after you've got it working.


Qual133- P17: I'd like to addto that too, that also facilitates a smoother transition to real time systems as well, where modules can be taken more directly than having to be recreated in those low- level languages.


Cost134- P3: Solidworks can get you pretty far for this type of analysis.


"Projects we've been involved in we've used PLAXIS for the soil structure interaction ... The other thing for a lot of just the structural components is still solid works, the FDA within the SolidWorks environment is actually still fine for a lot of these problems. "


Prod087- P3: I think a lot of interest on our side would be to be able to do linearization, just systems level linearization, a lot of controls, toolboxes in MATLABand stuff like that can do that kind of work. But more of that I think will be our interest.


Cost135- P3: Some commercial codes provide certification against standards


"A lot of consultants that we work with orpartners we work with, they use Ansys software suites, I think a lot of the Ansys suites they do allow you to certify certain designs, those are approved codes whichcan be helpful"


Cost135- P3: For most global model development and optimization linearizedmooring matrices are used.


"But a mooring side of things, in the waveenergy space most of the modeling at least at the system's level we just linearize the mooring stiffness to bring into the global model. Obviously, things like OrcaFlex have some nonlinear models and there's options out there, most of what we use is just linearizing [inaudible] differences."


Cost136- P18: Cable modelsare custom


Cost136- P18: Mooring fideltiy above mooring stiffness matrix is lumped mass cable models


Prod091- P22: And I was running all thosefast codes on my computer, my personal computer, and I was up to, let's say 180 or 200 simulations and it was taking like 36 to 48 hours on my reasonably high- powered laptop, right? And so, I would have to start running it like on a Friday evening because I wasn't using my computer over the weekend, and then I would like hope it would be done by Sunday night so that Monday morning I could get back to work and start the post- processing and all tha


Cost151- P8: Finite element analysis is thefoundation for most structural codes.


"Although, I mean if you look under the bonnet is pretty similar to others. It's just as a element that are more suited originally for oil and gas, maritime, and then renewables. Within that, on the more generic tools, there's always been ause mostly of Ansys or Abacus for whatever reason in our organization"


Cost152- P8: Commercial packages for structural analysis are the go to.


"I could go on with a number of commercial tools. But I guess thecuriosity is that at least in my experience, on that particular topic, they were mostly commercial packages"


Prod093- P22: I would have no trouble making engineers that reported to me learn a new code, but it didn't sound like Steve had that exact same perspective.


Qual157- P25: grid integration is definitelyan important topic. There again, you have it where you need to couple for example, anything from Simulink and your outputs into a PSCAD model, to evaluate like [inaudible] models. I think there might be some boom of evaluating or discovering additional software's or tools that could be developed for easing the coupling or to make great evaluation of great coupling, great integration of marine renewables easier to evaluate.


Qual159- P17: I think there's also a need for tools to evaluate micro grid integration as well as islanding scenarios for the equipment. I think I've seen some efforts to try to develop some, but I don't think that there's any good options at the moment for developers especially.


Cost157- P8: Wrong inputs = wrong outputs


"Well, what went wrong is that whoever put that there, it wasn't computational fluid dynamics, it was [inaudible]. No one had any idea of the inputs being right or wrong"


Qual156- P25: grid integration is a big topic for us. Grid integration software's have been developed by grid developers and technology developers even in the wind space. There are software tools like PSCAD or others that are really meant to do our assessing grids and great integration. It's again, a commercial software, where I am not even too sure about open source software's that would make it easy to pivot to an open source software.


Prod096- P22: I do run FASTand I know that it can be very cumbersome on machines locally. And so, that ability to run thousands of load cases in a cloud- based atmosphere would really free up resources locally.


Qual173- P10: Expressed practical limitations of co- design optimization


"there's a pretty big gap betweensome of the mathematical requirements of the codesign optimization formulations, and what's actually needed from an engineering perspective."


Prod097- P3: On a parallel computing, we use MATLAB’s power four capability quitea bit, and that has an ability to scale to the cloud, and that's actually worked reasonably well. It's not cheap, but it's kind of worked well. And we've had kind of similar things where we would do, literally for parametric optimization of geometries in [inaudible] designs where wanna run this stuff in a time domain


Cost171- P8: OrcaFlex is used for mooring design


Prod098- P3: We obviously don't wanna have things fail, and that's been actually more of our bottleneck than say, computation time because we end up having to just fix to run because something doesn't converge or something like that happens


Prod098- P3: we're always willing to learn new things, but learning new things is costly and takes a lot of resources. And where we can, obviously we wanna leverage frameworks that somebody else debug and establish if we can.


Cost181- P8: Custom plugins/APIs are needed to communicate with users prefered software


"Our plugins too, there's often the discussion that specific clients for even going back to the structural side for whatever reason, they have it invested orthey have a preference. We specifically do then plugins to that tool and over the years, I think we probably have readymade solutions for a variety of them"


Prod099- P15: Cloud computing can be expensive, but that may be the least expensive way to do it rather than, for example, buying your own hardware


Qual203- P6: Desire for reliable cost effective marine energy


"we're such a long way from even getting one functional device in the water that seems to work really robustly that's cost effective. I guess it's good that we're forward thinking and I suppose in some ways, maybe that reflects the ease with which to approach it in a quantifiable way. "


Qual196- P26: Desire for better Design for Manufactring data, the barrier isn't software


"cost driving... maybe it's not the case of more models but it's better inputs and understanding and experience and stuff. I know manufacturing your design for manufacture, I've been involved in stuff alongside. "


Qual213- P2: software are never completely finished, and there is always something to polish and question from users


Prod103- P15: we actually are rewriting the structural dynamics module. We’re calling that open turbine, and that one is gonna be designed for performance portability, right? So, we are gonna write it in a manner that it can be run on CPUs or GPUs or M1 or whatever it may be. We're trying to, we talk about performance portability and the way we're developing our codes, meaning we abstract out what needs to be done for different GPUs because there are three flavors of GPUs right now


Prod103- P15: We have Nvidia, of course, and we have AMD, and soon we're gonnasee Intel GPUs as well. So, each one of those has a different programming model that you need to deal with to exploit the features of those different GPU's. So, I'd say performance portabilityshould be a key word that comes out of this discussion as something to consider.


Cost033- P9: A developer's time is cost.


"fall back to a software package or an integrated workflow that is well established to also save yourself some time"


Cost035- P25: Improved interfaces help those less familiar with underlying expertise.


"Yeah, interface areas I think is a place where we could improve some of the software."


Prod122- P23: We were pretty interested in trying to run optimization studies using our mid- fidelity Tidal Bladed code straight out in a kinda single shooting optimization scheme. And obviously they're, similar to running compliant loadcases you're running a bunch of simulations, changing parameters between each one. And so, looking to do that quickly is definitely a need, I would say.


I need continued 
investment and support for


OpenFAST


Qual022- P22: Desire for investment in Hydro FAST to model current energy devices. Improvements are great, but have taken a very long time, nearly a decade.


"We've been asking for a decade for that. It's taken that long to get added mass and buoyancy."


Qual024- P23: We're engaged with NREL on the FAST run, there's a numberof capability expansions that they were happy to see there. Starting to make some progress on so that's awesome, and we really appreciate their support.


Prod132- P20: I'll add maybe one of the advantages of going like these big heavy codes of porting them to GPUs would be to integrate themwith some of the machine learning tools that do work very well on GPUs.


Qual038- P22: Now they actually have some real hydro plugins that aren't just piecemeal, like they've actually developed a hydro FAST, so that's a huge step forward.Qual017- P22: FAST is the most powerful tool for horizontal tidal and river current type turbines.


Prod141- P16: It's kind of interesting to see where the whole thing going with hardwareportability because this has happened in many different projects I'm aware of over the last years, is just particularly those people that developed the software as a service kind of platforms.


Prod143- P20: (Is learning a new programming language a barrier?) I think it depends on your background and how comfortable you are with programming and coding, right? I've seen so many languages I can, it's an algorithm, not a language, right? You can Google the syntax, but that's my standpoint, right? And my students will definitely disagree with me and see the different languages as huge barriers.


Qual025- P23: Anything thatwe can do to further improve Hydro FAST and make it more available and applicable in the marine environment, we're definitely looking to leverage that and make a transition [inaudible].


Qual045- P27: Desire improve FAST IU/UX, to expedite time to adoption/use


"Yeah, for us, I think we'd be interested in FAST. I think what you touched on there it's very good point, and I think one of the barriers for us is relearning anew software."


Prod147- P20: (Students) They are telling me that I should not be teaching the MATLAB anymore because no one in industry uses MATLAB because it's a commercial software. My argument, my counter argument is we are learning skills and that you can then apply to different programming languages later. But we'd have to make a dramatic shift inour curriculum to pull out MATLAB and switch it out with Python. But they're looking to the industry to see what's being utilized


Prod150- P20: But 
I think Python is 
what they 
(students) see as 
the MATLAB 
replacement.


Prod151- P16: the language is a vehicle to an end. It didn't really matter which language in a way, it was never really a barrier. But again, if the goal was to package something up for a need, then ofcourse there would be languagesthat are more or less suited.


Qual049- P22: Desire for FAST to be compatible with TC114 Standards


"A really nice thing about the wind piece of FAST, is that you could have the loads cases and the simulations conducted according to the standards. It would spit out the results in tables that were compliant with the TC 88 standards. That's been something we've been talking about for the hydro fast is that the outputs of hydro fast, would be compliant and compatible with the TC 114 standards.


Qual055- P3: Desire to update the reference models, esp for cost


" the reference models still refer to 30, 40, 50 $1, that's a kilowatt hour. I think at this point, they're in more of a disservice to industry than actually a service. I think that industry would benefita lot from updating that effort. "


Qual056- P3: Desire for databases with cost data


"developing the databases for a cost data. It comes down to very foundational properties of like, this is a tube of steel, manufactured with these many welds. These manufacturing costs will be important, but also operational maintenance cost is the foundational database for vessel cost and that sort of thing. "


I want more access to Mermaid 
which is great commercial 


software for IO&M cost 
optimization


Qual067- P23: I can second that . We've had some experience with Mermaid and Ithink obviously, this ties directly back to the cost modeling comment. Obviously, O&M is a huge part of cost estimation. I could say that when we started using Mermaid, it's definitely eye- opening and pretty critical. Yeah, he was right your O&M costs, obviously your whole device and deployment planning especially in the marine space, it's all tied together.


Qual062- P22: We used a private source code called Mermaid. It was developed by a group called Mojo Maritime that then becameJames Fisher Marine services. That was really one of the only tools I've seen on the market that did on water asset management, it optimized like routes and operations on water. It was a pay to play model.


We need more IO&M experience 
as knowledge is currently limited


Qual196- P26: Desire for better O&M data, the barrier isn't software


"cost driving... it's maybe a bit like the O&M stuff, maybe it's not the case of more models but it's better inputs and understanding and experience and stuff. In terms of deployment and such I'm not sure, I know manufacturing your design for manufacture, I've been involved in stuff alongside. "


Qual164- P17: I also don't think that we're mature enough yet to really know the O&M side, in terms of streamlining it or coming up with some generic toolset to do that. I think we still need to get some projects in the water and have some feedback about what's truly needed.


Qual063- P22: We had a DOE funded award that allowed us some access to it for like a year basically for free. But that Mermaid piece of software is they're really only one I know that really optimizes O&M.


Qual068- P23: Desire for FOSS software for O&M


" I think keeping that accessibility and usability piece in mind, it's important to make sure that the tools get used."


Qual195- P26: It's essential in the immediate term is to figure out how we're going to get things into the sea in a cost- effective manner. I feel like effort spent there, and I've worked alongside quite a lot of companies.


Cost139- P23: Calendaring and more complex warningsystems need to be improved.


Cost144- P23: Excel is the primarytool for IO&M estimates even with other software available.


"Yeah, I would say despite havingsome experience with [inaudible]in the past, we mostly use Excel on an ongoing basis"


Cost101- P26: IO&M is a
major challenge with 
high uncertainty, and 
access to repair the 


device if it is not 
working properly can 


be expensive


Qual124- P29: Desire for plug and play libraries for interoperbaility


" the main issue is that these libraries tend to be frameworks rather than little libraries, so it's very hard to pick and mix the pieces that you want. You might just want to have a little bit of a library that does describe wave spectrum, it's nicely described and you can click into that. Youhave another [inaudible] for generating like wave simulations for a variety of different models. "


Prod092- P22: I don't want a desktop computer. What I want is to run that in the cloud. So, definitely, I would want to be able to take advantage of cloud- based computing immediately torun large volumes of code, A thatcould be done faster, and B, that could be done in a way that didn't tie up my local computational resources


I need software to model current
energy converters


Qual018- P22:There's a lack of tidal software funded by WPTO


"there wasn't a single reference to a tidal model and it was just all wave"


Qual028- P18: I built a 
software that does that
[underwater mooring 
and turbine]. But FAST 


has a lot more 
background and a lot 


more trusted.


Qual017- P22: GH Bladed is no longer supported


"From the tidal perspective, I know for a long time there was GH Bladed, but I believe they've gotten rid of the title piece of GHBladed and now it's purely a wind turbine."


Qual201- P26: a common thread is that, they're not really sure what to expect when they get there, both in terms of installation and operations once they are there.


Prod100- P15: Some of the huge advances around AI and machinelearning have been tied to the hardware and the GPUs, right? These GPUs are extremely well suited to machine learning, artificial intelligence. So again, if you have codes that are GPU ready, you may be in a position to better facilitate advances in ML. So, just a couple comments.


Prod099- P15: One other point that should be made though is that if you're a small institution with a limited budget, a GPU or some number of GPUs may be accessible. And if your codes are ready to utilize those, there are alot of flops sitting on those GPUs.But again, it takes a lot of work to make codes work with those GPUs effectively.


Prod110- P15: I'd emphasize that getting your codes to work well on GPUs is no small thing, right? That's the takeaway. And then, also know that there are multiple GPUs, which complicates things further


Qual027- P18: Need for Hydro FAST to model mooring systems for ocean current energy


"One need for ocean current energy, I think FAST has most of all needed to do amoored system that can move up and down the water column, ocean current, amoored ocean current turbine. it doesn't have that functionality,"Qual028- P18: Need for FAST to model submerged turbines and mooring systems


"putting it [the turbine] underwater and then doing a mooring cable. I think all thedynamics for moored wind turbine, if we're allowed to go below the waterline and the same code, it could be used for moored systems as well.


Cost036- P1: Pre and post processors are valued.


"but one of the big downsides of OpenFOAM is a lack of a graphicspreprocessor. Post processing and peer review is okay, but it could be improved a lot."


Int063- P22: I was 
"hooked" on 


MATLAB 20 years 
ago, but now Python
is more popular and


used in college.


Prod011- P21: If we really want to get to this kind of hardware speed up, we now need to further consider the cost of the software than before because it's definitely even more expensive


Qual174- P10: Limitations of co- design for engineering design needs, they make lots of mathemetical assumptions


"it's important that we note that gap exists within the nascent world of marine co- design framework. " Qual172- P10: Desire for adoption of co- design and control co- design


"co- design techniques and co- design software. The development of co- design and control co- design software is obviously a big focus of the [inaudible] program. I don't think that software has reached a stage where it's widely used yet. "


Qual145- P25: Whatever language it was previously written, say if I even have Python models of my PTO and control code or optimization routines. Then I have to worry about okay, how can I actually compile it appropriately to run on my real time SCADA system, to then deploy it to the machine or on out PTO test rate for hardware in the loop setting.That is all covered, and I think, taking away this entire chunk of work for us is essential, and it's just allows us to move so much faster through this entire development process.


Qual075- P8: Desire for reliability software and uncertainty quantification


"The two disciplines at the end reliability and pre and post processing. We're in two European projects, where the absence of that and the need from an R&D perspective immediately but also from some clients that were asking, they kind of stand up. On the postprocessing slides, the lack of uncertainty quantification toolbox, on both simulations and the physical side. "


Qual075- P8: Desire for pre/post processing software


"The two disciplines at the end reliability and pre and post processing. We're in two European projects, where the absence of that and the need from an R&D perspective immediately but also from some clients that were asking, they kind of stand up. On the postprocessing slides, the lack of uncertainty quantification toolbox, on both simulations and the physical side. "


Cost067- P9: Burden of validating open- source or custom codes falls on the devloper where commercial codes carry this burden. Validation requires time which equals money.


"One of the issues we keep running into is, it's very difficult to validate these models"


I need data for validation 
and uncertainty 


quantification (UQ)


Int041- P14: It would be helpful to have real world data to validate the models. There are a lot of conversations about how the idealized problems don't always match the physics in the real world.


Qual093- P8: 
Desire for 


validation data


Int009- P20: I kind of sit in that high fidelity, maybe mid fidelity region always closely validating against experiments and mostly for tidal flows. But I agree with these problems persist well outside of WECs and well outsideof marine energy going between these different regions. So I appreciate the gaps that are there and agree with them.Qual088- P8: Desire for UQ and validation data, esp for exteme events


"There's a lot of uncertainty and therefore, a lot of both hydrodynamics and aerodynamics model were considered to be a solution, because we cannot have data, like actual data to prepare"


Qual076- P8: There are some toolboxes available, this initiativecalled UQ labs. We ended up linking some routines from UQ labs directly with time series thatcame out of in that case from OpenFAST and then more recently from WEC- Sim.


Qual046- P27: Then making sure that it's giving us the same quality outputs as DNV obviously, the DNV software is certified I don't think by themselves, but it is certified. Whereas I don't know whether FAST is or whether there's plans to make it in the same level of certification, but that I think would be important to us.


Prod029- P25: the biggest value always comes out of collaboration between industry and the national labs. And I do think there isrisk in developing softwares sheltered in national labs away from the actual industry needs


Prod149- P20: It's difficult to make change amongst academic units because faculty are opinionated and need to come to a common ground, and that's sometimes very challenging. And then when they can't come to a common ground, then you stick with the status quo and no changes are made. To some extent that's a bit of a stall mechanism. And then some facultywill go out on their own and just start introducing something new, but then it doesn't, like if someone introduces Python in their class, they're gonna get to the sequence two of that class and that professor's still going to be teaching them MATLAB. And I'm using Python and MATLAB now, a few years ago it was C++ and Java, right?


For initial PTO design & opt
available software is 


sufficient for me


Cost041- P25: MathWorks is an effective tool for drive train modeling and real- time code compilation.


"We work heavily with MathWorks products, like not only Simulink based but then also in the form of real time codecompilation to actually compile then our models"


Cost165- P8: For general pto studies Simscape is valuable, butfor more detailed designs one turns to focused codes.


Cost161- P8: Inputs to any software need to be accurate or output results are useless.


"I think what would be missing is some sort of pre- assessments or pre- processing step where, there are some initiatives like that. There's the design load [inaudible] case generator that was created, but that stops at the load. It's more importing the loads and what is done"


Cost159- P8: Generalists applyinga methodology can miss unique aspects of a given problem.


"Sometimes in fairness, when these catastrophic failures require investigation, what we dofind is that some very respectable company was used, very established, but they didn't know what we're doing."


Cost160- P8: Additional checks on the inputs and initialization to a software cancatch issues that are not recognized at the output.


"I think what would be missing is some sort of pre- assessments or pre- processing step where, there are some initiatives like that. There's the design load [inaudible] case generator that was created, but that stops at the load. It's more importing the loads and what is done"


Prod006- P25: We code our digital twins as much as we can before we even access hardware,right? And that allows like just the development of the entire SCADA control code state machines, failure routines, fallback routines, all of that ahead of even accessing the hardware


Prod007- P25: If you have two sides and develop your control on one system and then even have another machine that models your, is your digital twin that reacts to that then you start getting partially into challenges with computational capacities onreal time controllers


Prod099- P15: I think I’d just echo that cloud computing needs to be really explicitly part of this discussion and the write up. I think for many of the throughputsimulations that people are doing where they need to basically run 100,000 serial jobs, clearly, that's very well suited to cloud computing because there really is no parallelization, right?


I need data assimilation 
(and extrapolation) 


methods


Commercial software does 
not guarantee me long- 


term support (i.e. funding)


Desire for open- source 
hardware- in- the- loop (HIL) 


software


MATLAB licenses costs are 
a barrier for me


MATLAB is a barrier to 
productivity (e.g. parallelization 


and high performance 
computing) for me


I need to do better at 
model verification and 


validation


I want to leverage 
verification & validation 


metrics from other sectors


I need a tool to easily 
compare software


I need access to more 
subject matter expertise


I need access to operations and 
maintenance (O&M) data


I need access to data on 
bathymetry and sediment


I need software to optimize
design for manufacturing


I need software to optimize
for material selection


Xometry is a great 
Solidworks plugin to assess


design cost for me


Some people are skeptical 
of ML


Speed is important for 
multi- physics simulations


Speed is important for 
high fidelity simulations


I need differentiable BEM 
for gradient based 


optimization


Low- fidelity models are 
necessary for optimization


I need better optimization 
methods


I need software to optimize
structures


Using MoorDyn for wave 
energy would be useful 


for me


OREC011_Qual_P0
01: Desire to 


extrapolate using 
empirical data 


outside of model 
error limits


OREC012_Qual_P0
05: Data buoys 


are not always in 
the right location, 
but we use them 


anyway.


OREC018_Int_P010: There'sa lack of current energy software


Qual139- P29: Desire for low- levelprogramming language as source, with a UI


"Your low- level C++ and Python code for the majority of the stackis cross platform, where you start getting into difficulties when you deal with UI. Anything at the top level is a bit harder"


OREC053__P006: Commercial software licences can require multiple licences on multiple cores


OREC058_Int_P010: DNV Tidal bladed is no longer supported


OREC059_Int_P010: Access to proprietary software canbe lost if a company decides to stop supporting a product . Proprietary software is a risk to IP of the copmany no longer supports a software (e.g. DNV Tidal Blased.


Prod131- P16: So, we’re trying to create a framework that will do the hardware acceleration on its own. Like we will just say which part of the code we need to optimize for this particular architecture, and they will do it ... And we use a lot MRX, which is software library for structure codes that developed in Lawrence Beverlylab. So, I think hardware portability is high and the priority of many. I think we need to also have kind of an honest discussion about, they start about five, six years ago, how well have we done so far? I think that would be a kind of an honest discussion we should have.


Cost095- P6: Collaboration is needed between software developers to integrate outputs.


OREC084_Int_P001: Some hardware developers only support interoperability between products in their own ecosystem (e.g. GE and Siemens).


OREC085_Int_P00
5: Desire for 


hardware side of 
interoperability, 
e.g. hardware- in- 


the- loop


Int018- P1: We coupled OpenFOAM and MoorDyn very easily. Int019- P21: Coupling Star- CCM+ and MoorDyn is do- able and some people are working on that currently.


Cost053- P21: Desire to move to open- source but suitable replacement is needed.


"We even actually looking to the open source multibody [inaudible] called OpenModelica,the Modelica and thought about actually replacing everything in a Python framework"


OREC087_Int_P001: 
Open- source 


solutions could 
better- support 
research and 


innovation for HIL.


OREC088_Qual_
P005: Hardware 
is often tied to 


commerical 
software


Qual132- P1: "you don't need a MATLAB license... asopposed to something written in Python or MATLAB. Which is a little easier to write the softwareitself, but it tends to be very slow in performance."


OREC090_Int_P005: MATLAB has good HIL solutions that are difficult to replace (Simulink). MATLAB/Simulink license costs are a barrier to hardware- in- the- loop testing


OREC099_Prod_
P016: In five 
years graduates 
will be more 
python oriented


OREC100_Prod_
P016: Future 
graduates will 
be more python
oriented


OREC104_Prod_P010: MATLAB cost is a barrier


OREC105_Prod_P010: MATLAB license costs are a barrier for emerging technologies


OREC107_Int_P004: MATLAB is industry standard for engineers


OREC111_Int_P
004: I'm open 


to other 
programming 


languages.


OREC112_Int_P007: I
prefer Python 
creating more 


complex software. 
Python APIs allow 
access to libraries 
(e.g. Tensorflow)


OREC119_Prod_P008: Industry is using MATLAB


Int047- P3: A bigger 
gap is having the 


ability to linearize a 
WEC- Sim model for 
controls purposes.


OREC158_Qual_
P002: How do I 
determine if my 
model is "close 


enough"?


OREC159_Qual
_P004: You 


may have bad 
results, and 
not know it


OREC160_Qual_P0
06: Maybe within 


5% is good 
enough, and there


isn't a need for 
exact.


OREC162_Qual_P0
05: Need 


scenarios for 
large waves cases 


to increase 
reliability


OREC163_Qual_P0
06: It's difficult to 
match reality if 


you don't have a 
full- scale device to
validate against.


OREC166_Qual_P0
03: Magnitude of 


resonance is often
used as a 


verification and 
validation metrics


OREC167_Qual
_P010: Desire 
for verification 
and validation


OREC168_Qual_P0
14: Desire for 
marine energy 
verification and 


validation metrics


OREC173_Qual_P01
0: Applying 


verification and 
validation is 


necessary to survive 
extreme events, like 


hurricanes


OREC174_Qual
_P015: Desire 


for 
survivability 
standards


OREC170_Qual_P0
10: Verification 


and validation is 
applied to 


offshore wind


OREC171_Qual_P0
14: Verification 
and validation 


methods are used
in naval 


architechture


Interoperability is difficult with 
commercial software (e.g. no 


incentive, close- source) for me
Int015- P1: Interoperability becomes easier if we can move away from some commercial packages


Int026- P25: Coupling CFD and structural solvers is notstraightforward. Commercial software developers want to keep you in their ecosystem - interoperability is not in their interests.


Int034- P6: Its difficult to encourage large commercial software organizations to integrate with each other. Some software is better at this than others.


OREC180_Qual_P004: 
Desire for better 
information to 
compare software and 
videos on how to use 
them


OREC181_Qual_P006: 
Are we using the right 
tools?


OREC182_Qual_P012: 
NASA does a good job 
with software websites


OREC184_Cost_P002: SMEs should provide guidance on cable layout


OREC185_Cost_P003: Desire to leverage lessons learned on mooring designs from other industries


OREC186_Cost_P004: Desire for guidance on designing mooring systems


OREC187_Cost_P014: SMEs should provide guidance on cable layout


Int014- P1: Commercial licensing can be a huge barrier on Star- CCM+ due to the fact that we can only run a single simulation at a time because of their licensing.


Int017- P1: Its not clear howto couple closed- source codes (e.g. Star- CCM+) as you do not have access to the source code.


Cost034- P25: Interoperability issues with file format are barriers.


"same interoperability issues between software packages, and that's led our group to use OpenFOAM as opposed to Star CCM. Just for those file format and licensing reasons, which gives us a lot more flexibility with those types of codes."


OREC189_Cost_P004: Desire for O&M data and/or map on 


OREC190_Cost_P012: Desire for data on vessels, functionality and cost


OREC193_Cost_P002: Desire to leverage bathymetry and sedmiment information from other fields


OREC194_Cost_P006: Desire for access to bathmetry and sediment typeinformation. Models have to make assumptions,so we typically assume clay


OREC195_Cost_P012: Desire for map of bathymetry and sediment type


OREC199_Cost_P006: Desire to optimize manufacturability


OREC200_Cost_P007: Desire for software to assess manufacturing method's impact on cost


OREC201_Cost_P015: Desire for tools to optimizedesign for manufactuabilty


OREC203_Cost_P0
03: Desire for cost


to strength to 
weight 


relationships data


OREC204_Cost_P0
07: Desire for 


software to assess
material 


selection's impact 
on cost


OREC205_Cost_P0
15: Desire for 


tools to optimize 
design for 


material selection


OREC226_Cost_P001: We use Xometry. Xometry has a plug in tool for Solidworks where you get feature based cost and then can buy it.


OREC227_Cost_P001: Xometry has Design for Manufacturing built in, it accounts for symmetry, economies of scale, etcOREC229_Cost_P001: I use Xometry to optimize PTO componentsOREC230_Cost_P001: Xometry allows users to try things and cost them quickly and see what feature is driving cost on a part


OREC231_Cost_P005: Xometry's size optimizations are great


OREC239_Prod_P0
12: I think 


machine learning 
could help, but 


I'm not sure how


OREC240_Prod
_P016: I'm 


interested in 
using machine 


learning


OREC242_Prod_P0
06: We should 


embrace machine
learning and start 


using it ASAP


OREC243_Prod_P01
4: I use data from 


high fidelity 
simulations to train 


my machine 
learning algorithms 


OREC244_Prod_
P014: Machine 
learning is here 
and we should 


use it


OREC246_Prod_P0
04: I think people 


use machine 
learning because 


it's trendy


OREC248_Qual_P0
08: Doesn't think 
there's a need for 


marine energy 
specific machine 


learning tools.


OREC250_Prod_P001: I don't trust results from machine learning algorithms.


OREC251_Prod_P001: I'm skeptical of using machine learning. I prefer to redefine the problem. 


OREC253_Prod_P005: I don't think getting more accurate results is useful if you don't understand the underlying phyics


OREC254_Prod_P016: Machine learning should beused with care.


OREC255_Prod_P016: It's important for users to understand the underlying physics


OREC261_Prod_P00
1: Increased speed 
is useful if you're 
modeling multi- 


physics problems, 
like BEM and PTO 


OREC265_Prod_P0
16: Forecasting 


and climate 
simulations are 
affected by the 


computing speed


OREC270__P013: I'm
interested in doing 


higher fidelity 
simluations in CFD 
for marine energy


OREC271__P014: I 
do extremely large 
simulations on a 
supercomputer, 


ones that can take 
weeks.


OREC284_Prod_P012: I'm working on developing optimization software using BEM. 


OREC286_Prod_P012: I think differentiable BEM can get better results


OREC287_Prod_P012: Our differentiable BEM is currently limited to simple geometries


OREC289_Int_P00
1: I use WEC- Sim 
with a MATLAB 
energy storage 


model to optimize
storage sizing


OREC290_Int_P01
4: Low fidelity 


models like 
wecOptTool are 


good for 
optimization.


OREC292_Prod_P0
12: I would like to 
integrate a flow 


solver or BEM into
my optimization 


software. 


OREC293_Prod_P01
2: Including more 
aspects into the 


simulation is 
important to have a 


more optimized 
solution.


OREC294_Prod_P012: 
Aerospace industry has


successfully used 
advanced optimization 


methods to reduce 
their costs.


OREC296_Cost_P001: PTO is 90% custom design. We rarely use COTS parts for our PTO.We had to reverse engineermotor drives because the firmware doesn’t operate the way you want. 


OREC305_Cost_P001: Desire to iterate on material costs to optimize for structural loads


OREC306_Cost_P001: Desire to do stress analysis and optmization in wecOptTool


OREC307_Cost_P009: I use custom MATLAB scripts to calculate stress on geometries, then I do optimizationI plan to couple my custom stress analysis with wecOptTool for optimixationPerhaps higher fidelity would be helpful. 


Cost124- P27: "...we also use Simulink and Simscape"


I use MoorDyn to model mooring systems.No desure for SMEs for guidance on cable layout


Plan to use MoorDyn for mooring assesment


ML tools, workflows and public 
examples need improvement


Prod022- P25: I think the trendingsoftware solutions that we have there (cloud computing), Carlos, are really gonna get more and more interesting, especially like any trends in machine learning and differential programming is quite interesting


Qual189- P10: from a design optimization standpoint, I think that machine learning tools can be very valuable in the design optimization world. Those machine learning tools can leverage physics driven, first principles driven models that we have created.


Qual178- P26: To move towards machine learning and data driven processes, and use of genetic algorithms and other many other types of black box optimizations. That's obviously fine and it's good in some cases. I think it's just as an industry, we need to make sure that we be aware that we don't use these things to the point we're not sure of why we're getting the results that we're getting.


Qual180- P26: "there's an importance in making sure that we retain the ability to understand the underlying functions. The relationships that exist there, as opposed to just blindly heading in the direction of well, let the computer optimize it for us sort of thing."


Prod135- P20: Like using these machine learning tools are easy. The hard part is putting the data in the format that they want it in,and then having that workflow developed. I probably have two or three different students working on this and they probably each have their own method.


Prod133- P16: Totally. Yeah. I honestly have struggled in the past to sort of combine that with,I'm using Python as my main go- to tool for machine learning. Andit always comes in for, like the high- fidelity model always comesin form of data or a proxy or something. It's very hard to incorporate it


Qual177- P26: "use of machine learning, and some aspects of data driven approaches to research and design such. I thinkit's one of those things where these things obviously have theirplace, but there's certainly a verylarge push in many different industries nowadays. "


Qual179- P26: I've definitely seen them being used in ways where people can come for [inaudible], perhaps a lack of understanding or lack of familiarity with the concept or the fundamentals of the problem. That they come to assumptionsor that they believe to be global truths, which are probably not global truths. They come to make decisions based on information, which maybe isn't the complete picture or maybe find some local maximum of whatever it may be.


Qual191- P10: Desire for machine learning applications for marine energy


"introduction in a more formal manner in our community."


Qual190- P10: desire to use machine learning to "take on a large design optimization problem. While still leveraging underlying models that are not only driven by first principles, but where the physical parameters appear explicitly in the model, which I think is pretty critical, particularly if you're optimizing those physical parameters. "


Qual186- P6: Suggestion to use data mining/etc to populate data with known gaps, e.g. O&M


"there is just a question of where to start with data mining and actually learning from this data, and perhaps trying to populate O&M models. Things just to try and fill in some of those data gaps that we need going forwards."


Qual188- P10: Desire to understand physical system operating principles from equations, not black box


"you could replace a physical system model with a black box model or a neuralnetwork model, which I think is a bad idea in my opinion.""My opinion is that, that first principles models should not be replaced with a neural network for example, and probably a bad example because that's a learning system, that shouldn't be replaced with a black box."


Qual186- P6: I guess even inlots of these algorithms really, they need holistic consideration really, with the individual application. Perhaps there isn't really room for a more generic software package there.


I want WEC- Sim to be faster
and to provide support for 


extreme conditions
Int048- P3: We find 


that WEC- Sim is 
computationally 


inefficient and have 
run into issues when


trying to scale it.


Int049- P3: WEC- Sim is too slow to perform large design exploration exercises - we use our in- house codes which are orders of magnitude faster.WEC- Sim is cumbersome towork with.


Qual123- P29: Desire for hydrodynamics libraries that could be coupled with ??, in either Python or C++


"There are a number of libraries that do the hydrodyanmics, there's WEC- Sim which is all in MATLAB. It doesn't really lend itself to be used in the ROS environment, which would be either Python or C++. "


I need PTO designs and 
operational data


OREC330_Cost_P006: Control design should include structural responseWe need tools that consider the end product. Can this be built? Are the stresses good enough?


OREC345_Cost_P003: Desire for deployment planning and weather windows tools 


OREC347_Cost_P007: Desire for software that models and optimizes (or does a trade- off studies) on how devices (orarrays) performs with the grid.ABB and Siemens make software to assess grid integration and do trade- off studies.Desire for tool developers can use to assess how many their device will perform at a site


OREC348_Cost_P012: Plan to use WEC- Sim and wecOptTool for optimization


OREC353_Cost_P012: ANSYS for structural and fluid modeling. 


OREC355_Cost_P001: I like using Solidworks for CAD, it's commonly used


OREC356_Cost_P003: I use SolidWorks for structural design and analysis


OREC357_Cost_P004: I use ANSYS and Solidworks


OREC358_Cost_P008: I use CRS Solid Mechanics OREC359_Cost_P012: For early stage, we use Fusion360 or Solidworks.Once it gets complicated we switch to MX. Some of our analysis uses NX or Catia. 


I need multi- platform, free 
open source software 


(FOSS)


OREC369_Cost_P004: Desire for guide on what kind of hardware to consider.Desire for better information on PTO efficiencies. How can you model a device without thisinformation?


OREC371_Cost_P0
04: Desire for PTO


design 
information to 


develop models. 


OREC373_Cost_P004: Desire to incorporate cost data at the beginning of thedesign process


OREC376_Cost_P014: Cost assessment requires cost data


I need free open source 
software (FOSS)


Qual045- P27: FAST is a verytempting tool to use because it's obviously free and open source, and we can manipulate it maybe more so. . The fact that it's also being developed, I think is a big positive for us,


I need open source 
software that reduces the 


cost barrier


OREC065_Qual_P005: Opensource software reduces cost barrier


OREC066__P012: I have a strong desire for fully (free)open- source software solutions


OREC067__P013: Open- source solutions are more accessible


I need improved OSS 
documentation


OREC077_Prod_P008: It would be useful to have GUIs for users


I need improved OSS training 
and user experience (UX)


OREC073_Qual_P004: Desire for better documentation, and videos, on how to use them


OREC074_Qual_P005: Opensource software requires training for user adoption


OREC075_Qual_P012: Needgood software documentation to increase usability


Cost048- P25: Fully open source software does not require license fees


Cost113- P10: Lack of available models and inputs for cost estimates related to electrical infrastructure and cabling


OREC014_Cost_P0
06: Desire to 


develop a tool for 
assessing  fixed 


bottom 
foundations


OREC015_Cost_P0
06: Desire to 


develop software 
for fixed bottom 


foundations


OREC016_Cost_P011: Desire to model foundations/moorings and geotechnics


Cost100- P26: It is not 
certain that more O&M 
modeling software or 
improved software is 
necessarily the solution


I've run into known limitations 
with Boundary Element Method 


solvers


OREC025_Qual_P012: Needimproved accuracy modeling heave plates. Results can have large errors


OREC027_Qual_P015: Limitations with BEM, open- source NEMOH and WAMIT, especially for heave plates


Cost127- P22: "In my experience is you let the manufacturer of the gearbox or the generator do that work for you, because they have the besttools"


I need IO&M lessons from 
related industries


Cost145- P23: Offshore wind has some databases available.


Cost104- P26: Better 
inputs to O&M 
software and better 
understanding or 
better knowledge 
sharing would be an
improvement.


Cost105- P26: It is important to capture lessons learned in IO&M from deployments, including failures.Cost102- P26: Testing installation methods and recovery methods reduces risk


Cost176- P8: Failure 
mode identification 
is performed as you 
transition between 
concept and detail 
design.


WEC- Sim models can be 
difficult for me  to validate


WEC- Sim's dependency on 
MATLAB is a problem for 


me
OREC125_Qual_P005: WEC- Sim is used for large waves,when it shouldn't be. Don't trust results


OREC126_Qual_P013: WEC- Sim is used for large waves,when it shouldn't be. Don't trust results


OREC127_Qual_P014: Doesn't trust outputs of WEC- Sim for extreme conditions, physics are not captured.


OREC129_Int_P001: I use OrcaFlex to match WEC- SimOREC130_Qual_P006: Userscan may improperly mesh devices in WEC- Sim and getpoor results 


OREC131_Qual_P007: Validating WEC- Sim can be challenging, and often people aren't aware of the challenges


OREC134_Int_P002: WECSIM allows for studyingof extreme events for design verification.


OREC136_Int_P001: WECSIM needs to be open- sourced to streamline simulation codebase


OREC137_Prod_P010: WEC- Sim's dependence on MATLAB is a problem


OREC140_Qual_P007: Whatis the cost for WEC- Sim? OREC141_Qual_P012: WEC- Sim is tied to MATLAB, which costs me $12k to use


I want to leverage mooring 
systems from related fields 


(e.g. offshore wind)


I need mooring costs from 
both a design and 


purchase consideration


OREC332_Cost_P002: Desire to leverage existing software


OREC333_Cost_P006: We leverage existing mooring software


OREC334_Cost_P007: Desire to leverage mooring systems from related industries


OREC336_Cost_P003: Desire to assess mooring earlier in the design


OREC337_Cost_P007: Desire to assess mooring feasbility with existing marine energy technologies.Designing a mooring system takes a lot of time


OREC338_Cost_P012: Would develop custom software in Python with cost metrics for laying out cables


I need reference mooring 
designs (i.e. catenary, 


tension leg, etc.)


OREC340_Cost_P003: Mooring systems can be very expensive


OREC341_Cost_P007: Desire to have mooring reference designs, like reference models


OREC342_Cost_P012: Desire for reference designs for mooring and anchoring systems


OREC343_Qual_P014: Desire for improved methods to model mooringloads


OREC145__P006: 
Desire for model 


test to verify if 
information passed 


between 
low/mid/high fidelity
software is correct


I need standardized data formats
for hydrodynamic coefficient 


calculation (BEM)


OREC362_Int_P008: MHKDRrepository could benefit from standardized data formats.Desire to adopt existing software standards, rather than inventing marine energy- specific software standards.


OREC363_Int_P010: Desire for standardized mesh formats to improve workflowDesire for standardized BEM inputs and outputs to improve workflow


OREC364_Int_P01
0: Desire for 


standardized BEM
mesh formats to 


improve workflow


OREC365_Int_P01
0: Desire for data 
(e.g. meshes) to 
be transferred 


between multiple 
programs


I need standardized data formats
for resource assessment data


OREC361_Int_P00
8: NetCDF format 


works well for 
working with 
resource data


OREC366_Int_P012: 
Desire for improved 


wave resource 
characterization 


standards/guideline
s


OREC367_Int_P0
16: Desire for 
standardized 


post- processing 
of resource data


OREC324_Int_P0
14: I have 


concerns about 
low/mid fidelity 


models.


I need access to data for 
failure modes and rates


OREC211_Cost_P004: Desire for failure data OREC212_Cost_P006: Desire for data on failure rates


OREC213_Cost_P007: Desire for database of components and expected life OREC214_Cost_P015: Desire for example of components and expected life


I need access to design for 
manufacturing data


OREC216_Cost_P007: Desire for data of components and expected life, and machinability


OREC217_Cost_P011: Desire for manufacturing data


OREC228_Cost_P001: Xometry is very handy


Int002- P16: High fidelity tools are very important, but the problem is computational power - particularly if you want to use it to explore different design options and optimize a device


OREC268__P005: 
Faster 


computation 
would be 


beneficial for CFD


OREC269__P013: 
Faster high fidelity
simulations would
improve accuracy 


of the results


Cost137- P18: WEC- Sim and Hydrofast can be used withMoordyn


Prod068- P10: Would I be interested in incorporating formal control co- design software into my work? I would say yes, very interested if that co- design software was relevant to the industry application Prod068- P10: I think there sometimes is a bit of a gap, if nota chasm, between the theoreticalcontrol co- design people who construct nice, pretty, mathematical formulations and build software around those mathematical formulations, and the actual problems we face in the marine industry, which do not neatly fit those formulations.


Prod069- P10: (I would use co- design) If I don't have to adulterate the actual design problem, the engineering problem that I'm facing in order to fit within the mathematical framework that's required by the software.


Prod071- P10: (regarding using a predefined mathematical framework to solve a problem using co- design) I expectthat I have to describe my system in the form of ODEs. I expect I have to write outan objective function and constraints. I don't know how I would do an optimization problem otherwise, but I don't expect that I would have to completely obliterate the engineering meaning of the model, the objective function, and the constraints to fit within a particular mathematical framework. ()


Prod075- P6: I've spent more time with kinda PTO design questions and then kinda the control software that you mightuse to kind of try and get the best from the system. And often I do find myself even with time domain software that you’d think is fairly quick to run, it's not particularly inefficient, but once you put all of these different aspects into the same kind of workflow, suddenly, I often find that I really end up having to reduce the complexity of one or the other in a way that I suppose I would prefer not to.


OREC266_Prod_P01
3: Faster high fidelity


simulations would 
enable multi- fidelity 


optimization.


OREC264_Prod_P0
01: Increased 


speed would be 
useful to simulate 
the system many 


times


OREC262_Prod_P0
01: Increased 


speed not useful 
if you're just 


modeling BEM or 
a PTOOREC263_Prod_P00


1: Increased speed 
would be useful for 
combined BEM and 
PTO optimization


Qual037- P22: [Free] That's why FAST is such a valuabletool, is that barrier to entry is nominal.


OREC062_Int_P007: I've used Java macros for kinematics and controller to connect with Star- CCM+. Debugging is difficult with proprietary code.


OREC051__P012: I'm not willing to pay for software.


Prod017- P21: they actually have like some kind of server license. It’s still very, very expensive.


Int040- P26: The commercial pay packages for MATLAB toolboxes can be a barrier for some developers - this has caused issues in the past. An awful lot oftime has been spent by different people writing the same things over and over again


Int033- P10: it would be great if we could develop S functions for all of the other components that are developed by third parties -that would avoid the need to pay for licenses from all of those other vendors


Int060- P7: Open- source software is important because it allows multiple people to use the software without having to pay for it.


Int060- P7: Requiring a commercial license is a barrier to productivity.


Prod028- P25: That's the great part about the software tools that have been developing coming out of all the national labs. We would not have had thetime to develop the WecOptTool.


OREC069_Qual_P006: Opensource software would benefit from UI/UX to increase adoption


Qual170- P10: Most of everything that we do is pretty customized stuff, although we inform our hydrodynamic coefficients from X square five. But then when it comes to our dynamic model, we're running it in our custom MATLAB Simulink environment.


Qual171- P10: "kite model that we know needs to be customizedwith an off the shelf OrcaFlex tether model, just as an example. It deals with that mooring, and the reason for thatcustomization is more related to that, than any feeling that we have. That there's anything deficient about OrcaFlex, about the component models. "


I think supporting open- 
source software long- term 


is challenging but 
important


Prod026- P17: I think the challenge becomes maintaining that capacity. It's often easy on a project- by- project basis to find atleast in university environment students or interns or temporaryworkers in order to be able to assist


Qual108- P8: while developing commercial software, my teams and myself found ourselves in this ridiculous situation where we weren't charging enough.


Qual106- P8: if you want to have a up to date software,you need to put the investment in maintaining the code. I just want to stress that out and then good luck like high on the priority list if possible.
Qual109- P8: Then throughout the years, that shifted into charging differently. Less upfrontmore on the software maintenance side, because that is the value that was perceived as the value, the upkeep even if there wasn't.


Qual105- P8: Releasing a version of the code which is operational, and people can use it and for their own purposes, doesn't mean that's the biological end of the project. It needs to be maintained, even simple things like changing let's say the language compilers, changing and updating the architectures.


Qual104- P8: There's this misconception that there's a certain time for the software to be developed, and then it needs to be handed over and that's it. That couldn't be farther from the truth, because there's a huge investment put inmaintaining the code, updating the code, upgrading the code, and supporting the user base. Which is totally ignored in terms of funding and the support that weget.


Qual213- P2: I guess that's the issue with many open source tools that don't have any funding, that there is no continuing work, no continuing support after the release. It can be an issue if in the long term. Yeah, I don't know if there is a way to ensure the long- term maintenance of this kind of project. Because funding can be difficult to acquire.


Qual215- P2: without continuous support, it's notin most scientific software could be the long- term replicability of the results.


Qual215- P2: the environment has changed and stuff like that. Yeah, that's an issue, even not only doing maintenance to add new things to the code,but just working in the longterm is a big issue yeah.


I need software to model 
failure models and rates


I need a tool like Xometry 
that includes failure rates


OREC219_Cost_P002: Desire to develop software to model failure rates


OREC220_Cost_P007: Desire to consider failure rates in design, to minimizeO&M costs


OREC221_Cost_P007: Desire for a way to estimate operations and maintance. It comes down to fatique and failure rates. 


OREC223_Cost_P006: We should leverage wind's approach to estimate failure rates. OREC233_Cost_P001: Xometry has limitations. You need to design fatigue life in.


OREC234_Cost_P001: Xometry doesn't offer failure rates


OREC235_Cost_P005: Including failure rates in Xometry would be useful


OREC196_Cost_P014: Desire to ensure data not lost upon completion of a project


Qual076- P8: Then on the reliability front, those two projects are dedicated to accelerating hybrid testing. But there isn't any routines to kick off or to even understand what to do, even if it was fully numerical so it becomes a big issue.


Qual087- P8: Desire for extreme events and survivability


"When it comes to extreme events, recently we had discussions with GE about looking at high fidelity modeling for particular cases. For example, under hurricanes you don't have operational turbines, so these turbines will operate under some extreme winds and you just put them there, you shut them down andyou hope for the best. "


Qual129- P1: Desire for software written in low level programming langauge, e.g. C++


"there's not a lot of tools in C++ or the kind of lower level languages which tend to be the most efficient way to do computation. They're also universal, and anyone can use them without, it's come up before but without worrying about licensing and restrictions."


Qual132- P1: "I think there shouldbe a larger push to C++ or some lower level languages. They're admittedly a little more difficult to program in, but yeah, they're universal, operating system doesn't matter. Licensing doesn'tmatter,... hey tend to be very efficient computationally,"


Int030- P10: Coupling 
different modeling 


tools (written in 
different languages) 


together via APIs could 
be very powerful for 


modularity.


Int053- P15: The APIs
for multifidelity wind


turbine modeling 
are very complex 
and application 
domain specific


OREC191_Cost_P012: We build up our own cost models based on data fromother industries to give approximates given the distance to shore and ports


Cost111- P6: We need moreIO&M data.


Qual204- P6: We don't need more software, we need data access, e.g. for deployments


" it's just very difficult to quantify and interdependent with economics and evenlocal politics and deployment locations. ...I don't necessarily know whether there's room for new modeling approaches there in terms of the [inaudible] deployment, the life of the machines. Butcertainly, more data and understanding is needed."


I use custom IO&M tools (not 
generalizable to others)


Cost141- P3: IO&M 
estimates are bespoke 
using a lot of Excel


OREC346_Cost_P004: I'm writing custom code because I don't know what's out there


I need mooring designs,  
cost estimates, and 
performance data


OREC372_Cost_P004: Desire for cost breakdown for different mooring systems


OREC375_Cost_P012
: Assessing 


bathemtry and 
sedeiment data 


sometimes requires 
learning GIS 


softawre


OREC374_Cost_P006: Lack of information for foundations, especially bottom fixed.


Cost144- P23: Need for a failure database and improved Failure Modes Assesement tools.


"developing a marine specific failure database would be something that's super helpful for learning. Of course, that ties back to the cost modeling as well. "


OREC283_Prod_P009: I'm working on differentiable BEM, opprtunity for gradient based optimization.


OREC282_Prod_P009: Differentiable BEM is necceary for gradient based optimization


Closed source code can be a 
black box to me


Cost155- P8: Developers rely on commercial codes to be accurate, but they can have their own errors if not maintained and checked.


"from a due diligence perspective, we find a lot of either shortcuts or human error at the best, really description. Then that leads to what could have been the correct, a very accurate load assessment becoming an extremely inaccurate strength assessment"


Int008- P20: It’s rather scarysometimes what ends up ina commercial code as high fidelity because it just enables the code to run whereas its not actually representing the proper physics.


Int024- P25: Better 
documentation of 
conventions would 


be better than 
standardizing - to 


give the user 
flexibility.


Int025- P25: Text- 
based outputs make


interoperability 
much easier, as you 
can see the data and


modify it.


Int058- P15: An exciting 
area I think we'll see in 


the future is digital 
twins that have been 


trained on high fidelity 
models using machine 


learning methods.


OREC178_Qual
_P011: Desire 
for machine 


learning 
examples


OREC238_Prod_P0
05: Desire to use 
machine learning 


for statistics to 
better understand


the problem


Qual185- P6: it's no good just blindly going in with a machine learning algorithm. But it just seem like there's also a lot of value in using it, particularly for large datasets that might emergefrom test campaigns, etc.


OREC247_Prod_P00
7: I don't think it's 


worth moving away 
from what we know 


to integrate new 
software trends (e.g.


machine learning)


OREC177_Qual_P0
07: Desire for 


machine learning 
examples and 
publications


Prod105- P15: Yeah, so first we've gone just about everything over to C++ as our language, and then our programming model, there are basically two different ways you can handle this in a code, right?You can either go into your code and then have a compiler directives that say, okay, if it's Cuda or if it's Hip or Rockem, whatever you have, and then deal with that in every loop within your code, or you can abstract that out.


I need better high fidelity 
modeling tools for marine 


energy devices


High fidelity modeling software 
barriers (e.g. development cost, 
validation) are challenging for 


me


I need software with better 
accuracy of low- mid fidelity 


models
Int010- P20: In my opinion discovering those physics based reduced order models is what is going to help bridge these gaps.


Int043- P10: Our mid- fidelity kite model does not include any structural modeling or hydroelasticity modeling, but it does produce the forces acting on each of the hydrodynamic surfaces. The high fidelity model is the structural model that predicts stress distributions and things like tip deflections, but it does not includethe flight dynamics. If it did, it would not be computationally feasible to use for design purposes.


OREC323_Int_P014: I 
think high fidelity 
models should be used
as early as possible. 
High fidelity model 
development cost is a 
barrier


Int006- P16: Seeing high fidelity as a silver bullet to solve all problems is a bad interpretation of what high fidelity modeling is. There is plenty of uncertainty - high fidelity models need validating the most.


OREC032_Qual_P005: Modelling breaking waves is a challenges, but we don't know how (poorly) the simulations are doing


Int007- P16: The more parameters one includes ina model, the more you increase the range of uncertainty model and ended up actually getting most of the times a worse result in a mid fidelity model.


Int011- P20: What physics is missing in the low fidelity and mid fidelity models? I feel like you need to have basic research - in kind of the high fidelity experimental regime - in order toidentify what those gaps are and then build up these codes based on the physics that we discover.


Improving OpenFOAM usability 
(e.g. UI/UX and examples) would 


be useful for me
Qual117- P21: Just building a model that shows how to model different types of wave energy converter, that actually may help at least a good first step (referring to OpenFOAM)


Qual116- P21: Desire for OpenFOAM examples, and coupling with other software


"coupling between different codes. The problem I have seen is that for example, some people have mentionedusing the code precise, they are showing words but at the same time the learning curve is pretty steep. It's hard for someone just like going and grab a code and just use it. I think one thing Chris mentioned earlier I think it's a good idea, it's actually to maybe have someone actually build some examples."


Int021- P1: We could set up a database of OpenFOAM example cases if that wouldbe useful for the community.


Int022- P13: The standard OpenFOAM approach is to find a tutorial and build from that.


MATLAB has offers me free
licenses


Int031- P10: MATLAB offers software for free to some start- up companies - removing the barrier


OREC120_Prod_P010: MATLAB okay for Labs, licenses are readily available


OREC329_Cost_P012: Universities get discounts on MATLAB software licenses.


I need to model WEC arrays


I need to model nonlinear 
waves (e.g. shallow water)


I need to model flexible 
bodies


I need software to model 
more WECs including 


hybrid devices


OREC001_Qual_P11: Need methods to model array interations, especially in shallow water"They work on resolving the wave interactions.  Array interactions need to be covered"


OREC002_Qual_
P014: We don’t' 
have models to 


work with arrays


OREC004_Qual_P01
1: I have a general 
distrust of using 


models in shallow 
water since we don’t


get reflection and 
refraction.


OREC005_Qual_P013: If youknow the limitations of your assumptions then maybe this is OK.  Shallow water and OSWC are cases where I do this. We all rely on BEM solution methods.


OREC006_Qual_P0
14: we could use 
some non- linear 
solvers for wave, 
unless you go for 


CFD


OREC008_Qual_P008: 
Need for simulating 


material properties of 
flexible bodies


"We will need materials
models to capture this 


as well."


OREC009_Qual_P0
12: We don't have 


a way to model 
flexible or 


inflatable bodies


OREC020_Qual_P?: 
Desire for methods 


to model hybrid 
devices


OREC022_Qual
_P013: We 


need a better 
way to model 


OWCs


OREC279_Prod_P010: MATLAB doesn’t work with HPC because it changes every year


OREC113_Int_P01
2: Desire to stop 


supporting 
MATLAB and force
users to switch to 


Python


OREC115_Prod_P0
08: We need new 


software that's 
not dependent on


MATLAB


OREC116_Prod
_P010: 


MATLAB 
dependency is 


a problem


I need open- source, 
customizable control 


software
OREC302_Cost_P004: Desire for Python- based controls software 


OREC303_Cost_P012: I would prefer to use open source software for controls. But Python doesn't have comparable controls packages.


OREC299_Int_P00
2: Custom 


controllers need 
to be developeed 


for each WEC


OREC300_Cost_
P009: There's a 
need to model 
the control of 
the PTO side


OREC278_Int_P006: Commercial software licences make software difficult to run on HPC systems.


I see a future role for 
graphics processing units


OREC273_Prod_
P001: Using 


GPUs would be 
useful for BEM 
optimization


OREC274_Prod_P0
07: One benefit of
using GPUs could 
be including more


physics in the 
problem. 


OREC275_Prod
_P008: GPUs 


would be 
useful for BEM


OREC285_Prod_P012: I'm working on differentiable BEM


OREC277_Int_P002: Desire for software to run in parallel


OREC297_Cost_
P005: DAQ 


requires custom
designs for each


WEC device


OREC328_Cost_P012: MATLAB/Simulink is great for controlsI'm forced to pay for MATLAB to do controls


OREC329_Cost_P012: MATLAB license costs are a barrier for control


OREC093_Int_P007: It took additional development effort to develop multiple multibody models


Int035- P6: Often times it is more wasteful to try to write code yourself than to let the software developer do it - as its not shared withthe community and remains in- house etc


OREC133_Int_P001: WECSIM needs to be maintained for MATLAB existing users


Prod024- P25: I wasn't, and I still am not super fluent, for example, in Python, but requiring to switch to the optimization tool, WecOptTool made me actually learnPython, and was for example, just the path that I went down to make use of these tools that have been developed and that are there and that were required because I didn't see any other avenue


OREC033__P007: Need for verification and validation to understand the limits of sofware.


Cost097- P6: Desire for multi- fidelity interoperability with OrcaFlex"The fidelity of the models in OrcaFlex is a bit difficult to integrate, because has a very set framework of features."


OREC138_Int_P012: I'm concerned about the ethicsof using public funding to develop software that requires a (paid) commercial license to operate


OREC350_Cost_P006: We have a lot of cost structure in MoorPy that can be usedfor optimization


Int020- P13: OpenFOAM hasa steep learning curve. It would be nice to have more OpenFOAM example problems for FSI.


Qual152- P25: "for our global optimization, we fell back to Python which we can easily scale to AWS and that's what we did... Then being able to scale up Python in AWS, that was a conscious decision that we took for our global optimization of thesystem. "


Cost006- P25: Pursuing optimization through Amazon Web Services.


"But recently also more on the optimization side, with a backup tool and scaling things up to AWS for example, and similar."


Simulation speed may 
not be a barrier


OREC258_Prod_P0
04: My work is not


impacted by 
software 


simulation speed


OREC259_Prod_P0
07: I don't think 


speed of 
computation is a 
current barrier to 


progress


Licenses costs are a barrier 
to adoption for me


OREC048_Qual_P002: Cost is a barrier to begin workOREC049__P003: Commercial software costs can be a barrier


OREC050_Qual_P005: Cost is barrier to adoptionOREC054_Qual_P015: Couldn't use WAMIT because license had expired


Qual037- P22: The cost of Tidal Bladed was prohibitive for most developers.


There's work being done 
for GPUs, but there's more 


to do
Prod101- P18: And I'll just add North Carolina has an ocean energy program and there is some code they're developing there that does wave energy simulations based on GPUs. So, we do see some specific code development in the sector only for GPU- based processing


Prod130- P16: There are ongoing efforts right now where we are trying to kind of dispatch a lot of these calculations (referring to weather forecasting calculations) to GPUs because they're very good with flops, they're very good with doing numerical operations, like arithmetic operations that can speed up the process, and we see that. I wouldn’t say that it isas straightforward as we thought at the beginning because there's a lot of memory copy from the CPU to the GPU and backwards, and you need to be very careful of how you implement all this. And there's certain numerical methods that simply don't vectorize well. So, I think the scientific community is learning a lot about GPUs.


Prod108- P15: (When you use abstraction layers) You lose a little bit of performance. There are a number of papers where you can see where they'll be dealing with, for example, Cocos or a native CUDA specific implementation. And it's not nowhere near enough to make the case that you'd wanna code specifically to CUDA and then specifically to Rockem


Prod128- P20: we should absolutely stay with the times and start reporting things to GPUs. Traditional CFD software is usually written. It is usually notGPU compatible. And so, there's some significant overhead to port these large traditional codesto GPUs


Prod088- P18: At FAU I’m not really looking at this from a developer perspective, but we are using GPUs for the control co- design and for health monitoring algorithms that we're putting together... we're current currently using those for both of those applications right now where we develop it in MATLAB and then we linearize things or we simplify things and then they use the GPUs for that.


Cost098- P6: More 
flexibility would be 


helpful for OrcaFlex to 
import custom 


hydrodynamic models 
to integrate with the 


mooring setup


Qual170- P10: Structural analysis we use SolidWorks. But a lot of stuff is highly customized, as I've mentioned in previous breakouts, really the driving reason for that customization from our perspective though, has more to do with interoperability between component level software.


I want to continue to use 
MATLAB


Qual144- P25: We have just found that commercial software packages, in particular the MathWork packages just allow us to streamline the entire process.It's just very convenient for us to not have to deal with thinking about what wedo when we have a simulation model, and want to extract the control code and need to make it compatible with some real time controllers, and actually compile it into C code.


OREC122_Prod_P007: I don't think we should moveaway from MATLAB. Matlabhas features to use open software tools.


Int061- P27: MATLAB can beused for a lot of different applications within our company - having another code that runs off a program like MATLAB wouldn't be too much of a barrier.


OREC108_Int_P007: I preferMATLAB for plotting and quick data access


Qual147- P25: So far, we have always come to the conclusion that using such a commercial package as the MathWork products, it'sjust the most convenient for us as a technology developer.


Qual148- P25: Sometimes software's don't exist even in the MathWorks library. But there is an entire industry that has been built upon those tools and already established, we are not the first ones to build a controller for a drive train. We are not the first ones to implement an online optimization algorithm in a controller. It's like as wave energy developers, we don't have to reinvent the wheel on every software aspect, and on every control block.


I think selecting the "right" 
software is challenging


Qual160- P17: better understand how to integrate them, I think we've talked a little bit about that. But also thinking of it from the developer's point of view, it's overwhelming. Am I really going to be able to purchase, manage and develop the expertise to have software to tackle all these topics? It seems really crazy.


I need SME expertise to 
correctly apply software


Qual094- P8: Most CFD can be modified, but it requires SME to correctly apply and tune the model


"most of CFD packages nowadays are as generic as they can be, therefore you can modify them. But then there's all this extra level of effort that needs to be done as you can [inaudible] code to do something else.I would say, kind of out of the box CFD can possibly be modified to certain things. But this also relies on the modelers ability to take this tool and adjust it accordingly to be able to model things.


I'm using software outside 
of its intended application


OREC029_Qual_P012: Currently leveraging software from aerospace for design and shape optimization, which had to be rewritten, and the principles really do not apply


OREC030_Qual_P0
13: Currently 


using BEM 
software outside 


its intended 
application


Cost132- P22: "You've only 10 people, eight people in your company, you cannot have all the models and all the expertise in- house to do all this stuff."


Cost162- P8: A software tool is only as good as the expertise and knowledge of the user


"It didn't really matter if this company was very respectable or not or a traditionin civil engineering, because they didn't have a clue of what to use as input. In a way, it was allowed for them to use that as input, there wasn't any magical software or standard saying to them, hang on this doesn't make any sense"


OREC370_Cost_P0
04: Desire to have
better access to 


information about
software


I need a better understanding 
existing software limitations


OREC034__P013: Desire for understanding applicable theory and limits of software


Qual163- P17: the biggest challenge is lack of integration, especially from the developer's point of view understanding where to turn and what to use. I think as I've been listening along today, it also struck me that many of the developers probably won't have the capacity to truly understand the sort of physics basics in alot of the software tools. To determine if it's actually applicable to what they're using, and then are the results something that they can take with face value?


I think software 
development approachs 


must balance a wide range 
of needs


Cost120- P3: Utilize software that allows one to move up and downin fidelity.


"our go to tool is Simulink because it's easy to do any kind of dynamic powertrain configurations. We tend to do systems identification just to linearize it, to be able to use that in controls environment"


Prod106- P15: from our perspective, we don't wanna deal with coding specifically to each different architecture. So, we try to find high performant abstraction layers to use in open source libraries. And there are a number of them. There are Raja and AKA and Cocos. There are several out there


Qual125- P29: Desire for interoperbable plug and play hydrodynamic libraries, with e.g. Chrono


"bits of the library start coupling to something like Chrono or another framework system, they become very difficult to use in a different environment. "


Prod136- P16: How do you get such a big software that's writtenin C++ or Fortran possibly, all weather forecasting models are in Fortran and some kind of obscure Fortran from the 70s. How do you tell that into Julia and who's gonna put all the workto do it? And what if Julia is not the right tool anyway?


I need interoperable 
hydrodynamic libraries 
(e.g. across platforms)


Qual125- P29: Desire for interoperbable plug and play hydrodynamic libraries


"Then you have some plug and play hydrodynamics parts that you can couple all together. If these are small libraries as opposed to whole frameworks, then you can reuse them in different contexts. "


MATLAB packages are too 
costly for me


Int032- P6: MATLAB is not a deterrent to using other software packages, but the combination of MATLAB plus other packages can become difficult to managefor small companies.


OREC103_Int_P012: My university does not providefree access to MATLAB. Qual153- P25: Because 
it wouldn't happen 
while dealing with 
parallel loops, or 
whatever in the time 
domain solver with 
Simulink or MATLAB.


MATLAB is a barrier to 
interoperability for me


Qual152- P25: It wasn't an option to go with a MathWork products there. There wasn't even an option to use WEC- Sim by the way, but it was right falling back to the [inaudible] tool and implementing it properly


OREC061_Int_P005: MATLAB/Simulink can be limiting due to lack of knowledge exchange of theunderlying system


Prod090- P22: And the more seeds that you can do for a givendesign load case, the more confidence you have that you're capturing all the different permutations of a slightly misaligned blade with a slightly elevated turbulence level with a slightly misaligned yaw.


"High- fidelity" is a broad term


Int054- P15: The term "high fidelity" can be interpreted differently depending on the person's perspective.


Cost013- P1: Users of higher fidelity wave interaction and CFDcodes.


"I'm the developer of SNL- SWAN,SNL- Delft3D, and I do a lot of work with High- Fidelity CFD openfoam modeling and some Star CCM."


Int056- P15: It is a fair question to ask where something falls on the spectrum of high fidelity to low fidelity.


Cost021- P13: User ofhigher fidelity tools focused on current energy converters (CECs).


"Software that we use is High- Fidelity CFD, open from various different commercial codes, reviews, vorticity codes, multiple stream tuned models."


OREC164_Qual_P01
2: Need to access to 
minimum machine 
specs in order to 


run analysis


I need trusted open source 
software (OSS)


I need open source 
software bugs unresolved


OREC321_Int_P013: Open- source solutions can have long- term unresolved bugs


Qual209- P2: first motivation of the Capytaine of this work was because I wanted to access the internals of NEMOHto implement my own models, my own methods. The organization of the code made it very difficult, so I ended up tryingto reorganize it. In the end, I never did the new model [inaudible] at the beginning, and I just spend all my time reorganizing the code. But yeah, there was a quality issue with this code, mostly because it was for historical reasons.


Qual215- P2: Even if you just want to rerun something you did years ago, it can be an issue to redo the same thing


OREC026_Qual_P012: Capytaine has a irregular frequency issue


I need open source 
software


OREC080_Prod_P006: Academia is shifting to open source software


OREC081_Prod_P012: I need open source software(for speed) to apply adjoint- based optimization


OREC317__P010: I 
think we need to 


develop open 
source software 
solutions now so 
that it's ready by 


2025


OREC318__P010: 
There are big 


government efforts 
going on right now 


and we and the 
community needs to


be ready. 


I need easily modify open 
source software


Qual210- P2: it was 30 or 40years old, and different layers added by different people. In the end, it can make a mess out of it.


OREC070_Qual_P010: Desire for easy to use packages that can be customized


Qual210- P2: Desire for open source software to adopt state- of- the- art practices in software development to ensure software quality


"I don't know if this example is representative of the state of our software, which I guess most of them aremore recent and probably are using more state- of- the- art practices in software development."


Qual207- P2: example I know is about NEMOH which from the point of view of software and development best practiceswas not exactly the best.


Qual099- P8: Desire for UI/UX and documentation for OSS


"With open source code, what often happens is that a lack of documentation. This is an ongoing struggle for me, is like you find something, you read the description, you say, oh, that's somethingI can use. Then you go into the codes, which can be very badly written and yeah, I even go into the source code, lookfor comments that establish what each function is doing for example. "


Cost034- P25: GUIs and etc help adoption by external parties.


"Yeah, and I guess the biggest hurdle we see with that is that those open source tools don't have the interface that the commercial tools have, which can make collaboration with outside users a little more difficult"


Qual100- P8: Desire for documenation and examplres for OSS


" lack of documentation is the number one concern about open source codes... Iwill say in terms of open source code, a big barrier is lack of tutorials and lack of proper documentation. That is what discourages people from using the code in the end. "


I need OSS with a less 
steep learning curve


OREC071_Qual_P012: Capytaine had high learning curve


OREC078_Prod_P013: Somenewer methods require users to think differently about the problem.


OREC252_Prod_P005: I think it's more important toget intuition into the system


Prod137- P20: Just to emphasize this difficulty that we have as well, we'll run a CFD code on onecluster and then have to analyze post- process it with our machinelearning codes on a different cluster because the GPUs and the CPUs are on separate partitions, so this is data transfernightmare.


Prod106- P15: So, we basically are coding with Cocos as our abstraction layer. And we rely on Cocos’s team to deal with making sure Cocos can handle the different GPUs of Intel, AMD, and Nvidia. And then we use another one, which is called MRX, which is an adaptive mesh refinement library. And basically, AMRX themselves have taken care on their backend of dealing with all the different GPU types there.


Qual077- P8: Desire for design for relaibility and to define reliability


", it does feel like the design for reliability [inaudible] given that we have the design for performance, it didn't really work. We had the design for survivability, it didn't really work so maybe it's the last chance, there is a lack of understanding even of what reliability is. Any tool that would be specifically developed would have an immediate [inaudible] I think."


Qual089- P8: Desire to connect extreme events, risk and insurance costs


"I'm also surprised that extreme events are so low here.... to connect extreme events, risk and insurance costs. "


I need interoperable marine 
energy software (e.g. like wind 


energy)
I need to develop custom 


wrappers to integrate software


I want to learn from 
interoperability of wind 


turbines models


I need interoperable system and 
subsystem (e.g. systems 


engineering) models


Int028- P10: Interoperabilitybetween models of different components within a system is also important (e.g. hydrodynamic body, tethers, PTO)


Int037- P6: OrcaFlex now has integrated BEM code and WEC- Sim might do something similar in the future. However, relying on someone else's code can make it difficult to integrate the code well.


Int050- P22: I never 
had to worry about 
interoperability 
between low & mid 
fidelity wind turbine 
codes.


Int051- P15: There are manydifferent codes that are working together [in ExaWind] - they are compiled together and run together to enable wind turbine modellers to move through the fidelity spectrum more easily.


Qual128- P1: "there's this issue where all the tools exist, and they don't talk to each other verywell.... If we just had basic building blocks that everyone could share, they could make their own framework just by wrapping a handful of libraries and sticking with the convention."


Int045- P10: We developed our modeling codes in- house to avoid difficulties of coupling different software packages together. I would like to understand how we could incorporate these other tools out there, because developing everything in- house requires going beyond our expertise and,for example, developing structural codes that are not as accurate as commercial codes that are available. (referring to OrcaFlex)


Cost093- P10: We need to keep sight of full system level needs such that component modeling software packages can work together to achieve the end goal.


I need interoperable 
computational fluid dynamics 
and structural analysis models


I need interoperable controls 
models


Int027- P25: Its difficult to model WEC subsystems in high fidelity modeling codes - we usually work around that limitation by mapping trajectories to a CFD code (in a one- way coupling)Cost028- P13: Interoperability across CFD and structural solversis challenging.


"and getting the structural loads from a CFD package into a commercial code like SolidWorksis pretty much impossible. That drives us to open source structural solvers as well, NASTRAN, CalculiX"


Qual115- P21: Coupling with different code, I may actually want to use that one as an example. I think some of the team member in this discussion group actually mentioned the coupling between for example, OpenFOAM and structure code.I think many of the people actually mentioned that complexity of actually just trying to transfer the pressure from CFD to the structure code.


Cost032- P9: Differences in input/output formatting makes interoperability between CFD and structural solvers challenging.


"looked into various combinations of mapping High- Fidelity CFD results into structural assembly software tools. Especially with say Star CCM, or any of the Ansys CFD capabilities, you're always limited in how your output format looks like, and what you can convert them into other software’s"


OREC152__P013: Desire for multi- fidelity iteroperabilitythat includes control


I need improved and 
interoperable meshing tools


OREC041_Qual_P003: 
Desire for improved 
meshing


OREC042_Qual_P012: Needmeshing tools, especially for DEEC- Tec


OREC044_Qual_P001: I need an improved workflow for transferring (meshes) between softwarepackages.OREC045_Qual_P012: 
Having issues 
transfering meshes 
between software 
packages


I need multi- fidelity 
modeling frameworks


OREC154_Qual_P009: Desire to link software packages, e.g.  systems software


Cost080- P6:


"I find there's no option
to have automatically 
create a surface mesh 
that can be accepted by
these other software’s"


Int052- P15: Its very important to design APIs that allow different codes to work together seamlessly in order to run the same case with different levels offidelity. The goal is to increase scientific understanding of the complex system while also making better reduced order engineering models.


Prod102- P15: the Exoscale computing project basically said, was the Department of Energy and the U.S. government saying we're gonna totally change the way we make supercomputers and do high performance computing, and we need to make sure that we have codes that will actually run on these architectures


I need interoperable multi- 
fidelity models


OREC144__P002: Desire
to integrate high 
fidelity models (CFD) 
with low/mid fidelity 
models


OREC149__P014: Desire
for a wide range of low 
fidelity disciplines and 
integrate into larger 
model


I need interoperable finite 
element analysis models


OREC207_Cost_P001: 
Desire to model PTO 
components and 
extend  model to do 
finite element analysis


OREC208_Cost_P006: 
We need detailed 
design using finite 
element


OREC209_Cost_P006: 
Desire for include finite
element tool into co- 
design tools, like the 
wecOptTool


OREC148__P013: Desire
for iteroperability for 
includes near- and far- 
field models


Qual119- P21: focusing on developing this interface code for example. They are actually showing that you can actually toggle between different types ofcodes, OpenFOAM or MATLAB code at the same time, it's possible. But at the same time, we need to have some good example and otherwise, it's hard to use.


Int020- P13: In our experience of coupling OpenFOAM to a structural solver, Calculix - both codeshave steep learning curves and it’s a lot of work.


I need interoperable 
hydrodynamic and structural 


models


Int044- P10: The mid- fidelity kite model feeds the corresponding force profiles into a higher fidelity structural and hydroelasticity model, which then in turn feeds back estimates of the stretch train distributions and also the top deflections.


David Ogden


Cost154- P8: Mapping loads, pressures, etc between codes and models is not convenient.


"On being able to either map it correctly or using the right inputs. I mean I guess that's the same in a variety of things, but it's almost like you're in someone's kitchen."


OREC040_Qual_P001: 
Tracking hull pressue 
with adaptive meshes 
is difficult


Int013- P8: The mid- fidelity tools probably takes solutions from the low fidelity. And it wants to be as open as possible.


Cost078- P6: "It's quite 
difficult to go between 
the two, between the 
structural models I find
and then any other 
aspects of the design"


I think that sometimes 
tools won't be 
interoperable


Int046- P3: It is the case 
that you have to use 
different marine 
energy modeling tools 
that don't interoperate 
- but we just have to 
accept it.


Int042- P6: When transitioning from lower fidelity to traditional mesh based CFD, the two processes are quite different, and that there has been little crossover - the two workflows are completely separate.


Prod087- P3: I think these are advanced architectures. We've been thinking about them, and we certainly would see value for them in that kind of CFD space. But certainly a product that, it would need to integrate with kind of existing framework. So,how can I utilize the CFD capability from, say, within a MATLAB environment?


Qual126- P29: Desire for interoperbable plug and play libraries written in low levelprogramming langauge with wrappers


" you want to use them in a different context. It would be quite good to have a suite of some of those fairly basic modelsavailable, again in a low- level language with perhaps wrappers to higher level languages so that you could reuse them and redeploy them in different environments. "


Cost154- P8: Issues with applying loads to different levels of modelfidelity when using black boxes.


"one of the issues that we often find is, when applying the gap between applying loads into a structure into different steps andmodels, then it becomes a bit of a black [inaudible] whoever is using it"


Int001- P16: 
Interoperability 


between low and high 
fidelity codes is very 


poor - particularly for 
wave energy simulation


and FSI.


OREC146__P013: Desire for multi- fidelity iteroperabilitythat includes non- linearities


OREC155_Qual_P010: Desire for low- to- mid- to- high fidelity modeling


Int036- P10: There is some manual labor involved in the process of going from low fidelity to medium fidelity simulations for kite systems. It would be valuable to eliminate the need for this manual labor.


I need to leverage high- fidelity 
models inform engineering 


models


Int057- P15: Engineering models contain a huge number of dials and parameters - we want to use high fidelity models to accurately tune those parameters for a narrow application space.


Int003- P16: In wind 
energy, we use high 
fidelity models (e.g. LES
codes) to calibrate the 
lower fidelity models 
(e.g. FLORIS).


OREC151__P001: Different fidelity models can help with controller development and to improve accuracy


Cost156- P8: Results from any code are only as good as what it recieves.


"But there is no code checking that the inputs to the structural assessment package, are actually correct"


Commercial licenses can be
too expensive for me


Cost047- P5: Annual license fees are prohibitive if not utilizing enough during the year.


"Then from the industry perspective, you're left holding annual licensing fees for various different toolboxes that you might use once in a year. It's not something that we think is sustainable."


Cost036- P1: Licensing fees can be prohibitive for commercial codes.


"moved to OpenFOAM because of licensing costs in high performance computing environments for the commercial codes, CFD codes"


OREC314_Prod_P007: I 
don't think including 
more physics is always 
better.


Prod024- P25: A lot of people who actually are interested in wave energy modeling start learning Simulink via WEC- SIm. They don't know like in depth Simulink on MATLAB but are very curiousabout the tool to model wave energy converters. And then there's this great tool of WEC- Sim, and that's an entry point for them to also look further into that


OREC313_Prod_P007: I 
don't think there are 
many benefits to using 
GPUs. 


OREC315_Prod_P007: I 
don't think lack of 
computing tools is 
barrier for marine 
energy commercial 
viability


OREC311_Prod_P007: I 
don't see an advantage 
of using GPUs 
(hardware) since there 
are software solutions 
(e.g. multithreading).


OREC312_Prod_P007: 
I'm skeptical that GPUs 
would accelerate multi 
body physics 
simulations


OREC098_Prod_P005: I 
think we should 
maintain both MATLAB 
and Python software


Cost053- P21: Preferable to keep everything in a design code within the same environment forconsistency.


"we actually build that version in Python before. Eventually we actually transferred everything back to the MATLAB because for the consistency reason"


I've spent a lot of development 
time making Python code 
available to MATLAB users


OREC095_Int_P008: Software development in mutiple programming languges is costly and ineffective


OREC094_Int_P008: MHKiT MATLAB/Python versions are not coupled (incurring duplication of work). Decoupled software requires duplication of work


OREC109_Int_P008: MHKiT put a lot of effort to make Python functionality available in MATLAB


I need Operating System 
(OS) interoperability


OREC326_Int_P007: Supporting multiple operating systems is important (Windows, Mac OS, Linux)


I think commercial 
software is worth the cost


Cost043- P25: If a commercial code has a suite of valuable toolsit is worth the cost.


"because you have a large toolbox and tool chain that you can really make use of, and that's heavily used for power take of modeling"


OREC056_Int_P003: Benefit of commercial software is access to customer support.


Cost083- P26: Costs for commercial codescan be high, but have to use if nothing else is available.


"guys in Queen's University in Belfast, and they use the Ansys package. I don't know what or parts of it and stuff they use, but actually I think there's a reasonably significant cost involved there"


Cost084- P26: Commercial codes are used if they provide what is needed for the costs required.


"they use [inaudible] Ansys and I think they also use OrcaFlex quite heavily"


Cost045- P17: Commercial codes relevant across numerical and experimental relms.


"It's mostly MathWorks products as well, as LabVIEW once it gets on the bench. Weare also been looking into adapting somecommercial products. [inaudible] has some control and evaluation software as well as some of the other common ones"


Qual146- P25: it comes the price. It's for us always, just from a timeline and project management perspective, a tradeoff between what are we willing to pay for these kinds of software's to allow us to move faster. Versus where is maybe even the requirement or the convenience of having everything in one tool chain.


Qual149- P25: We really 
try to fall back on 


established industrial 
routines, and there are 
a lot of them out there. 
If you're willing to pay 


again, that's a tradeoff.







